


Mufti-Function Boards 
IMPACT SCSIIftAM Controller 

Removable Hard Drive 
IMPACTS044 

• 25Mhz 32·blt Motorola 68030 offers A3000 power today! 
• Up to 33Mhz 68882 1I000Ing point math co-processor. 
• 8MB state-of-the-art nibble mode DRAM design takes full advantage of the 68030 burst mode, effectively providing a zero 
_II-state DRAM access at 25Mhz. 
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• Combines SCSI controller and a 3.5" hard drive on a single A2000 expansion card. 
• Available with 30, 40, 43, BO, or 100MB 3.5" hard drive, with 11 ms average access time on 40, 80 and 100MB hard disks. 
• Autoboot feature comes standard. 

• Combines SCSI controller and 2MB fast RAM expansion on a single board. 
• 16-blt DMA data transfers to on-board 16K disk buffer, providing high-performance not affected by any other Amiga DMA 

activities. 
o Autoboot feature comes standard. 

o Removable cartridge media with 25ms average access time. 
o 44MB (formatted) storage capacity per cartridge and unlimited off-line storage. 
o Industry standard half-height 5'14' form;::f::i::a:i:ct~o~r.==== 
One-year factory warranty on all products 

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC. 

For more information, or b' your nearest GVP dealer, call today (215) _-9411 or FAX (215) 889-9416. 
Amlga is a regIstered trademark of Commodore ·Amlga, Inc IMPACT and GVP are trademarks of Great Valley Products. Inc 
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On Point 
Notes from Editor, Tom Bucklin 

Recently, Commodore announced their earnings for the fiscal 
quarter ending June 30, 1989, and the news was not what you 
would call good. Although Commodore's spokesperson blamed 
the 8.9 million dollar loss on a declining value in foreign 
currency, many industry analysts agree that a large part of this bad 
showing was due to sagging U.S . sales for Commodore. 

Actually, this shouldn't come as a surprise to anyone who has 
been around a few years in this market. Most people will 
remember names like Rattigan and Toy as those who were given 
the seemingly insurmountable task of getting the U.S. Amiga 
sales more in line with sales figures across the ocean (it has been 
estimated that out of the reported one million Amigas sold, 
Europe accounts for up to 70%). 

The question that burns continually through this dilemma is 
why? Certainly, part of the answer has always lay in a factor 
called "perception." Simply put, Commodore has been unable to 
change its image as a game-machine company in this country . 
Part of this problem is having to shake the aforementioned stigma. 
But then there are the other things ... bad decisions and opportunity 
lost. It seems that everyone knows at least one horror story of 
how the Amiga had a chance to get into so and so place or be on 
such and such, but somebody in the chain of command blew it. 

Whether Storys like this can be believed or not, is uncertain. 
But I do know that there's no time like the present to tum the U.S. 
sales situation around. With Apple devoting major dollars to 
concentrate on capturing the desktop video market, the time for 
Commodore to aggressively solve these shortcomings is now. 
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Mac-2-Dos lets you read and write 
Macintosh diskettes on your Amiga! 

Mac-2-Dos gives your Amiga the power to read and write files 

Mac-2-Dos includes a custom hardware interface, driver soft
ware , file conversion software , and , optionally, a Mac-compat
ible 3,5-inch floppy drive. The hardware interface plugs into 
the Amiga external disk drive connector or into the last external 

to and from 400k and 800k Macintosh floppy disks using a 
standard Macintosh-compatible 3.5-inch external floppy ~ _ _ 

drive of the daisy-chained disk drives. The Mac drive 
draws its power from the Amiga, 

disk drive connected to your Amiga. 

Here are a few typical Mac-2-Dos uses: v Amiga 
users can now have access to the extensive 
variety of Macintosh clip art available on 
Macintosh disks

' 
V Amlga users can now 

take their Amiga PostScript files (on a 
Macintosh diskette) to most any typeset
ting service bureau to be output on profes
sional typesetting equipmentl v College stu
dents who are required to have a pricey Macintosh 
can now choose the Amiga and still meet the require
ment of being Macintosh compatible I v Amiga users can 
transfer all kinds of files , like word processing and desktop 
publishing files , spreadsheet files, or database files. v Musi
cians can Quickly and easily transfer Standard Midi Files (SMF) 
between the Macintosh and Amiga l 

The FASTEST Hard Disk Backup Utility! 
"Many in the Amiga community consider Quarterback V2.2 the standard 
of our community" My overall impression of Quarterback is smooth 
and complete ... For the average Amiga harddrive owner, Quarterback 
IS still the util ity of choice.' 

- Steve Dock, The Amiga Sentry, March, 1989 

Quarterback IS the program I've chosen to keep my hard disk backed 
up .. .. Given the added power and lower price of Quarterback, it would 
be my first choice for a hard disk backup program " 

- Mal/hew Leeds, Commodore Magazine, June, 1989 

Cl.:fta .... •• n ......, ( ... ) 0 
~111"11 tP'A 
Ulllllql "dVdK 

Transfers MS-DOS 
and Atari ST files 
to and from 
AmigaDOS! 

PACKAGE A: Package A includes a custom hardware 
interface, file transfer software , and file con ver

sion software . Only $99,95 ' 

PACKAGE B: Package B includes a custom 
hardware interface, file transfer software , 

file conversion software, a Mac-compat-
= ible 3.5-inch floppy drive, and a software 

driver to allow the Mac drive to be used to 
read and write standard AmigaDOS diskettes as 

well. Only $349,95 ' 
LIMITATIONS: Mac-2-Dos is a disk file transfer utility pro

gram; it is not a communications program, nor is it a Macin
tosh emulator. It DOES NOT permit Mac programs to run on 
the Amlga . 

, Plus S3.00 shipping/handling, ' Pill s 55,00 shlppmglhandllng 
co residenls add appropriale sales '''. 

"The fa stest of the lot, Quarterback V2,Q copied my 4.3 megs to five 
floppies in four minutes and fifty seconds, The user interface is smooth 
and intUitive. the process pain tess and rellabte. and the speed a gOOd 
sight better than even secGnd runner up There are iust enough 
gadgets around to make things easy, and not so many as to make them 
confusing , This IS the program we use to back up our hard disk and 
Bernoulli data.' - Mark R. Bro wn, INFO #26, May/June. 1989 

Only $69,95 Plus S3.00 shipping and handling, CO residents add sales la, 

Coming Soon' QUARTERBACK TOOLS 
A coliection of high-Qualify user-friendly utilities 

11 transfers both binary (pure data) and ASCII (text) files 
Let DOS-2-DOS be your PASSPORT 
to the world of foreign disk formats, 

Only $55,00 
Plus S3.00 shipping and handling, CO reSiden ts add appropriate sales Ia,. 

Central Coast Software 
424 Vista Avenue 
Golden, Colorado 804Q 1=1 
Phone 303 1526-' 030 
FAX 303/526-0520 I V'SA I 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 



The Amiga-Only Show Returns to Chicago 

by Steve Dock 

C hicagoans are on a roll. 
Their new mayor (Daley) 
speaks to the Governor, the 
Cubs are enjoying the new 

lights at Wrigley field and the Board 
of Trade is in the national news every 
night! To top this good fortune off, 
AmiExpo returned to the HyaLL Regen
cy from July 28 through the 30th. 

Late summer is usually a 
slowwwwww time in the computer 
business and the exhibitors I talked to 
confirmed that summer of 1989 was 
no exception. Baunan and Lethal 
Weapon 2 maybe making millions, but 
your local Amiga dealer, developer 
and even Commodore are nol. In fact 
Commodore announced a losing quar
ter shonly after the show. Total yearly 
sales were up to over $900 million, 
but from April through June fell com
pared to the same period in 1988. 
Though some fell that this summer's 
Amiga market was particularly poor, 
most look forward to September and 
the fall season with lots of new prod
uct introductions. The show itself fol
lowed the now standard fonnaL: an ex
hibit floor with 50+ participants, 
several keynote addresses, a series of 
two-hour seminars on specific topics, 
and four-hour detailed "master class
es" taught by luminaries in various 
fields . Most exhibitors fit in one or 
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Digital Aninwtion Productions' transputer system 

two standard display areas and depend 
on signs to impress the crowd. Only a 
few Amiga developers spend the time 
and money to exhibit with attractive 
professional displays. (Newtek, Micro
Systems, and GVP could serve as 
models.) The Midwest continued to be 
a good location for AmiExpo. Atten
dance was brisk with over 10,000 dur
ing the three days. 

The exhibit area was smaller than 
some AmiExpo's with several "big 
guns" missing, but there was no short
age of new and interesting develop
ments. I'll jump right in and begin dis-
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cussing one of the most obvious 
"trends," scanners. Last month, the 
Sentry enjoyed working with the new 
Gold Disk scanner system. At AmiEx
po Midwest we saw three additional 
new scanner products. Han-D-Scan is 
a hand-held black and white unit from 
C.Ltd . It's based on the scanner en
gine widely used in the PC market and 
requires your hand to move over the 
subjecl. Priced at $399 .95, Han-D
Scan works at 100 to 400 DPl, sup
pons black & white and 16 grey scale 
modes and offers several dithering 
modes. C.Ltd has developed software 
which scans into memory or directly 



into a paint program. Diamond, the 
paint program developed by Impulse, 
is bundled with Han-D-Scan. I was 
very impressed with the speed and re
sults of this system . Compared to the 
$1000 to $2000 you have to spend for 
a Oat-bed scanner, this one could be 
added to almost every Amiga system. 

Speaking of flat-bed scanncrs, the 
Hewlett-Packard ScanJet is a typical 
HP product. It is very successful in the 
PC market, rugged and over
engineered for durability, and one of 
the "standards" by which scanners are 
judged. Fortunately for us, Inset sys
tems decided to enter the Amiga mar
ke t with an interface and software for 
the Scanjet called Scannery. Inset 
makes products for the MS-DOS and 
MacIntosh markets including Hijack. 
Hijack is a screen grabber and graphic 
format convenor which has been very 
successful for Inse t. An Amiga version 
of HiJack will be introduced soon. We 
were fortunate to return with a review 
copy of Seannery (look in this issue for 
a full review of this product.) 

Of course, who can talk about Ami
ga and scanners without thinking of 
ASDC and the incredible Sharp color 
scanners. The Professional Scanlab 
systems have been based on ASDG's 
unique IEEE 488 interface card, 
ASDG software, and either the Sharp 
JX450 or JX300 scanner. Now Sharp 
is directly marketing their new JX-I 00 
color scanner bundled with the ASDG 
software. This is an amazing unit just 
12 inches long, six inches w ide and 1.5 
inches thick. Yet, it contains enough 
power to scan a color photograph and 
reproduce it in 256 colors with a reso
lution of 200 DPI!! This little beauty 
sells for $995 and uses the serial pon 
for data transfer. Sharp and AS DG 
have lowered the cost of high-quality 
color scanning by a factor of five . 
Enough talk about bringing images 
into our Amigas. There were several 

--

C Ltd sho .... ed off their new hand-held Han-I)-Sca n 

other new connecti vity products on the 
floor as wel l. Am iga systems get 
along prelly well with MS-Dos sys
tems. We have the Transformer and 
BridgeBoards to run MS-Dos software. 
We also have DOS -2-DOS and 
PCTools to copy files from MS-DOS 
format disks. Recently, we gained 
some of the same access to the Mac 
market with A-Max from Readysofl. 
IVS has added to the usefulness of A
Max by developing a "patch" based on 
their TrumpCard SCSI controllers . 
With a TrumpCard and their spec ial 
software, you can now use a harddrive 
with A-Max . Since some of the latcst 
Mac softwarc requires a harddrive, this 
is an important issuc. 

Our good friends at Central Coast 
Software introduced their new Mac 
product, too. Ma c-2-Dos is both hard
warc and software which lets you con
nect a Mac 3.5 inch drive to yo ur Ami
gao The menu driven software lets you 
move files from and to Mac format 
disks and converts MacPaint files to 
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IFF. Proper Icons are created when you 
move Amiga files to a Mac, so that thc 
oh -so- rigid systcm will function prop
erly . Othcr Mac data format s that are 
translated include, PostScript, MacBi
nary, WordPerfect and MIDI. You can 
use yo ur own Mac floppy dri ve, or buy 
both the software and a compatiblc 
drive from CSS for $349. The software 
and interface alonc are 599. 

Over l.Il thc CMI booth Appletalk 
was running. While not thc fastest nct
work protocol by a long shot , Apple
talk is uscd whercver thcrc arc two or 
more Macs. E vcry Mac comes standard 
with Applctalk and th c lack of it has 
kcpt many Amigas out of advcrtising 
agencics and othcr "crcativc" busincss
es. Although the ir Mac was lost in lran
sit, I could sec that thc CMINet soft
ware and CMI MultiPort card were 
indced ne tworking among two Amigas. 
The folk s at this booth assured me that 
CMINct will also spool to an Apple 
Laserwriter. CMINct includes a net-

( continlled I)n next page) 
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AmiExpo Midwest '89 (continuedjrompreviouspage) 

work monitor, a read only sharing op
tion and shared resource capabilities. 
The MultiPort board is $260 and CMI
Net is a very reasonable $50. 

Though he was not an exhibitor, I 
was happy to run into Dale Luck. His 
GFXBase company has just finished a 
color version of X-Windows. X
Windows is one of several user
interface standards widely used in the 
workstation market-
place. Having "X" 
for your Amiga 
means that you can 
gain acceptance in 
engineering, scientif
ic, and research mar
kets. Dale's product 
will support standard 
protocols like TCP/ 
IP and Decnet using 
an ethernet card and 
includes a host of 
standard XII utili
-ti~? -~1 fonts. For 

- just _$395 and capa-

flawlessly. The Compatibility Option 
se lls for $50. 

GYP introduced their latest SCSI 
software and a new 150 MB streaming 
tape backup drive. A display unit in
cluded both the SyQuest 44MB remov
able harddrive and the streaming tape 
in one classy external cabinet. This 
combination will likely become a prod
uct in the near future and an almost 

vides a socket for Kickstan. This will 
significantly increase the observed per
formance improvement since in the 
earlier version most of the operating 
system still ran at 7 Mhz. You will 
have to purchase a Kickstart 1.3 ROM 
from Commodore, but this is a great 
opportunity for A 1000 owners. Once 
installed, the new Processor Accelera
tor with KickstarL ROM will free up an 
additional 256K of RAM' You can also 

include a battery 
backed-up clock on 
the same board. 
Those of us who de-
pend on 1000's 
should seriously 
consider this up
grade. At $280 for 
the Accelerator card 
plus the cost of l.3 
ROM it is a good 

-deaL 

Of course, every- - --
Ol)e is wondering if '_ , ' 
Nt\l/fekfina~ly-- j-n--::-: ::",:,::;-__ " ~ = 

_ trodu~:e..d_ tlle-J9a~~~ -- - ~ , 
cr.' N.o

t
· ~nQL ._ };ej: -. ' - . ~ 

Thcre were _ more _ 
brea t}llaking demos 
and promises that a 
production run will 

bilitf - of working 
with a Viking Moni
term monitor, Amiga 
XII can have a 1008 
by 1024 display. 
This X system is ac
tually much faster 
than some "worksta-

"Tom and Jerry" is new entertainmentjrom Innerprise be ready before 

tions" which cost 
twice as much . (Wouldn't it be great to 
have an A2500 with AT-Bridgeboard, 
A-Max, Unix and X-II?) 

There were a number of hardware in
troductions worth mentioning includ
ing the FlickerFixer Genlock Compati
bility Option . This mouthful means 
that those who want non-interlaced hi
res displays and need to use a genlock 
can do so without removing their 
FlickerFixer card. The Option consists 
of a tiny piggy-back card which plugs 
into the Flicker Fixer. Once installed, 
your SuperGen or AmiGen will work 
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certain "must have" for the storage
hungry user. A menu driven backup 
software package called TapeStore of
fers many options for using the tape
drive. GVP also showed their A3001 
68030 accelerator cards which run at 
25 MHz and boost Amiga performance 
way past Mac II into the Sun and Ap
pollo category. 

CMI also makes an accelerator prod
uct, this one is based on a 16MHz ver
sion of the 68000 CPU. Since we re
viewed the A1000 version, a new 
release has been developed which pro-
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Christmas. I was in
terested to learn that 

Alan Hastings is developing a new ren
dering package which will take advan
tage of some of the Toaster's hardware 
to produce even more incredible vide-
os. 

There was a totally new and unexpect
ed development in Amiga video dis
plays. How about 8000 by 8000 resolu
tion with 16 bit planes? Well Digital 
Animation Productions of Boston 
Mass. introduced a transputer graphics 
system capable of just that. The Inmos 
T800 is a special type of CPU chip 

( continued on page 8) 



Compatible with Dpaint IIf animation .. • 

· . . And that is only the beginning. In addition to giving you frame by frame control 
over multiple Anims, The Director can add page flipping, sound, text generation, and 
mouse or keyboard interactivity to your presentations. Create anything from the 
simplest slideshow to the most sophisticated desktop video production. 

Script your production with an easy, Basic-like vocabulary. The Director provides 
powerlul image and memory management, blitter, text and effects control. A freely 
distributable player program, the Projector, is also included. 

• Use IFF images in any standard resolution including HAM and overscan 
• Preload images, Anims, fonts and sounds up to your memory limit 
• Basic-like vocabulary: For/Next, Gosub/ Return, If/Else / Endif 
• Arithmetic expressions, random number generator, variables 
• Execute AmigaDOS commands from your scripts 
• Fades, Dissolves, Blits, Wipes, Stencils 
• Page flip full or partial screens 
• Text string and file input and output 
• Keyboard and mouse interaction 
• Drawing and palette commands 
• Digitized soundtrack module 
• Supports IFF Anim playback 
• PAL compatible 
• Not copy protected 

NEW! DIRECTOR TUTORIAL VIDEO 

$6995 

DEMO DISKS 
$10.00 each 
Probe Sequence (S12K) 
RGB (1 meg) 

$3995 

A step by step guipe to using The Director. The tape takes the novice through 
AmigaDOS CLI commands, script editing, adding effects to slideshows, and page 
flipping animation. The more experienced user wilt learn double buffering, effects with 
Anims, the sound module, the array, and advanced techniques. 

TOOLKIT for THE DIRECTOR $3995 

The Director Toolkit is a disk packed with features and enhancements to expand the 
capability of The Director. There are new wipe routines, a palette selector, a pie chart 
generator and much more. The new and enhanced BLiT Utility has a powerlul interlace 
to help create Wipe, Dissolve, and BLiT operations. It also automates the process of 
moving an object over a background, generating a complete working script. 

This disk is intended to be used with The Director software. 

• New wipe routines 
• Enhanced BLiT Utility including object movement over backgrounds 
• Standard file requester callable from Director scripts 
• Screen save from Director scripts 
• MIDI input module 
• Standard Anim compressor 
• Pie chart generator 
• Sine and cosine functions 
• Card game example 
• Palette selector 
• Text displayer 
• And morel 

Check or money order payable to: 

~o IUllht Answers 
Box 3699 
Torrance. CA 90510 
(213) 325 -1311 

Please add $3 shipping and handling 
California residents add 6 '12% sales tax. 



AmiExpo Midwest '89 (continuedfrompage6) 

called a transputer that performs paral
lel processing. Put two, four or more 
transputer chips in a system and they 
all can work on the same t.ask at the 
same time. "DAP" had an A2000 
motherboard insLalled in a "lOwer" type 
package with a T800 CPU board and a 
dumm y bridgeboard which allowed a 
Multisync monitor to be connected. 
The DAP software works with Intui
tion and AmigaDos. We watched a 
demo using a Mandelbrot which was 
displayed at 1000 by 1000 resolUlion 
and 256 colors on the Multisync moni
tor. You can spend from $1950 for one 
T800 unit with I meg of memory to 
$13,150 for a 4 Transputer X 4MB 
unil. Transputers are still strange beasts 
to me, but I know the value of parallel 
processing from working with IBM 
3090's with 256 MB of memory and 
6000 simultaneous users. Daniel Ten
ton , who is the President of DAP, 
seems serious enough, his boards were 
jumper-free and clean. All he needs is 
software suppon and a little time. 

Speaking of software, there were 
several new items. Blue Ribbon Bakery 
was showing an early prototype of Bars 
and Pipes, a new MIDI environment 
that combines the technical wizardry of 
Tudor Fay with an excellent user inter
face ala Who! WhaL! When! Where!. 
(Tudor Fay is the well known author of 
SoundScape). This was the only evi
dence of Music at the entire expo! lL 
was nice to see Jay Miner actively in
volved in the Amiga again. He was 
helping out at the UILracard booth. UI-
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tracard is an Amiga version of Hyper
Card, only beller. With true hypenext, 
an Arexx POrl, a script language, and 
full access to Amiga sound and graph
ics, this product should become a fa
vorite for those who want to be soft
ware "authors," not programmers. The 
only thing missing is a way LO imporl 
or translate Mac HyperCard st.acks. 
Too bad, with all the public-domain 
st.ackware out there, Ultracard could 
have a huge ready-made base of appli
cations. 

We were happy to see Word Perfect 
at the show. Although there is no new 
WP product in the near future, their 
presence is reassuring. MicroSystems 
is in a similar si tuation . Don't expect a 
new release of Excellence! till the end 
of the year. With 15,000 copies sold 
(according to company rep0rls) Excel
lence! has been a major success. Lat
tice was justifiably proud of their 5.0 C 
compiler and C++. Beller optimization 
and compile speed are on the list for 
the next release. Lake Forest Logic in
troduced version 2.5 of the Disk Me
chanic. The new version offers optimi
zation from one disk lO another and 
other goodies. Author Eric Quacken
bush is also working on a new paint 
program which will support 136 colors 
in Hi-Res mode. A newcomer to soft
ware business is Lee Software who in
troduced several nutrition programs. 
With versions for the individual and 
professional, diets and meal planning 
can be monitored , evaluated and auto
mated. 

A new update lO Sofllogik's 
Pagestream continues to be worked on 
but there were several new disks of 
fonts available. Although GoldDisk 
didn't have a booth , a presentation in 
their suite was very interesting. Re
lease 1.3 of ProPage is planned for Oc
tober and will include Compugraphic 
scalable font technology. Compugraph
ic develops versions of fonLS for type-
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selling in much the same way as Adobe 
does for laser printers and is an estab
lished player in the DTP markel. I saw 
a bet.a version of 1.3 using the new 
fonLS and was impressed with the on
screen display as well as the quality of 
the printout on an HP DeskJel. Say 
good-bye to jaggies and poor inter
character spacing. There will be two 
fonLS included with 1.3 and others will 
be offered separately. The other major 
change in ProP age 1.3 is direct support 
for Transcript, GoldDisk's word pro
cessor. Need LO make a change in your 
text? Switch screens LO Transcript, 
make the changes, then return . Voila! 
No need to import your tex t again, your 
changes will aULOmatically be passed to 
the text block. 

GoldDisk also introduced a disk of 
Structured Clip An for use with Pro
Draw and ProPage. Unlike bit-mapped 
clip an, you can resize these to fit, then 
produce a bitmapped final product 
without jaggies. A set of professionally 
produced Templates for ProPage were 
also shown. These include ad, newslet
ter, flyer , brochure, report and business 
card formaLS. I really enjoyed using 
this disk. Just load a document and re
place the sample text with yours. The 
use of fonts and white-space instantly 
show the hand of a professional. When 
the Compugraphic fonts are available 
with ProPage 1.3 using the Profession
al Templates will produce documenLS 
that rival PostScript Laser printers on 
any HP DeskJet for a fraction of the 
COSl. 

Of course, there was entertainment 
software LOO. Readysoft is hard at work 
on the sequel to Dragon's Lair. Don 
Bluth's Space Ace will soon appear on 
your personal Amiga in the same laser
disk quality that ReadySoft brought to 
Dragon's Lair. Also, a new entertain
ment software company is Innerprise. 
They are distributing several games by 
MagicBytes, and developing their own 



products. The first release will be Tom 
& Jerry, your Saturday Morning favor
ites. Other European products that In
nerprise has scheduled for this fall in
clude: Mission Elevator, Persian Gulf 
Inferno and USS John Young. I was 
impressed with Tom & Jerry and look 
forward to Battle Squadron, their first 
"home grown" product. 

I'll close with a report of a most unusu
al KeyNote speech. Tim Jenison is the 
founder and president of NewTek. He 
was introduced by the lovely Maxine 
Headroom, aka Laura Longfellow. 
Laura explained how unusual the work 
environment was at NewTek and the 
great lengths that Tim goes to to ensure 
creativity. As she spoke, a strange 
sound filled the auditorium and in flew 
Tim. He was mounted on a pair of roll
er skates and powered by a large fan 
strapped to his back. As he took the po
dium and cut power to the engine, Tim 

explained that NewTek always prowls 
the streets in this gear! After a few sec
onds to catch his breath , Tim went on 
to deliver a great presentation on the 
history of Newlek, Amiga Marketing, 
and the Newtek Nerds. 

At the conclusion of Tim's session, 
Steve Jacobs of AmiExpo management 
urged us to stay a while to view a 
couple of new animations. I'm glad he 
warned us about the first one, "Steel 
Toy" but I'm also glad I stayed. You 
may remember this year's Academy 
A ward winning cartoon called "Tin 
Toy." It was prcxluced by Pixar and is 
a story about a toddler and a tin circus 
drummer toy. According to Steve Ja
cobs, the Pixar programmers proudly 
stated that it would be many years be
fore any personal computer could ap
proach the quality of Tin Toy. Steel 
Toy is a successful rebuttal to that 
statement. Using Sculpt 4D and an 

More than just a Disk Copier! 

Amiga, the author of Steel Toy is pro
ducing an incredible work. The story 
here, however, is somewhat shocking. 
The toddler looks both real and unreal 
just as in Tin Toy. However the Steel 
Toy is his parent's revolver. The glint 
of the steel is all too real and the con
clusion all to frequent. This work was 
on its way to SigGraph, and I hope that 
it achieved the acclaim for its technical 
merit that it deserves. 

The World of Commodore show is in 
Philadelphia in September and AmiEx
po travels to SantaClara, California in 
October. Hopefully, we'll be seeing 
many new and exciting products in the 
next few months. 

See How Project D Stacks Up 
Against The Competition 

Project 0 is the most powertul Amiga disk copier ever created. It allows you to 
protect your software investment by making backup copies of your personal, publ ic 
domain, and commercial software (it even copies copy-protected software I). No other 
copier allows you to copy to all four disk drives at the same time. No other copier keeps a 
list of the errors that happened during the last backup. No other copier lets you set the 
starting and ending tracks of a backup. No other copie r has been continuously supported 
for the past two years. 

Duplication Speed 

Easy To Understand 
User Interface 

Project D was designed with the future in mind. We offer registered owners 
inexpensive. frequent upgrades to our parameter file so you can backup your latest 
software without having to wait months for new 'Brain Files'. 

Project D includes three other useful utilities as an added bonus l The OmniCopy 
Tool can be used to make backups of software that you have for other computers (like 
MS-DOS or Atari ST). EditorTool allows you to exam ine and edit AmigaDOS disks all the 
way down to the MFM level . CatalogTool is a powertul automatic disk ca taloging utility 
that lets you maintain detailed lists of your software library . 

Compare the features of Project D to the competition and you will see that Project D 
is quite simply the best disk copier package money can buyl 

Upgradabte With 
Parameter Files 

Catalog Utility Included 

YES 

YES 

Copies other formats YES 

Copies Itself YES 

Copies RawCopy V1 .3 YES 

Price $49.95 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

$59.95 

All these great features for only $49.95 and that includes shipping and handling! Order Today 1 

To order. send check or money order 

"Project 0 is by far the most comprehensive diSk-utility 
package available for the Amlga today. " 

(US Funds on US Bank) 10 

Fuller Computer Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 9222 

Mesa, AZ 85214 

Mitche ll Lopes - Editor, Robo City News 

"I consider Project 0 to be akin to a well equipped lUXUry 
automobile; it gives a smooth ride and lots of easy to use 
operations. " 
Den ny Atkin - Am igaWorld (Feb. t989, pp. 92-94) 

or call (602) 497-6070 for more information. "The user interface is wonderful ..... Info Rated: 4+ stars 

Project D: The Disk c'~;i;r.:~o PI:~;s,P'<)C' 88. p. 16) 

Amiga is a registered trademar\<. of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. Dealer Inquiries Invited Arizona residenlS please add 6.5% sales tax. 
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IMG-Scan 
An Inexpensive Scanning Alternative 

by Walter Steuber 

Scanners are suddenly becom
ing available to the Amiga, 
showing up in many configu
rations and al many price lev

els. Different as they are in detail, 
scanners all serve the common func
tion of digitizing a graphic image and 
storing the data in a file. The digitized 
information can then be used within 
paint, word-processing, desktop pub
lishing or other software. Once the im
age has been scanned 
you may edit it, combine 
it with other images and 
of course prinl it out. 
Having a scanner among 
your peripherals is par
ticularly valuable in 
desktop publishing, be
cause it is such an easy 
way to get graphics from 
the outside world into 
the computer. 

Of all of the Amiga 
scanners, IMG Scan 
clearly has the lowest 
price. The secret to its 
very low COSl is using 
your dOL-matrix printer 
as the mechanism for 
moving paper and scan
head. You mUSl remove 
the ribbon from the 

typing letters, the printer moves a 
scan head back and forth over the page. 
The paper gets scanned instead of get
ting printed. (If this were 1985 instead 
of 1989 IMG approach would be stale
of-the-art) . The scan is nominaUy in 
256 shades of gray and al a choice of 
75, 150,216,300 or 360 dots per inch. 

A major part of the IMG Scan 
package is a small but tricky box that 
plugs into the parallel port. It has a 
socket for the printer cable and from it 
emerge two thin fiber-optic cables that 

are about 42 inches long. The cables 
go to the scanhead, a little thingy that 
the user must attach to his printhead . 

AU the scan head amounts to is a 
short brass tube, 1/8 inch in outside di
ameter, that holds the ends of the fi
ber-optics cables. One cable supplies 
infrared light that shines on the paper 
and the other cable picks up reflected 
light and feeds it back to the IMG box. 
(With this information, the system cal
culates the fraction of light that is be
ing reflected from the nearby paper.) 
The rest of the IMG package is a disk 

printer. Then, instead of L..-__________________________________ -1 
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The demo photo provided by Sunrize looks 
impressive, but can you acheive similar results? 

of software that drives the printer and a 
27-page manual. 

Pull-down menus give the user a 
fair amount of control over the scan
ning operation. Through them, the 
area to be scanned is selected. A 
choice is made between scanning in 
shades of gray or in black & white and 
in storing the data in raw form or con
verting it to IFF 4-bitplane or IFF 1-
bitplane formal. A choice is made be-

tween reading 320 or 640 reflectances 
in one trip across the page. There are 
also controls for contrast and bright
ness. These can be adjusted through 
slider gadgets, but only effect an image 
which has already been scanned. 

The behavior of the printer makes a 
big difference in the scanning opera
tion, naturally . Especially important is 
how far the printer moves the paper 
vertically between each horizontal trip 

of the scanner 
across the 

IMG Scan was tried on some typical artwork. It generated the 
jlggies in the chicken and it lost most of the tonal gradations in 
the photo: 

page. (The 
printer must 
be capable of 
moving the 
paper In very 
small incre-
ments, but 
nearly all of 
them do. Ep
son, Star, Pan
asonic and Ci
toh are all 
suitable.) A 
configuration 
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file to control the printer is a critical 
part of the operation. 
The default file works with Epson
compatible printers. However, there are 
other files provided on the software 
disk if you are using something else. If 
your printer is not one of those includ
ed, you must edit your config file 
through the CLI. The default config 
file sends escape sequences to the Ep
son printer to make it do these things: 

Reset everything. 
Disable the paper-out signal. 
Set bidirectional printing. 
Move the paper vertical 1/108 
of an inch each pass. 
Print 79 spaces to make up 
a singleline. 
Set spacing of scanner readings 

so that 640 readings are spread 
across the whole page. 

Set left margin for scanning at 
1/2 inch. 

If you want to change any of these 
default actions, you must change the 
con fig file by inserting different escape 
sequences in il. (There are an enor
mous number of escape sequences that 
the printer will act upon, all listed in 
the printer's manual. It's an adventure 
to play with them; time-consuming but 
very instructive.) The IMG manual 
gives some guidance on how to change 
the config file, but it is far from ade
quate. A large amount of experimenta
tion is required to tune the scanning ac
tion to its best values. On the other 
hand, the user has great control over 
the action through the con fig file. 

A critical step in setting up the scan
ning operation is fastening the scan
head to the printhead. The IMG pack
age supplies some sticky paper and 
metal clips for this, but they are woe
fully inadequate for making a proper 
connection. There are so many differ-

( continued on neXl page) 
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1M G-S can (continued from previous page) 

Another example of an fMC-Scan screen shot 

ent shapes and sizes of printheads that 
the IMG people just gave up trying to 
make a universal connector. They 
leave it to the user. For one thing, the 
spacing between scan head and paper 
must be just so. If it is greater than 
about .07 inch or less than .02 inch , 
you get no reading. For another thing , 
the connection must be able to with
stand substantial vibration . 

The printhead is rapidly zipping the 
fiber-optic cables back and forth, so 
there is a lot of light tugging and pull
ing on the scanhead . If it shifts posi
tion during a twenty-minute scan, the 
whole reading is compromised or even 
totally spoiled. 

The action of the scan head, happily, 
can readily be examined. When 
"Show Raw Data" is selected from the 
pull-down menu, IMG's readings are 
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displayed as decimal numbers in the 
range of 0 to 255. The numbers just 
scroll up the screen as fast as they are 
measured. The scanhead does not have 
to be fastened to the printer while it is 
making these measurements . It was fun 
just to hand-hold it near various surfac
es. 

With white paper, it reponed low val
ues and with black paper it reported its 
highest values. Very white paper gave 
a reading around 20, at the very mini
mum. When it was held closer or fur
ther away, the number rose, giving a 
good feel for the importance of proper 
spacing between it and the paper (and 
showing it to be a sensitive proximity 
gauge.) When it was held not quite 
perpendicular to the paper, the number 
again rose. With dead-black paper, the 
readings were 255, and shades of gray 
gave intermediate readings. 
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There arc some limita
tions on the usefulness 
of this low-cost scan
ner, of course. The 
artwork must be on a 
sheet that will thread 
through a dot-matrix 
printer. A scan takes 
an awfully long time-
-say twenty minutes 
for a typical one. The 
scans I made were of 
mediocre or poor qual
ity, especially with to
nal subject matter. 
(perhaps this will im
prove with experi
ence.) Attaching the 
scanner to the print
head was a problem. 
On the other hand, it 
worked . It translated 
printed maller into a 
form that my Amiga 
can use. 

Should you buy the 
IMG scanner? If your 

budget is so severely limited that you 
cannot imagine saving $400 to $1000 
or so, then IMG is an option. However 
you sacrifice access to your printer, 
spend much longer times for each scan 
(20 minutes versus seconds), and 
achieve mediocre results. For strictly 
home use, the low cost basic function
ality of IMG may suit the bill. If your 
requirements are professional, you 
should look elsewhere. 

IMG-Scan $149.95 

Sun rize Industries 
3801 Old College Road 
Bryan, Texas 77801 
(409) 846-1311 



THE disk copier with Public Domain TEXT parameter files! 
Aren 't you tired of paying to upgrade parameter files? 

Unigue 'programmable' parameter file: 
• AmigaDOS (parameter name) 
0-79:sync on normal (s<9,s> 12 any sync) 

Means: for tracks 0-79 do: turn Sync on , try normal track 
format. (If sectors <9 or > 12, try ANY sync) . 
Totally User programmable ASCII parameter file. 

Software from Hell ... 

The Reaper 
FEATURES 

o Totally User Programmable 
o ASCII Text 'Parameter' files 
o Find shifted & scrambled headers 
o Find Sectors by: min./max. syncs, 

mln./max. any sync, headers 
o Deprotect code wheel, and manual 

copy protection schemes 
o Edit MFM/GCR/decoded data. 
o Install on Hard Disk - not protected 
o Execute custom programs from 

parameter files 
o Assembly language WHERE IT COUNTSI 

(The Reaper Available 3rd qtr '89) 

The Reaper ................ 3995 

Software from Hell .... 6995 

Conceptua[[y 5'Ldvanced rrecfino[ogies 
P. o. Box 3302, Santa Monica, CA 90403 (213) 452-1732 



canner 
by Les Colligon 

I t has been more than two years 
since I purchased my HP Scan
Jet. The ScanJct is a flat bed 
scanner capabable of scanning 

documents at 600 dots per inch giving 
16 levels of gray. There is also a 
ScanJet Plus now available capable of 
1200 dpi and 256 levels of gray. 

Since I first purchased my ScanJet, it 
has been hooked up to my IBM AT. 
During that time I've made good use 
of it scanning pictures and other imag
es to be used with my desktop publish
ing system on the IBM. The software 
furnished by HP for MS-DOS is called 
Scanning Gallery. It is a full featured 
and powerful software tool. It was not 
this way from the beginning however.. 
The initial release of Scanning Gallery 
left several promised features unim
plemented. The items not implement
ed could be found in the pull down 
menus but were ghosted and could not 
be selected. 

HP promised that these features 
would be implemented in the near fu
ture. As one would expect from a rep
utable company like HP, they did ful
fill their promise, even though it took 
much longer then they had indicated. 
The reason that I even mention this 
scanning software package for MS
DOS machines is to acknowledge the 
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fact that putting together such a prod
uct is no easy task. 

With the introduction of PageStream 
on the Amiga, I was finally able to 
move some of my desktop publishing 
work from my IBM to my Amiga. The 
one item that was lacking was the abil
ity to use my scanner on the Amiga. 
My only choice was to continue to do 
the scanning on my IBM and use a 
program from Inset Systems called Hi
jaak to convert the images from TIFF 
to Amiga IFF format and then transfer 
the file to the Amiga. 

I was a little jealous after reading 
Walter Steuber's article on ProScan 
from Gold Disk in the July issue of the 
Sentry. ProScan supports the Canon 
scanner, which didn't help my situa
tion at all. But someone at Inset Sys
tems must have heard my prayers, as 
they have just recently released a 
product that lets you hook up an HP 
ScanJet to your Amiga. (Inset is the 
same company that produces Hijack 
for MS-DOS systems). 

The product consists of a cable 
which connects to the parallel port of 
an Amiga 500 or Amiga 2000, and a 
software tool called Scannery. The in
terface cable does not connect to the 
Amiga 1000 parallel port, and Inset 
Systems warns you not to use an ordi
nary gender changer. They claim that 
Amiga 1000 owners must use an 
adapter which provides an Amiga 
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2000 compatible port. The fact that I 
was using an Amiga 1000 and didn't 
know where to find a ready made port 
converter presented my first hurdle. I 
decided to skip the converter and do a 
little reverse engineering on the cable 
provided so I could make a compara
ble cable for my Amiga 1000. To my 
amazement the cable seemed to work 
the first time I tried it. Keep in mind 
however when reading this review that 
there is always a slight possibility that 
a few of the problems that I've found 
when using this software program 
could be related to my homemade 
cable. 

The user interface with the Scannery 
program consists of threepull-down 
menus and several gadgets and display 
areas on the screen. The screen is dis
played in high resolution mode. The 
entire left side of the screen is sup
posed to look like the bed of the scan
ner including rule lines along the left 
and top edges. The only difference is 
that Scannery uses inches but my 
ScanJet uses centimeters . The right 
side of the screen contains the gadgets 
and display boxes. 

The names given to the three menus 
are Project, Scanner, and Special. 
Among the gadgets provided, there is 
a Brightness gadget to allow the user 
to select one of three levels of bright
ness supported by the ScanJet. There 
is a Preview button on which you must 
click to do a quick scan of the docu-



ment. There is also a Final Scan but
ton that the user must click after select
ing the portion of the document de
sired. 

There is a Status Box which is used to 
display any error messages. This box 
also shows the progress of a final scan 
operation, showing graphically the per
centage of the final scan completed. 
There is an Origin Box which is useful 
when clipping the portion of the full 
document on which the final scan is to 
be made. There are gadgets in the box 
to allow the user to modify the location 
of the upper left comer (origin) of the 
Clip window. 

The Clip Box contains information 
concerning the width and height of the 
Clip window. This box also contains 
gadgets which allow the user to change 
the dimensions of the Clip window. 
The Clip Box displays dimensions in 
both pixels and inches. 

Also found on the screen are the 
Scale slider gadgets. There are two of 
these gadgets, one for the horizontal 
and vertical axis. A value of 100 corre
sponds to a scale of 1, while a value of 
50 would correspond to a scale of 1/2, 
etc. There are also two Resolution 
slider gadgets. These gadgets specify 
the desired resolution for the final scan 
in dots per inch. 

The PROJECf menu includes the 
commands About, Save Settings, Load 
Settings, Screen Colors, Save As, and 
Quit. The About commqnd is interest
ing in that it retrieves and displays in
formation from your scanner relating 
to its firmware version. The Save Set
tings command allows the user to save 
your current set of parameters under a 
name that he specifies so that it can lat
er be retrieved via the Load Settings 
command whenever the user wishes to 
scan documents which require similar 
parameter settings. 

Scannery's setup screen is where you can fine tune your scan 

The Save As command gives the user 
the choice of saving the scanned docu
ment in one of four formats. The 
choices are IFF, 'PCL, EPS, and FAX. 
IFF is the standard use by Amiga paint 
programs. PCL is the name given to 
the Hewlett Packard Printer Control 
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Language. Saving a file in this format 
allows direct printing of the image on 
any printer which is capable of han
dling this format. There is a program 
on the Scannery disk called PDump 
which will let you print a PCL format 

( continued on next page) 
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Scannery (continuedfrom previous page) 

file on your HP compatible 
printer. EPS stands for Encap
sulated PostScript and lets the 
user output a PostScript file. 

The SCANNER menu allows 
the user to select the scanning 
mode. The choices here in
clude Black & White, Gray, 
and Dithered . The menu also 
includes an item called Invert 
which tells the ScanJet to invert 
the image biLS. That is, nip 
from a positive to negative im
age or vice versa . Also an item 
called AutoBkgCntI (Automatic 
Background Control) is includ
ed. This only works in Black & 
White mode and can be useful 
when scanning documents 
whosc background color is oth
er than white. 

The SPECIAL menu (called 
the IMAGE menu in the manu
al) contains three items entitled 
Title Bar, Create Icons, and De
fine Icon Tool. The Title Bar 
sclection toggles the title bar on 
and off. Thc Create Icons selec
tion determines whether icons 
(that is, .info files) should be 
created for images saved. The 
Dcfine Icon Tool selection al
lows the user to specify which 
program is to be loaded should 
the user double click on an icon 
associated with an image file 
generated by Scannery . 

Scannery is set up to provide 
ARexx support. There is a 
short document on the disk which de
scribes the ARexx interface. I gained a 
better understanding of both ARexx 
and my HP ScanJet by reading this 
document. 

After having used the Scannery sys
tem, I am left with mixed emotions. 
On the positive side is the fact that 
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A laser printout of a scan created on the Scannery system 

Scannery exists. That is, before Scan
nery , I had no way to scan images di
rectly into my Amiga, but now I do. 
Scannery is definitely a useful tool for 
me and I am very happy it was re
leased. However, this is balanced by 
some negatives. First, there are a few 
bugs or quirks in the software. Fortu
nately , for the most part, they arc mi-
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nor and once you locate them they 
won't cause you any problem. For ex
ample, I tried changing the scanning 
resolution from 150 to 300 dots per 
inch by typing the value 300 directly 
into the resolution display boxes (in
stead of using the slider gadgets). As I 
clipped the region on which I wanted 

( continued on page 18) 





Scannery (continuedfrompage 16) 

to do a final scan, I noticed that the 
Clip Box display showed a ratio of 
ISO: I between dpi and inches indicat
ing that the values that I had typed had 
not been recognized. This caused me 
some concern for a while until I real 
ized that what I had failed to do was hit 
the ENTER key after typing the value. 
Instead, I had moved the mouse and 
clicked in the next box that I wanted to 
change. The confusion occurred be
cause the new value remained in the 
resolution display box but the slider 
gadget remained positioned at its origi
nal setting. 

Another strange quirk that I encoun
tered was that in at least some of the 
scanning modes I had to flip the Invert 
switch on in order to get a positive im
age. It would seem to me to be back
wards, but it didn't cause any major 
headaches. 

There are other weaknesses in Inset 
System's approach to interfacing to the 
HP ScanJet. Unfortunately for A 1000 
and A500, I doubt that there is a beller 
approach to interfacing with the Scan
Jet. One of these weaknesses is that 
scanning is rather slow when compared 
with what I'm used to when operating 
the scanner on my IBM AT. The rea
son that my IBM allows faster scan
ning is that HP provides a special inter
face board which contains a total of 
32K bytes of memory on board and 
along with the Scanning Gallery soft
ware can take advantage of high speed 
DMA data transfers. Scannery is 
forced to rely on the much slower Ami
ga parallel port. A 2000 version could 
be developed using an Zorro card and 
the direct bus access that it provides. 

The fact that Scannery uses the only 
Amiga parallel port creates another 
problem. It is often desirable to be 
able to print an image immediately af
ter scanning it. This is a problem with 
Scannery! If you are like most Amiga 
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users and happen to have only a paral
lel interface on your primer, a conflict 
arises. Your first inclination might be 
to hook up an AlB switch box to your 
parallel port. This unfortunately will 
not solve all your problems . The diffi
culty is that you have only one port 
and two tasks that want to use it. You 
could terminate Scannery and then the 
parallel port would be available for 
printing. But that defeats the purpose 
of printing immediately after scanning. 

What I want to check are the follow
ing . Is my brightness control at the 
proper selling? Have I framed the final 
scan area properly? Is the document in 
the scanner oriented precisely the way 
I want it to be? These questions may 
be difficult to answer by simply look
ing at the prescan screen and there is 
no final scan screen in Scannery. Of 
course, there is no printing capability 
within Scannery itself. You have to 
use another tool to do the printing. If 
your printer can handle PCL you can 
create a PCL file and then use the 
PDump to dump it out to your printer. 
But don't try to run PDump without 
first terminating Scannery or you will 
probably get a visit from the Amiga 
Guru as I did. 

If you do have a parallel printer and 
want to use a switch box so that you 
can select either the primer or scanner, 
you must also be aware of the fact that 
if you use your primer to print an im
age using PDump and then want to run 
the Scannery software you must either 
reboot your system or find a utility to 
de-allocated the parallel port. If you 
don't you will get a message which 
reads "UNRECOVERABLE ERROR -
parallel.device has port allocated". I 
was told that there exists a program 
named Xoper on one of the Fish disks 
which will let you deallocate the port 
after printing. Another complaint. I 
tried to run Scannery without first ap
plying power to the scanner. The 
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mouse pointer froze and the drive 
lights on my floppies stayed lit umil I 
applied powered up the scanner. After 
power was applied a message appeared 
which read "UNRECOVERABLE ER
ROR - Scanner not found" and I had to 
try again to load the program. Not a 
very friendly introduction to a new 
piece of software. 

While I have a few other minor com
plaints, the two main ones are the lack 
of a means of viewing the final scan di
rectly within Scannery and the relative
ly hefty price tag of $250 for the cable 
and software . When compared to the 
price of other Amiga software, this 
seems rather expensive to me although 
I reali ze that the market for this prod
uct is considerably smaller than for oth
er Amiga software products. 

In summary , I feel that while Inset 
Systems probably rushed to get this 
program out the door before other scan
ning systems got too large a head start, 
I am glad they did. Despite its weak
nesses, Scannery worked well with 
PageStream. The IFF file was easily 
imported as an object and sized to fit. 
My hope is that Inset Systems will do 
with Scannery what HP did with Scan
ning Gallery, namely add new enhance
ments to an already uscfultool. 

I should also mention that Inset Sys
tems is planning to release a version of 
the MS-DOS graphic file conversion 
program Hijaak that will run on the 
Amiga . Let's welcome Inset to the 
Amiga market, and thank them for giv
ing us access to one of the best and 
most popular scanners avialable. 

Scannery $ 250.00 

Inset Systems Inc. 
71 Commerce Drive 
Brookfield, CT 06804 
(800) 828-8088 



X-Cad Professional 
Cadvision's New Product Makes the Amiga a Serious CAD Contender 

by Paul R. Miller 

L
ast month we examined X
CAD Designer, Cad Vision's 
revised and more user
friendly version of the origi

nal program previously distributed by 
Haitex . With the addition of more fa
miliar pull-down menus, the option to 
make custom screen menus, its full 
range of drawing tools, its remarkable 
speed, and the very reasonable price of 
$150, Designer may well be all the 
CAD program most Amiga owners 

will need. CadVision's UK headquar
ters office rcports that they have 
shipped the first 1000 copies to the US 
distributor, American Software Dis
tributors, so you will soon be sccing 
this package at your dealer. If, on the 
other hand, you are considering the 
Amiga as a platform for serious (i.e. 
income-producing) CAD work, the 
next shipment from England may 
prove more enticing. "Professional" is 
CadVision's heavy-duty package, 
clearly positioned to capture market 
share from the AutoCAD and MS/ 
DOS-386 combo. In the UK at least, 
CadVision reports success in this en-

Up to 255 layers are possible willi X-Cad Professional 
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deavor. Over there, the combination 
of X-CAD Pro, an A2500, tablet and 
plotter for about 7,000 Pounds makes 
a 10l of sense compared to an Auto
CAD/386 system at twice the price. 
Of course the Amiga is taken seriously 
as a business solution there (they sell 
more 2000's in the UK than in the 
US!), and UK dealers offer "Value 
Added" retailing in the form of soft
ware training seminars and bundled 
packages, not to mention basic under
standing of the machine that is virtual
ly unknown here. 

X-CAD Pro retains the same basic 
structure as Designer, but offers addi
tional features. Disk files include: 

XCADPRO -- the program 

MODMENU -- a screen menu crea
tion program 

COMPT AB -- a tablet menu compila
tion program 

POVL Y -- the command overlays 

LOVL Y -- run-time libraries 

MODS -- command modifier tables 

XFONTS -- text font definition files 

XCDA T A -- support files 

( continued on lIext page) 
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XCDOC -- command documentation 
files for the on-line manual 

DRA WINGS -- sample demo drawings 

X-CAD Utilities -- programs to con
vert HPGL plot files (like from Auto
CAD or VersaCad) to X-CAD executa
ble files and to convert IFF brushes for 
use as screen menus. My review disks 
also included docs for the database 
manual, a sample custom screen menu, 
sample tablet menus, drawings and still 
more files. 

Over and above the "home" X-CAD 
Designer program, Pro adds the fol
lowing features and capabilities: Addi
tional commands (5000 in all) ; 8 
depths for each of the 256 layers; More 
fonts and the provision for user defina
ble fonts (which includes line styles); 
Additional plouer drivers; Additional 
"plot" drivers for super-bit map print
ing with dot matrix printers; Output in 
Sculpt 4D format for lhree
dimensional rendering; Converting Ae
gisDraw format and output for Desktop 
publishing programs; Read and Write 
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One of the welcome enhancements in this version is the inclusion of on-line help 

AutoCAD .DXF format; User defina
ble dynamic menus; User definable 
screen menus with IFF brush conver
sion; Report generation facilities; Sup
port for 68881 math chip; and Tablet 
menu support. Our preview package 
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included a slip case and 3-ring binder 
similar to Designer. The package bears 
the CBM logo and a banner that reads 
"Recommended by Commodore." The 
several hundred page manual will be 
required reading, but the explanations 
are generally clear and detailed, along 
with illustrations that must also number 
in the hundreds. Chapters are devoted 
to general concepts of command entry; 
display modes and related commands; 
"idents" (data concerning location , enti
ties, and viewports); entities (graphic 
primitives) and related commands; 
fonts and related commands; edit com
mands; drawing management com
mands; menus and related commands; 
plouing; verification commands; mis
ceIIaneous commands (journal files to 
archive command input, execute files 
created with a text editor, and Amiga
Dos commands); text fonts; database 
conversion (DXF files) ; attributes (i.e. 
user-defined data to be associated with 
graphic entities); an index; and techni
cal appendices that cover error messag
es, screen menu creation, tablet menu 
creation, conversion of HPGL plot files 



to Professional Page structured draw
ing files, and conversion of 2D HPGL 
files to Sculpt files. 

System requirements are listed as 2 
meg of Ram, 2 floppies or hard disk, 
and a "professional quality" monitor. 
A realistic hardware configuration de
mands a hard disk, a pen plotter or 
equivalent hardcopy device, and a tab
let. Thus the costs for an Amiga based 
CAD system (purchased from an aver
age dealer) and capable of real produc
tion would breakdown like so: 
A2500 (68020/68881 , 3 meg RAM, 40 
meg harddrive) $ 3,600 

Flicker Fixer $ 500 

Multi-Sync Monitor $ 675 

Graphics Tablet 
(Summa 12 by 12) $ 500 

Plotter (D size) $ 2,000 

X-CAD 
(est. release cost) $ 500 

For a total of about $ 7,800. Compar
able performance in the MS/DOS mar
ket would require a 386 CPU math 
chip and graphics card, similar monitor 
and peripheral costs (a quick look at 
the most recent mail order catalogue 
yields about $10,700 for a 20MHZ 
386, memory expansion, math chip, 
1024 by 768 card, 40 meg drive, the 
same monitor, tablet and plotter) plus $ 
2,500 for AutoCAD. MS/DOS also 
provides for higher screen resolutions 
(at additional cost for graphics cards 
and pricey monitors, of course). Until 
the 1.4 chipset and operating system is 
released, the Amiga is limited in screen 
resolution to the 640 by 400 display. 

CadVision's UK representative, Rich
ard Nolan, confirmed thal they will 
support increased resolution when 
CBM finalizes their standards, whether 
in the form of the A2024, Moniterm, 
or the much awaited hi-res color card. 
Current experimentation in Europe in
volves use of a dummy bridge card for 
output via the IBM slots, then using 
the standard Amiga monitor for menu 

The template for the input tablet is an impressive piece of work 
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display with drawings on a separate 
1024 by 800 screen. Nolan also point
ed out that many European purchasers 
are content to work at the standard 
Amiga resolution and utilizing X
CAD's very fast screen refresh to zoom 
in their viewports (and saving the not 
inconsiderable cost of graphics card 
and monitor) . To my middle-aged eyes 
this line of reasoning makes sense, es
pecially having observed (often squint
ing) my fair share of drawing displays 
on Tektronics and NEC XL's. 

While Pro has added command refine
ments, math chip support, layer depth, 
and fonts, the key enhancements of 
concern to the CAD user are those in
volving input and output. First and 
foremost, Pro will let you read and 
write the industry standard AutoCAD 
.DXF format (ASCI text file transla
tions of drawing fil es). By virtue of its 
wide distribution the AutoCAD .DXF 
format has become the primary means 
for sharing data between disparate 
CAD programs and operating systems. 
Even though the largest architectural 
and engineering firms do not employ 
AutoCAD as their main drafting instru
ment, they must have the capability to 
translate these files, as their clients of
ten produce in-house drawings in that 
format (and therefore archive as well), 
and most manufacturers of building 
and systems components provide li
braries of parts in the same format. As 
is the case with all translations between 
systems, certain entities and attributes 
are not retained. The manual provides 
a table which arrays Input DXF, X
CAD Pro, and Output DXF and which 
traces the translations of the database 
elements. Typically, attributes are not 
supported in either import or export, 
layers are allocated incrementally in 
import, and your viewport must be pre
defined prior to import (Pro will read 
the DXF header file for drawing ex
tents information first and alert you) . 

( continued on next page) 
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The ability to lIanslate these files puts 
X-CAD into the mainSlIeam of com
mercial CAD, and is crucial to its via
bility in the market. Your only concern 
will be translation from MS/DOS to 
AmigaDos, either by modem, the PC 
utilities on your Workbench , DOS-2-
DOS, or bridgecard. Two more utili
ties in the form of CLI fonnat com
mands provide for lIanslaLion of HPGL 
plot files (previously created in Pro) 
into ProPage structured drawing files 
or into Sculpt 3D/4D. The former in
volves the command XXP 
<filename.hpgl> <filename.pp>; the 
laller the syntax XSRIPT 
<filename.hpgb <fil ename.script>. In 
addition lO the IFF output in common 
with Designer, Pro gives you access lO 

all the Amiga graphics modes: 2-D 
painting and animation, desktop pub
lishing, and three-dimensional render
ing and animation . 

Direct hardcopy output is also aug
mented. Under the category of plot 
drivers, three main branches; pen plot
ting, raster plolling, and picture plot
ting, give a wide range of options. In 
the cases of pen and raster you can de
termine scale, origin, viewport and se
lective di sp lay of entities, layers and 
depths. Picture plolling provides a 
screen dump of your current window. 
Pen plots are direcled lO PAR : or SER: 
devices, or lO disk files. Drivers pro
vide supporl for multiple pens, assign
ing the pens lO the program's display 
colors (up to 7), with internal driver 
routines for color filled polygons. 
Hardfont line slyles used on the draw
ings are emulaled depending on ploller 
capabilities. X-CAD currently sup
ports HPGL language plollers, DM/PL 
Houston language, Benson nalive PL 
format, and the K yocera laser printer. 
For each type the manual lislS specific 
command format with modifiers and 
options (eg. penspeed, scale, offsel, ro
tate, origin, shadepitch, nofill, mono, 
thickpitch .... ). 
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Rasler ploning is provided for dOl
malIix devices which includes dot
matrix printers , color thermal lIansfer, 
ink-jel, laser prinlers, and eleClIo-staLic 
plollers. As these lypes of devices re
quire bil-mapped graphics data as op
posed lO vector files, Pro engages in a 
lwo-slep process which firsl creates a 
neulral formal raSler image file (a su
per bil-map) whose size is delermined 
by the resolUlion of the oUlput device 
(dots per inch) and the size of the 
drawi ng. Thus a C size sheet (17" by 
22") to be outpul to a 200 dpi device 
would generate a 4400 by 3400 bit
map. The present limit of the program 
is 32768 by 32768 -- an E size (34" by 
44") at 400 dpi. Most Amiga users 
would probably utilize lhis feature in 
conjunction with standard 8-1/2" by 
II" 300 dpi devices, which is only a 
2550 by 3300. Options in the Plot 
Raster command sequence permit you 
lO suppress unwanted entilY atlIibute 
display (conslIuction points, textnodes 
and symbol origins), coniiol the 
smOOlhness of curves, scale, dots per 
inch, color, dithering, orientation, and 
to direct temporary output lO disk or 
ram (much faster if you have the mem
ory). 

Step two direcls the raSler file output to 
your printer. Pro currently supports 
Epson and compatibles (8 and 24 pin), 
the Milsubishi G500 color thermal 
lIansfer, Xerox 4020 color ink-jet, and 
HP Laserjel+. I didn't bother to lIy 
output on my lo-res Epson compatible 
as I was more interested in the 4020 
for color, and hoped thalthe HPlaserjet 
driver would work with my DeskJet. I 
am pleased lO report that both tests 
were successful. Working with the 
sample tablet menu drawing provided 
on the disk, I produced two versions of 
,Ul II" by 17" plot lO Slick on the Sum
ma lablet. Ploning on the Xerox in
volved selection of 120 dpi for resolu
tion with the additional modifier 
"interlace" to invoke the 4020's pseudo 
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240 dpi mode to give more solid out
put. As I needed lO output at full draw
ing scale for the tablet (the 4020 can't 
print II" wide) I was required lO define 
separate windows to raster plots and 
then plot in two SlIips. Registration of 
the two slIips was near perfect and the 
application of a bil of lIansparenl yield
ed my menu. The menu drawing is 
quite detailed, however, and the 4020 
at 120 dpi was not up to resolving its 
i nlIicacies at one-to-one sca Ie. The 
DeskJet saved the day at 300 dpi and 
yielded a drawing, alheit in four pieces, 
that was the equal of a pen plot. Com
mand modifiers under the PLOT LA
SERJET heading permit you to select 
75, 100, I SO, or 300 dpi , orient for 
landscape or poriiait, specify the num
ber of copies. suppress the form feed 
command to permit overprinting with 
text, and even start your plot from the 
current "pen" position or the printer -
to merge plots with text. I can further 
report thaL the combination of Plot Ras
ter to RAM: and Plot Laserjet produced 
the final result in quick order -- I did 
not time the results hut they seemed 
quicker than similar super bit-map op
erations in programs like ProDraw anel 
Pagestream. 

Picture ploning provides for screen 
dumps either lO IFF files for use in oth
er applications, or a dircct hardcopy via 
your Preferences driver. Resolution is 
strictly limited to the actual screen dis
play, of course. In both cases you can 
suppress exiianeous screen displays 
(menu strips) with the Source "Draw
ing" modifier. 

We can't be pasting together bits of 
drawings for clients, of course. so real 
work will require a larger output de
vice. At present the cheapest pen plot
ter capable of ANSI D size (22" by 
34 ") runs about $ 2,000. As I am not 
fond of the maintenance problems as
sociated with pen plollers (running out 
of ink, cleaning clogged pens, replac -



ing worn out points) I continue to 
watch the prices drop on alternate de
vices. Whether electrostatic, or per
haps a wider version of the Canon BJ-
130 inkjet (which can presently emulat
ed HPGL language and produce stun
ning 360 dpi 11" by IT' plots), I sus
pect that a more convenient and 
affordable alternative to pen and ink is 
not far in the future. One of the most 
attractive aspects of X-CAD's structure 
is its modular libraries -- penniuing 
easy augmentation and upgrades as 
these devices become available. 

The ability to associate attributes to 
drawing entities is the last major output 
enhancement to X-CAD Pro. Attrib
utes can be text, numeric values, or la
bels, and in ASCI, integer or real num
ber fOnTI. A prime example is in the 
generation of a bill-of-materials report 
for cost estimating or order entry. A 
drawing of, for example, an office fur
niture layout could have each item 
tagged to record its type name (eg. 
chair), its manufacturer, part number, 
color, cost, weight, etc. X-CAD's com
mand structure for the creation of enti
ties provides modifiers that permit 
specification of these attributes. Sym
bols can be created including pre
defined attributes as part of the symbol 
definition, which allributes can be re
vealed via the Verify Entity command 
within the program and which can be 
output to reports. The actual construc
tion of these data files is done with a 
CLI fonnat command, COMPATT, 
which compiles the text entries into bi
nary form for a look-up table used by 
X-CAD. 

Pro provides the capability modify at
tributes by addi tion, change, deletion, 
and to generate a simple report by list
ing. While attribute capability is con
sidered a standard by which to judge 
major league CAD programs, and the 
thought of being able to generate esti
mates and materials take-offs comes 

only after motherhood and apple pie in 
the mythology of Computer Aided De
sign, the reality is a little more mun
dane. First, the feasibility of actually 
creating these databases is conditioned 
by the number of variables involved 
(consider that a typical contract furni
ture catalog runs in the hundreds of 
pages of very small type!), and the 
very considerable time involved in de-

The other major area of program en
hancement, both over the original X
CAD and the Designer version, in
volves command input. Of necessity, 
the number of commands, their hierar
chy, and the vast array of modifiers and 
options is daunting. In order to create 
technical drawings in Computer Aided 
format you must deal with thousands of 
possibilities. CAD is not quicker than 

lust a small section of the input tablet menu holds a myriad of drawing controls 

fining the symbols and listing the at
tributes. Now add in the fact that you 
will be dealing with many manufactur
ers on a typical job. In my experience 
in the world of commercial architec
ture only the very largest firms with 
heavy workloads of similar project 
needs have undertaken such effort. Of 
course the manufacturers do provide 
their libraries in the AutoCAD format. 
Trouble is that attributes don't survive 
the translation (to any other system I'm 
aware of) and you have to work in Au
toCAD (not to mention maintaining 
updates of all the manufacturers every 
time the product line or price changes -
- namely every year). 
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by hand, nor is it easier -- it takes many 
months to learn the ropes. Even by 
hand, after all, the amount of time put
ting graphite on paper (p lastic on mylar 
actually these days) is minor compared 
to the decisions and thought behind 
each stroke. It takes several years for a 
draftsman to achieve proficiency by 
hand; it takes time by computer as 
well. If you expect a CAD program to 
be even as easy as desktop publishing 
then you are bound to be frustrated and 
disappointed. 

Whatever your preferences for draw
ing entry, X-CAD Pro gives you a 

( continued on next page) 
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choice: keyboard entry in a command 
console window, the built-in Autome
nus, user-defined screen menus and dy
namic menus (linked screen menus), or 
tablet menus. Command format is the 
same as previous versions and the De
signer program (see Sentry July issue 
for a description of the command syn
tax), but you have still more ways to 
use it. 

Real-world use will probably involve 
some of each, and they can be used si
multaneously and loaded on the fly. 
Default automenus provide a hierarchy 
of verb-noun, modifiers and idents. 
Once a verb has been selected, the 
noun menu appears with its options, 
followed by modifiers and idents. Or 
you can invoke a previously defined 
screen menu which you have construct
ed in the separate MODMENU utility, 
a simple paint program which can pro
duce icons or text which are then 
linked to command strings, thereby 
shortcutting the normal verb-noun
modifier-idents sequence. Another 
system provides Dynamic Menus 
which can link a series of user created 
screen menus. A set of screen menus 
are created in a common clirectory with 
a master menus named "directory/ 
root." Multiple screen menus are then 
"keyed" in a text string via double 
chevron characters, thus a menu icon 
can then call up the appropriate sub
menus with yet more icons depending 
on your particular structure. 

X-CAD Pro has also implemented 
On-Line Command Entry Help (typing 
a question mark at any stage of the syn
tax reveals the option hierarchy) and an 
On-Line Command Reference manual 
(typing an exclamation point prior to 
the command string will bring up a 
window with the appropriate manual 
section). For my money, the best of all 
is the support of graphics tablet menus. 
For all the flexibility offered by both 

user defined automenus, screen menus, 
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and dynamically linked combinations, 
I prefer to have my clisplay uncluuered. 
The Open Tablet command is used to 

initialize a digitizing tablet either for 
straight point input (to copy scaled 
drawings), for menu input, or a combi
nation of both. CadVision has provid
ed support so far for two tablets: Cher
ry (a UK brand) and the 
SummaGraphics MM series (6 by 9, 
12 by 12, and 18 by 12) that is so 
widely used in US CAD applications. 

Opening the tablet menu involves 
specification of type and size, menu 
key size, numbers of left, right, and top 
keys defining the tablet menu border 
area, and the area of the tablet to be 
used as a menu. The menus them
selves are constructed by the user in a 
separate COMPT AB CLl command 
which compiles into machine readable 
format a text file that has been created 
with any text eclitor. The text string 
simply specifies the "key" definition in 
terms of its location (column and row, 
to be coordinated with the tablet area 
configured when you open it) and the 
command string. Our review package 
disks included a sample Summa menu 
for the 18 by 12 size and we were able 
to obtain that tablet to try it out. After 
printing out the drawing that corre
sponded to the tablet menu file, all I 
had to do was activate the tablet, load 
the tablet menu and I was in business. 
As I had no documentation on the actu
al command structure, a little trial and 
error was required, but I soon became 
comfortable. Every CAD application I 
have observed uses tablet entry be
cause it's so much more convenient 
than selecting from on-screen. The 
tablet of choice would probably be the 
12 by 12 size because it's half the 
price, and is, in fact, the choice for 
most other systems I have seen. 

When X-CAD Professional officially 
arrives on US shores it should herald 
the real emergence of the Amiga into 
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the workplace. It has all the features 
we require in a CAD program, it exem
plifies the qualities that are unique to 
the Amiga; performance, ease of use, 
and cost effectiveness, and it is well 
connected to othcr Amiga applications , 
from painting and animation to desktop 
publishing and solid modeling. Critical 
to its acceptance will be technical sup
port, which means knowledgeable deal
er support and the backing of CBM. 

Of course, that's the whole issue at 
stake with the Amiga in the US market. 
Hopefully, Commodore US will actual
ly implement their plans for value add
ed retailing and we will begin to see 
here the same sort of response that is 
happening abroad. 

X-CAD PROFESSIONAL 
Estimated US Price - $ 500 

Slip case, Binder, 2 or more disks 
Dongle protected for plot and s<Jve 
commands 

Minimum Requirements: 2 meg Ram, 
external drive, high quality monitor 

Recommended System: Expanded 
Memory, co-processor, hard drive, 
multi-sync monitor, flicker fixer (or 1.4 
chip set), tablet, plouer 

CadVision International 
Hazliu Mews 
Hazliu Road 
London, WI40JZ 
Tel. 01-603-3313 
Fax. 01-602-2627 
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Special Effects 
• Thousands of effects· Fountains, shatters 
• Page turns, flips • Confetti, spins 
• Special color effects· Strobes, transparency 
• Translucency, cycling· Superimposed effects 

ANIM Editing 
• Cut, copy, paste, merge· Create transitions 
• Overlay ANIMs • Convert to any resolution 

looping ANIMs • Save single frames 
timing· Adjust palettes and cycling 

Software supported includes: Aegis Y Draw 2000TM. Aegis YideoTitler™. Aegis Lights! Camera! 
Action!TM, Aegis Images™, Aegis Impact!TM . , DigiPaint™. Deluxe Paint IIITM, Photon Cell Animator™ 

and all Amiga programs which generate IFF images or ANIM animations. 

Aegis Development, Inc., 2115 Pico Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90405 In CA: (213) 392·9972 Outside CA: (800) 345-9871 
Alilradcmarkli mentioned arc propcnies of their respcc1ive owners and an:: mentioned !>Olcly for promotional purposes. No infringemcnl or viol.uion is inlCnded. 



, R&D l's High-end Input Tablet 

by Paul R. Miller 

B ack in '86, one of the first 
peripherals I craved for my 
newly acquired Amiga was 
a graphics lablet. Still un

accustomed to what seemed like a 
very unnatural way to draw, ego with a 
mouse, I was cerlain that all my prob
lems would be solved if only I could 
move the cursor with the natural grace 
of a pencil stroke. Whence began an 
odyssey that involved, I am sorry to 
recount, the purchase of 3 different 
tablets, much disappointment, and the 
final acquisition of a satisfactory de
vice but for the "wrong" reason. Bear 
with me for a brief history, as my ex
periences may prevent others from 
suffering. 

My first tablet was a Kurla Pen
mouse. It was the only lablet then 
available for the Amiga, and it was 
Kurta's pioneer effort in a cordless in
put device. It also didn't work. The 
tablet itself was tiny, about 6 by 9 
inches, with a serial pon connection 
that also provided power, and an ele
gant but rather too fat pen powered by 
a disc banery. The theory was nice -
the pen emined RF signals picked up 
in the tablet. No messy cables to in
hibit your flowing brush strokes. Un
fortunately, the only way to eliminate 
extraneous RF from the monitor was 
to hold the tablet between my knees 
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directly in front of the tube (touching 
with the left hand was out -- it caused 
the cursor to jump). To their credit, 
Kurta was straightforward in acknowl
edging the problems, and they ex
changed the faulty penmouse for a 
much pricier Series One tablet at no 
additional cost! Now we are talking 
about a real nice tablet -- a perfect er
gonomic slope, a nice stylus (but only 
one bunon), and an RF-proof hard 
wire from pen to tablet that didn't hin
der hand movement at all. Enter De
luxe Paint II and Workbench 1.2. My 
very favorite program would freeze 
whenever I used the Pencraft driver 
and the magnify mode. Several con
versations with Kurta technical sup
pon, including a face-to-face at 
NCGA 87, convinced me that KurLa 
was much happier dealing with the 
MS/DOS world, and I finally shipped 
my tablet off to my brother and his 
IBM, where it has found a satisfied 
user. When I queried Kurta again at 
the NCGA 89 convention they prom
ised to send me an updated version of 
the driver (what I actually gOt was a 
product brochure), so I still don't know 
whether Kurta has ever got the soft
ware right 

Chapter Two is the story of the EA
SYL. Again, the theory is nice. A 
pressure sensitive tablet with a direct 
bus card connection. Great for tracing, 
no cords to get in the way, and you 
can even use a real pencil to see what 
you are drawing. The software is nice 
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and simple with no worry about dip 
switches and baud rates, just click and 
go. You even get the option for left or 
right hand use, and can use the Pro
Drivers to re-configure your tablet 
area for higher resol Ulion mapping. 
My biggest problem is that you have 
to press too hard on the surface. It's 
just not naLUral (after all , we're trying 
to emulate drawing). I found a work 
around by using the driver option that 
requires you to press a buLLon for only 
for the right mouse action, with de
fault being left activated as soon as 
you touch the surface. Now just keep 
the left bunon depressed so you can 
position your cursor without fear of 
extraneous paint action and release 
when you are ready to begin your 
stroke. Still, you must maintain too 
much tablet pressure for my taste (I 
get cramps in my hand). Except for 
those occasions when I must trace an 
object, my EASYL remains connected 
but unused. 

Twice disappointed, I was not about 
to spend another cent on a graphics 
tablet, despite the announcement by 
R&DL for an Amiga version of the 
well known Summa Sketch tablet. I 
still harbored a desire for a proper tab
let (there are just some drawing move
ments that cannot be emulated with a 
mouse, no maner how much you prac
tice), and took every opponunity at 
trade shows to playa bit at the R&DL 
booth. A crowded expo is no place to 
get a real feel, however, and by now I 



had developed a strict set of criteria 
that my ideal tablet has to fulfill before 
I plunk down more money : 

-It has to be smooth and fast enough LO 
produce natural curves without seg
ments or jags . 
-It has to be big enough for natural 
hand movement, and so you can devel
op some comfort in relating hand mo
tion to screen activity (small tablets are 
jusltoo disorienting). 
-It has to be able to emulate both left 
and right mouse buLLons. 
-The software has to be right -- com
plete compatibility with the paint and 
draw programs in all screen resolu
tions, and no crashes. 
-Since it's going to cost more than I 
probably want to spend just to make 
painting more natural, the tablet and 
software must be compatible with 
CAD applications, configurable for di
gitizing at absolute scale, and compati
ble with industry standards (i.e. com
puters and monitors other than the 
Amiga). 

The occasion of a review of X-Cad 
Professional with built-in Summa tab
let support provided the excuse for my 
fourth (and final, I hope) graphics tab
lel. In this case it's the Summa Sketch 
Professional, the bigger brother 18" by 
12" version of the 12 by 12 and 6 by 9 
that R&DL offers to the normal Amiga 
market. Our preview edition of X-Cad 
Pro has ready made menus for the 12" 
by 18" tablet, so that's the rcason for 
this large version. The official release 
version X-Cad Pro will support the 12 
by 12, and R&DL's software supports 
all the sizes, so there's no necessity to 
spend the extra money, except that 
bigger is nicer. The AProDraw pack
age will include the Summa Tablet of 
your choice, a power supply transform
er, the necessary serial port cables 
(gender changer required for the 
A 1000), and a corded stylus which ac
tivates left mouse bULLon with the tip, 

The Summasketch 12 x 18 tablet 

right mouse with a bULLon on the shaft. 
For another $50 you can get a standard 
Summa fOlll'-bULLon puck with cross
hair target. The current R&DL soft
ware and Amiga intuition supporLS all 
of these bULLons, and the APD_Config 
program aliows you to remap. BULLon 
I is the left mouse (select), bULLon 2 
the right, button 3 is combined I and 2, 
and button four is Intuition "middle." 
The reality at present is that most pro
grams use only two buttons. If you're 
doing CAD you'll want the puck for 
precision and because it's less tiring to 
the hand with prolonged use. R&DL 
provides enough cable from power 
supply to the tablet to suit most instal
lations. Plug in the supply, connect the 
serial cable to your port (the manual 
warns against pass-thru's, so use an A
B box if you have other serial devices), 
and the stylus or puck to the tablet. 
Now power on the tablet before you 
start your computer. If all is okay, 
you'll be able to hear a faint high 
pitched whine from the s tylus tip. 
Driver software consists of 4 modules 
activated with icon clicks (or you can 
use the CLI): AProDraw, Stop, 
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APD_Config, and APD_Scale. The 
appropriate icons can be dragged onto 
a hard disk or other application disks, 
and there's no need for any "assigns." 
A double click on the AProDraw icon 
will activate the tablet control ; a double 
click on "SLOp" turns it off. The other 
two modules permit you to adjust the 
driver to your particular hardware con
figuration and preferences 
(APD_Config), or to set a tracing mode 
for enlargement or reduction, or to 
match the scale of a technical drawing 
(APD _Scale). Your software disk 
should be matched to the tablet size 
you purchased and will be configlll'ed 
for standard Amiga monitors, but you 
can alter these and other seLLings as fol
lows in the APD_Config: 

-Select the MM961 (6 by 9), MMI201 
(12 by 12), or MMI812 (12 by 18) tab
lets. 
Adjust width and height gadgets to as
sure proper aspect ratio on your moni
tor. A typical procedure would involve 
tracing a circle, then adjusting the gad
gets in whole number ratios until you 

( continued on page 30 ) 
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Creative COlllputers 
I 800·872·8882 213·542·2292 
-----------------------------------------------

HARDWARE 
6aDiQ-I2CPU/PROCESS ... 17000 
68030-16120 CPU/PAoe . 57000 
68881'\6MAT~COPAOC ... 20000 
68a8\'20 MATH COPROC ... 300 00 
688S2·20 MAl H COPROC ... 500 00 
68882'25 MATH COPAOC ... &2000 
AMAS MIOI SAMPLER .••• log 9S 
AMI-X ID ... .. .. . ...... .. "6 95 

• .M' ·Il0 W' IROW ~/1O 114ft 
• .... H ID WI llOW. A'. nus 

AMIGA MUSIC PACK ...... 000 
AMIGEN G~NlOCK ... 14900 
AMPlIFIEO SPEAKERS. . &4 95 
APRDORAW 12X12 .... 4&4~ 
APRODRAW 12XIZ WI CUR. '99 95 
APRODRAW 9X6. . .. .... 37995 
CA-880 fLOPPY ORIVE 199 00 
eMI MIOll (EXTI. .. 5216 
COlORSPllnER .. 89'i!1 
CSA ORAGST RIP. . ..... &4900 
CSA FASrTRACK Accn ... 199 'i!I 
C51 2200 . ..... . . . ....... \ .. 900 
C513100 SILENT DRiVE •••• 159 00 
C51 3200 SILEN T DRIVE ... . 16900 

• CUTTlltlifOlfa.COllrV l'OI~ 
DEluxE MIOIIHTF 500 . . .. 5995 
OElUXE MIOIINTF 1(100 . ... 5995 
OESK)E11281C RAM CRlG 11795 
OIGI VIEW FORAl OOO .... . u395 
OIGI VIEW GOLD .. . . . 1'9 00 

- DUAL $fIlIALIDUO Itt. t~ 
EASYll l)OO TAB LET . 369 00 
EASYl21}OO TABLET .. , . 3&9 00 
EASYl 500 TABLET .. 3&900 
ECE 1.4101 1000 ... . . 4895 
ECE MIDI 500'2000 . • •. 48 '}5 
ESCORT 3 5Ho CASE •. 12) 50 
ESCORT 48MB HOD Alooo 85900 
ESCORT 48MB HOD A500 •. 85900 
FLASH CARD ... ......... 199 95 
FRAMEGRABBER.. . . . . •• 5)900 
FUTURE SOUNO:.oo ...... . 9395 
FUTURE SOUND 11.1000 CALL 
GEN'ONE GENLOCK .. . 13900 
GOMFI 30 wlBunON . . 4895 
GVP RAMI ROM MOO WI2MB 53900 
GVP RAM/ROM MODULE . . &995 
HURRICANE 1000 ACC EL .. 350 00 
HURRICANE 1000 MEM BO ' 7000 
HURRICANE 2000 ACCEL . 470 00 
HURRIt ... NE 2000 MEM BO 41000 
HuRRICANE 68030 BAD ••.. 23000 
IMPAINT lI0UI0 UGHT 399 00 
INTRUDER ALERT .... . 12400 
LENS 16MM NO IRIS .. . 21 85 
LENS 16MMWIIRIS ..... ... 56 25 
lIGHTPEN . . .... ... 9795 
lIVEllOOO. 210 00 
lIVEI 500 ... ... 289 00 
MAGNI4oo4 GENLOCK 1595 00 
MAGNI4010 CONTROLLER 299 99 
MICROMEGS. .. .... .. 14995 
MICR OS8UP M BRO SIMM 174 95 
MICRO S HAROfRAJ.tE SCSI 23995 
MICROB au p OIPP 2MB 64900 
MICRoe 8UP OIPP W/OK ... 17495 
MICROLINE MW·l18 
A500 POWER SUPPt Y .. 84 95 

MW GET RACER . . ...... ).4995 
M!OIGOLO~ ..... 6495 
MIDI GOLD IN SIDER ... .... &647 
MIDIINTfRFACE CABLE ... 3800 
MINIMEGS 11.1000 1MB .... 44900 
MINIMEGS Al00CI2MB . 74900 
MINIMEGS Al00CI512K . 29900 
MINIMEGS A500 1MB . .... 44900 
MINIMEGS A500 2MB •.••. 74900 
MINIMEGS A500 512K ••. .. 299 00 

- IECLCIlUITWltITTU J4a .• 
NERIKI GENLOCK ••••... 1975 00 
OKIMATf 20 W/PL UG"PRT 24900 
OKIM ... TE PLUG N PRINT •.. 7995 

OMEGA SAMPLER AI 000 ... 7995 
PANASONIC WV1410 22500 
PANASONIC WV1500 ... ... 32000 
PEOPLE METER.. .. 3995 
PERFECT SOUND 50012:00 . 6795 
PERFEC T SOUND Al000. &795 
PERFECT VISION' ALL. 19995 
PRO RAM A2000 218 MEG .. 69900 
PRO SOUND DESIGNER 11995 
PROCESSOR ACCEL . ... 159 00 
PROGEN GENLOCK •• 399 00 
OUANTUM 40MB HARD ORv 599 00 
OUANTUM 60MB HARO ORV 99500 
SOU NOSCAPE MIDI PACK ... 21995 
SPIRIT DElUXE MIDI 214 95 
STAR NXlOOO PRINTER .... 195 00 
STARNX1000RAINBOW .... 21000 
STEREO SOUND SAMPLER .. 8795 
SUPERGEN GENLOCK . ..... &9900 
SU PRA 2400 BAUD MOO EM 149 00 

- SU'AA UOD lIT. 100EI . 151195 
TINY TIGER 30MG HROP.V •. . 629 00 
TINY TIGER 40MG HROR" •.. 199 00 
TINY TIGER IIOMG HRORV 1129 00 
TOOLBOX Al000 ECE21lO 130 00 
TRUMP CARD SCSI AlOOO 170 00 
TWIN DRIVES .. .... .. ... . l 19 00 
UNIORIVE . . . .......• 169 00 

Boing! Mouse 
ProfessionaIOplicoI3-but
ton mau,e for your Amigo. 

• Oplieollectlnology elim
inal_' friction and .mo
mentum (oeffieien" For 
luper-precis. tlondling. 

• No moying porh for in
creased reliability. 

• Middl. button makes it 
the only mous. compati
ble wittl Am. schwor_ 
ond X Window,. 

• Compatible w ith All 
Amigo computen. 

SPEClAt PlICEI 
UlmD Till Oil r: I" " 

VAULT 30MB HARO DRIVE 699 00 
VAUL T 40MB HARO ORIVE 199 00 
VAULT ~MB HARO ORIVE 93900 
'11 2000 Rf VIDEO INTf ..... 7995 
'11 2'000 VIDEO INTER ...... 6995 
'11500 RF VIOE O INTRF 6995 
'oJ1 500 VIDEO I NTE R~ .... .. 5995 
x·SPECS30 . ..9995 
XEROX 4020 PRINTER . 11<1000 
XEROX 4020 Sl AP.TER II:T 15600 

_ ZOOIZ40t1I11UO 1 00EI . 1311.15 

GRAPHICS 
3 DEMON. . ... 7195 
30 GRAPHICS 3&13 
JOOPTIONS . 32 4& 
ACAO TRANSLATOR .. . 13995 
AEGIS ANIMATOR. 39 95 
AEGIS ORAW 1 4 .......... 52 95 

The "We Want Everyone's Business" 
Blovv-Ou'l' SALE!!! 
Music·I ... 5149.95 
Delo" p.inl II 
~..,.199.951 ...... 49.95 

l:ll Deloit p.inlll ... 19.95 
belor. YNIoo II ........ 49.95 

79.95 
DelOIt P.intll & DelOIt 

YMIeo II le .... 1 .. 
Acquisition Databast 
Irt!I.'3951 . 49.95 
lIaik (.s1~ .... 9.95 
loning Harr... . 9.95 
5.ftwOod File II. 19.95 
P"".IC.II ... ....... 19.95 L:lI...,. ..... ~-'-_=..:lI 
Nil F .... II_, So" 5Hif 
ar (emirl ..... . ... . . !4.95 
AMigo IorlCTaft PI ... . . !9.95 
Gtapllia 51.- ........ 19.95 
I ..... I.'lighlll 

i!!~itl:'~.::..ery powerful, 
rog.'1791 . . 49.95 
Gi.- 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95 
Actiyision (hcsmpionship 
F .. llsolI ..... ......... 9.95 
GO·64 1(·64 "01.1 .... 9.95 
MoriP"n Plus .... . •.. 19.95 

MoMY Monlor . 19.95 
Iyil Gonion 14.95 
JOt Blode . 14.95 
IIiodW.lkH ..... .. .... 9.95 
(ub.os1H &1 'lOG. Slayp. 
Detp \pac" A.-. War r .... 
!poco Station or r.. Ifos1er 

\t'i~;.;.; ~;;.~.its;lsi; f~i~ 
indiealocl 'peciol prien only ~ 
onInd willi any ..... ..,... i1etn. 
Mitt ..... "doi $10.00. 
WI&E 5UPPl Y lASTS! 

AEGIS DRAW 2000 ..... ... 18195 
ALOHA FONTS ,. .. 1295 
ALOHA FONTS 2.. 1295 
ALOHA FONTS 3. .. 1295 
ANALYTIC ART. . 3748 
ANIM LIB CHRiSTMA S ..... 1995 
ANIM LIB DRAGON S .. 1995 
ANIMAGIC.. . ... .... S1 95 
ANIMATION FL(PPER .. 38 95 
ANIMATION ROTOSCOPE •... 51 95 
ANIMATORS APPRENTICE 184 95 
AN IMATORS EDITOR ..••••• 38 95 
ANIMATORS EFFECTS .••••• )2 46 
AN IMATORSMUL TIPt ANE . . ~46 
AN IMATORS STANO. .. J246 
ANIMOTION ........ ...... 6295 
ART COMPANION .. ... . ... 1995 
ART GAtt ERY I & 2 .. .... '. ' 2S 9S 
ART GAttERY FANTA SY • . . . 2336 
ASHAS CAlliCiRA FONTS ... ~e 9~ 

- IOAAG I U TU '" 115 
_ IIOADW TTlTlU 11415 

BRUSH WORKS... .. . .... 2095 
BRUSH WORKS 2 . • •.. 2"211 
BUTCHER 20 ............. 23 13 
C LIGHT ..... ....... .. 3895 
CAD PARTS 4 INTROCAO •••• 16 so 
CALIGARI ....... ... . .. 1 49~ 00 

- CAUSAitl tOilsuau 154 15 
CALLIGRAPHER ......... .. 8.4 95 
CHROMA PAINT . .... 5195 
CITYOESKCOMPloNIO~ . 1995 
ClIPAP.T'1 1295 
CLIP ART'2 . ........ ... 1295 
ClIP ART '3 1295 
CLIP ART 14 1295 
ClIP ART '5 1295 
CLIP ART . 6 1295 
ClIP ART . 7 1295 
CLIP ART ' 8 . .. .... 1295 
COMIC s(n(R 64 96 
COMICSEnER FUNNYOATA 22 95 
COt-llCSEnER HERO DATA 1195 
CONlcsmfRSFOATA . .. 2295 
OELUXE ARTPARlS .I . .... 2195 
OElUXE ART PARTS '2 ..... 2195 
OElUXE MAPS .. . .. 1& 95 
OELUXE PAINT ARTtUTiL 2195 
DELUXE PHOTO LAB . ..... 9995 
OELUXE PRINT ART fI 2J95 
OELUXEPROOUCTIO NS .. 13995 
OEMONSTRATOR .. 2195 
O(SIGN DISKS FOR TuRBO 
SILVER. SCULPT AN IMATE 
OR VIOEOSCAPE (EA I . 22 74 

DESIGN Jo . .. .... 6495 
OESKTOPAF\TIST . 1895 
OIGI PAINT JO ... .. .. 6500 
OIGI VIEW UPGRADE . 13 9S 

- 0I51WOAlS3G 14.15 
OIRECTOR. THE 4595 
DIRECTORS TOOLKIT .. .... 2495 
OlXHLPWIOIGIPAIMT .... 21SA 
OLXHLPWIOPAINTII . 21 SA 
OLX HlPW/PHOT ON PNT .. 2195 
OLX HLPW/CAUGR APHER 2"2 11 
OQUGS COLOR COMMANOER 19 '6 
OOUGS MA.TH AOUAR LIB ... 995 
EXPRESS PAINT 30 . 90 95 
FANCllO f ONT S ........ 4695 
FANCY JO f ONTS SILVER .. 5195 
FANTAVISION . ..4295 
fIF MO OUL E .. 14 95 
FONT WORKS ..... . .. 2595 
FONTS AND BORD ERS ...... 2295 
FORMS IN FUGHT II ...... . 7995 
GAttERY 3·0 .. . . . ... .... 51 95 

- 'OLD DIU FOIT IEl II I 2'1.15 
GRABBH ... " .. ... .. . ... 20 95 

_ "'A'NICSSTAITEAII:IT 5415 
HAt-IMANOEl ...... . ..... 25 95 
HOME BUI LDERS CAD . .. . . 129 Q5 

- "IElOWJ USA ZU5 
ICON PAINT ............ . 511 95 
INTERCHANGE ••• 3246 
INTERCHANGE CONVER . 1& 95 
INTERCHANGE 09J 11 .... 1695 
INTERCHANGE TSLV MOOL 1296 
INTERFONT S.. 1536 
INTROCAO .. 4995 
INVISION ......... 9995 
JET SET FONT SET ...... 3250 
KARA FO NTS II(AO;..IN[S ... 5195 
KARA. fONTS HEADLINE 52 4795 
KAR,A FONTS SUBHEADS ... 4795 
LASER UP! FONTS VOL I . . .. 3195 
LIGHTS CAMERA ACTION . . 59 95 
1I0N'S C ... tuGRA fONTS . • • 5895 

- IUSTEIfOIYS3DVOll Z415 
MASTERPIECE FONTS .... 16795 
MEOIALI NE BACKGR NO 1 .... 2595 
MEOIALI NE ClIP ART . . ... 2295 
MEOIALINE FONTS. . ... 2295 
MOD ELER 30 • ....... ..... &500 
MovlE SEnER ........... 64.95 
NEWSLEnER FONTSCOLR 2995 
PAGE FLIPPER ...... ..... 31.23 
PAGE FLIPPER PLUS FIX .. 10395 
PAGE REN DE R 30 . ..... . . 'J.4 95 

- ,,uEITIWlfOIYS 
1·5tHI • . , . • Z!i15 

PERFORMER (ELAN) . . .. . .. 38 95 
PHOTON CEll ANIMATOR •. 99 95 
PHOTON PAINT ........... 64 96 
PHOTON PAINT 2 0 ........ 99 95 
PHOTON PAINT EXP OSII: .. 1995 
PHO TON TRANSPORlER ... 1'J.4 .95 
PIXMATE ... ........ ..... 4595 
PRINThUSTERARTJl .. 1873 
PRINTh4ASTERART'2 ..... 1673 
PRO FONTS 1 ..... ........ 229.5 
pRO FONTS 2' . ........... 24 95 

- 'AOVlDEO'OtO . . ........ I JU5 

PRO VID EO PLUS 184 ~ 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW .... 12995 
RESEP (ASOGI . . . .• 5' 95 

_ SCUL'T30n t9i5 
_ 1'ltI11 ... 49.95 
- STAUCTUAU CU'AAT 3195 

STUDIO FONTS VI . . 29 95 
TALKING ANIMA TOR THE ... 3900 
TATE FONTS .. . ... . 595 
lERRAIN FOR lURBOSILv .. . 1995 
TURBO SI\..veR30 ...•.... 12995 
TV SHOW . 64 95 
TV TEXT . . 6232 

luI day serfiee wilb-

~J!Jr1 
00N0,~, 12 _ ('.S.T.) 
... receive .~s.ted it ... 

.. ot:..~::. t/."~. 

...... ' .. ,., ... dm.s .......... 
lOT .&IfIUUIU TO W mal. 

VIDEO EFFECTS 30 .. . ... 12996 
VIDEO VI SION S I 1295 
VIDEO VISION S 2 ..... ..... 1295 
VIOEOSCAPE 30 12495 
VIOEOTlnER . .. 9995 

_ lCAO . 311.15 
XCAO DESiGNER ...... . .. .. 94 95 
lOETROPE ....... .. ..... 8995 
ZUMA fONTS 1·4 PACK . •. . 68 95 
IUMA FONTS VOL J.4 (el I 22 95 

MUSIC 
AORUM . .. . . . ... 519& 
AUOI Oh4ASTER ... . .... 3148 
AUOIOMA STER II &4 95 
C·lAR .... . ,.. ... 12695 
OElUXE MU SIC 2 0 &995 
OR r s '·Op ~OILlB . ... 9295 
OR T'S BACH SO NGBOOK ... 1795 
OR T'S CASIO '12 1 . , ... 9295 

All ABOUT AMfRICA •••• 3495 
ANIMAL KI NGDOM . . .. 32 4& 
BASIC GRAMMER SfR IES ... 1946 
BOOMERAIO. .. 324& 
CALCULUS. .. 3695 
CAPITALIZATION SE RI ~S .. 19.4& 
CHICKEN lITTlf. . .... 1995 
CROSSWOROCREATOP: 3' 95 
DECIMAL DUNGEON . . .... 324& 
DESCARTES . . . 2295 
OE SIGHASAURUS •...• .... 3246 

- OIIOWI DlWI1'n., IT 11 95 
- 0I10,",DII AlE fOIEvn 1595 
- (HstOVlI Al'IIAIET 1495 
- otscavu CIfE.'STIl" '4 95 
- OfSCOVU IISTOIIYII(O 14 ~ 
- ItISCDVEJI l AT. 14 95 

DISCOVER NUMBERS ....... 14 95 
DISCOVERY DATA 

DISKS (EA) ..... 1297 
DISCOVERYWIMATH . 25 00 
DISCOVEP:Y WISPELLING. 2500 
DISCOVERY WITRIV1" .. ... 25 00 
DISCRETE MATHEMATiCS ... 36 95 
EXPLOR ER . THE ... ... ... 3695 
FIRST LETTERS & wOROS . .. 3300 
FIRS T SHAPES . . .•. 33 00 
FRAC flON ACTION . • •••• 32 46 
GAlIlW20 ............ 4546 
GEOMETRIC LIBRARy •..... 11 95 
GRADE MANAGER . . . .... 58 95 
GREATSTAHSII ...... .... 2595 
INTELLITYPE 3595 
I(IOTALK ... .. ..2795 
KINOERAMA .. .. 324& 
LEARNING CURVE. .. . 5195 
LEARNING THE ALPHABET .. 1946 
lINKWORO DUTCH . 2055 
lINKWOROFRfNCH ....... 2055 
UNKWORO GE RMAN 20 55 
lINKWO RO GREEI( . , •. .... 2055 
lINKWO RO ITAUAN .. 20 55 
UNKWORO PORTUGUE SE. . 20 55 
lINKWORD RUSSIAN . 20 55 
lINK'HOR O SPANISH . 2055 
LOTTO PROGRAM ....... 1995 
MAO L1BS ....... ..1 2.tB 
MAGICAL h4YTH S . ... .,324& 
MAGICIAN S DUNGEON 000 
MASTERING eLi . . . ... 2595 
MATCH IT . .2595 

The LARGEST International 
Dealer of AMIGA Products 

in the WORLD! 

OR r SCOP'YIST •........ 15538 
OR rSCOP'fISTlI . . . .... 15995 
DR. r s CZ CARTRIDGE ..... 61 95 
DR r s cz RIDER ... .... 9295 
OR r s 0·110 EO/LIB.. 9295 
OR rs 0·50 EO/LlB.. 9"295 
OR 1"S OR DRUMS 1195 
OR rs OR KEYS . . ... 17 95 
OR T'S OX7 EO/LIB ... 9295 
OR 1'5 ESO ' APAOE 1 ... 9295 
DR r s KAWAI 11:· 1 ..... ... 9297 
OR r s KAWAI K·5. 92 95 
OR r s KC S . . .. 15495 
OR 1"S I(CS LEvflU . . .. 21995 
OR r s LEXICON 92 95 
OR r s MATRIX '6 ......... 92 9S 
OR r s ~IO I REC SI D . 43 50 
OR r s h4T ' 32 EOIUB .. . 92~ 
DRUM STUDIO 3247 
DYNAMIC ORUMS. .. '9 95 
OYNAMICSTUOtQ.. 13900 
HIT DI SK 'lOt 1 .. . .... 3246 
HOT & COO L JAZZ. 2195 
IN STANT MUSIC 12... 3300 
Irs ON LY ROCK & ROLL 2195 
LIFE CYCLES AMIGA ...... . 19'6 

_ I IITHlI'EIT IUIIC ' 43.4& 
MIDI MAGIC . . . 97 95 
MIOIVU .... ,.. . ....... 2995 
MUSIC h40USE ........... 51 95 
PRO NIDI STUDIO . ....... 130 9S 
SAMPl£WARE ' DlGITAL . 1695 
SAMPt£WAlIE . GRAB BAG 1& 95 
SAMPl £WAR E ORCH ESTR 1695 
SA MPLEWARE ROCII: 1695 
SO NIX ... ...... 4995 
SOU NOOASIS. ..6495 
SOU t.wLAB .............. Z09 95 
SOUNOOUEST EDITORS AND 
LlBRARIAN S(taII IOf ~lces 
tonC!lI'ttl labihl)') ........... CALL 

SOU NOSCAPE PAnERN SPtT 3595 
SOUNOSCAPE UlIL I . . ... 3595 
SOUNOSCAP£ UTIl II ...... 42 9S 
STUOIO NAGIC . . ....... 64 9S 
SYNTHIA .............. . S995 
IOUNO SOUNOS 'lOLl . .. 21 9S 

EDUCATIONAL 
A B 100 ......... ....... 2599 
ADVENTURES OF SINBAO ... 32 '6 
AESOP'S FABLES ......... 1995 
ALGEBRA I .............. 3695 
ALGEBRA II .. . ... 32 46 

NATH NAGICIAN . . .. 2149 
MATH TALK ............. 31 95 
MATH TAlKfRAC flONS .... 2695 
MATH WIZARO ........... 32 46 
~ATH ' Ah4ATlON . .. . .. &495 
MAVI S BtACON TYPING 30 89 
h40THER GOOS E .. . .... 19.95 
MU SIC STUDENT .... 3195 
MY PAINT ...... 3247 
PERFECT SCO RE .. ..5495 
PHOTOSYSNTHESIS 9795 
PINBALLIO ... 1946 
P\.A.NEl PROBE ..... 1995 
PRE CAl CULUS.... 3695 
PROBABIliTY THE ORY ..... 3695 
PUNCTU ATION SERIES . .... 19.46 
PUZZLE STORYBOOI( . . 2795 
OUiZ MASTER ........... 499S 

AMAX r~,OR 
FOR THE AMIGA! 
AMAlI ... 1aIor .. . '139 
Mac 1211 IPIOM! '149 
AlUG .. ·IOSH &&01 
IIoppy disk sIri.. . . '179 
COMPlm PACKAGE! 
.. Il10 .. yo"" .. . '429 

OUllAM ........... ... . . 2310 
REACH FOR THE STARS ..... 21.95 
READ & RYME. . . J195 
REAO 'A RAM A ........... 3246 
ROCI( CHALLENGE. . .. 2595 
RR AESOP'S FABLES ...... . 19 .95 
RRlInLE REOKEN ..... 1995 
RII.THREEunLEBEARS .. 19.95 
RR THREE UTILE PiGS . . ... 19 ~ 
11.11. uGLY OUCKLING . . .... 1945 
SMOOTH TALKER . .. 33 95 
SOCIAL STUDIES VOCAB ... 1946 
SPACE MATH . . .. . 29.95 
SPElLBOUND . 25.95 
SPELLER BEE ............. J.:l 00 
SPELLlMG IMPROVEMENT ... 25.95 
T ALES FROM ARA.BIAN NT.. 32 ~6 
TALKING COLORING BOOK .. 18.95 
TRAMSCONT. RAILROAD ... 2595 

---------

iHE siiENyNDRiVE $169 
WITH I .A.D ACCELERATOR SOnWARE 
(up-to-500% SPEEO INCREASE)! 
FIATU.IS: e (S11200 e Clitkltu e Small compact d"ign e Me,al 
case e (amprtiIIe with".tmiga carnput.-,; e low po .. t~ 
• Hi~ dllS1 (Oyt, • O,jyt chaW. switth e I ·ytor wonon'1. 

ALSO lVllLUU, 
(SI 2200 intemal d,ive for Amiga 2ooD-1 00% compotjhl. 
with IGIIM IM(honivn as (ommodo,.. 2010 ......... 514 • • 00 

TRIGONOMETRY . . 3& 95 
TRUEBASIC ARITHM EilC . .. 45 96 
TRUEBASIC TRU~ STATS 3246 
TYPING TUTOR WRO INV ... 2295 
UNCLE OCONSNOTRATION 2591 
VOCAB IMPROV lUTOR .• .. 19 46 

- WHUE II lItEWOILO 3195 
WOIIO MASTER . . . . 3246 

BUSINESS/ 
PRODUCTIVITY 

ACCOUNTANT. THE ....... 186 95 
ANALYZE 2 0 • 9373 
ATAlK III .. .... . ... 64 97 
AWARD MAKER (OUC .. 1995 
AWARO MA KE R SPORTS. 1995 
AWARD MAKE R PLUS 31 16 
BECI(ERHXT ... 9995 
BEST BUSINESS MGMT .... 35495 
BLACK BOO I( • 23 SO 

- .DOInHA 3146 
BUMPER STICKER MAKER . . . 3795 
BUnON & BA OGE MAKER ... 38 95 
CeLE BRITY COOKBOOK . . . . . 22 95 
COOK800K · OESSERT ..... . 995 
COOKBOOK ' VARIETY ....... 9 95 
OA f A RETRIEVE ... '995 
DATA RETRIEvE PROFESS 211 95 
DB· MAN INTE RPETER 30 .. 1299S 
DESIGNER DBASE BUSI ~5 95 
DESIGNER OBASE HOME I ... 2595 
DESI(TOP BUDGET 4595 
OlX HLPW/PAGES ETTER ... 22 95 

-USYLEO,US 119.15 
- UCfllEICE II II VUI 159DD 

fAMILY TRH . . ... . .. . .... 3246 
fLEET CHECK .••. .. . . . .. . 2596 
FLOW ... .. • .. &232 

- FQIUUTlOI 45.95 
GOLD SPELL II .. .......... 29 95 
IMPACT ..... .... .... . .. 6246 
INVESTOR'S AOVANTAGE ... 64 95 
KINOWOII OS . . ....... . ... 64 95 
LEXCHECK .. .. ... ... .. .. 2& 85 
Lono PROB GE NERA TOR .. 1948 
MA XIPtAN 500 .... 9395 
MAXIPt "N PLUS .. . . 12495 
MICROfiCHE FILER . .... . .• 6995 
MICROfiCHE FILER PLUS . . 11695 
J.tICROLAwtE R . . . . .. 379S 
MONEY MENTOII .... .. .... 64 9S 

- IOIIEI.UEAlOilCAl 3240 
NUTRlfAX . . . 31 95 
ORGANIZE .. . ............ 62 32 
PAGE STREAM • •• 129 95 
PHA$AR ..... . ... .. . .... 62 48 

- '114. 'AiE nl'LATU aU5 
-'ltOfUIIOIAL'AIEVll lZ!lOO 

PROJ ECT MASTER . .1 29 95 
PROSCRIPT . .. .. . ........ 3295 
PROWAITE20 .... . .. . . .. 7810 
PUBLISHER S CHOICE ...... 12995 
RECIPE FAX ... .. . .. . .. 2495 

- SC1IlIltE 'UT1IUI . . 9195 
SECU RITIES ANALY5T . . .. 4995 
SHAKESPEARE ... .. .. 14695 
SOFTWOO~ FILE SG 7821 
SUPERBASE ... 93 73 
SUPERQASE PERS II ...... 94 46 
SU PERBASE PROF 11/ ..... 209 95 
SU PHIPLAN . . 9995 
UX 8f1EAII: ...... ..... .. . 51 95 

- TIII"lEA . . . 3U5 
_ nUStAln . 4595 

WHO WHAT WHERE WHEN ... ~ 95 
WORO PERFECT .. .. . . .. . . 119.00 
WORD PERFECT LIBRARY.. 6495 
WORKS PALTlNUhI ....... 19195 
ZINGI SPH L. 5795 

PROGRAMMING/ 
UTlLmES 

64 EMULATOR 2 . • • . 49 9S 
... ·TALKPLUS • • •• ........ 5'95 
AC BASIC .......... . ... 134 06 
AC f ORTRAN . . . . ' 99 00 

- AMII:1T ...... .. • .. t5.15 
- olII AUBIII U TSYSnl . . .. 3Z.46 
e AIIUOOSTODtIOX . lU5 
_ U TI·VIIiUS . . 25.91 

ARoo ... . 32.95 
ASSEMPRO..... . . .. 71 95 
ATREOES (BSS) .......... 97 '6 
AlTEC6lI/AM-OfVELOPER 1'J.4.95 
AlTEC C PROFESSIONAL . . . 129 95 

- LA.O OISl omIIIEIt .. . 31.4& 
BSS PC .. ..... .... ... .. . 62 3? 
BENCHMARK C LIBRARY .•. 64 9S 
BENCH~ARK Iff LIBRARY . . &4.95 
BENCHMARK MOOUlA2 . . 12995 
BENCHMARK SI MPLE UBR 6495 
CAPE 6811: ASSEM 20 ...... 58 47 
CBTREEPLUS ... . . 6495 
CLI MATE.......... 2495 
CUSTOh4S SCREENS. 43.73 

CYGNUS EO PROf .. . ... 64 95 
OEV DISK ASSORH O .. 195 
OE'oJElOPERS TOOLKI T ..... 3695 
OEVPAC "',IIGA ASSEMBLR 129 95 
OlGA TfLECOMh4 . 4996 
OISK MAGiC ....... . . . . 324& 
DISK MECHANIC. THE ..... . S8SO 
DISK TO DISK . . .... . 3' 95 
OISK WtCK.. . .. . 32 46 

- DIUIUTEI 3I9S 
OOSL':'B .. ....... .. ... .. 1625 
OOS TO OOS ....... .. ... . 3195 
OOUG S MAIH AOUARIUM .. 51 95 
ENCORE .. 4595 
EXPR!SS COPY . . . ... 2995 
U TEN O ... 25 9S 
FACC II. 2195 
f iNE PRINT . .......... 4195 
GFA BASIC 30 '}(l95 
GIZMOZ .. ......... 4595 
GOMf 30 . .... ... . ..... . 2195 
I-iISOfT BAS IC PROfESSN 10395 
INOVATOOtS I . . 58 41 
J~ORTH PROf . 129 95 
KEY TO 'C- .. . .. .. . . 22 95 
l AS£R UP' PL OT 1 2 .... .. 3995 
LASER UP! PRINT 1 2 ...... 11 9S 
LASER UPI UTiL VOL I . ... 31 95 
L ATTlCE "CM 5 0 SY$ TE~ ... 19900 
LATTICE C.. . . . 19995 
LA2E RSCRIPT . ..26 10 
LINT. ... . 6310 
LOGIC WORKS AOVANOCEO 16995 
MAGelLAN 20 , ... 11900 
MARAUDER II .. . , ........ 2747 
"'HACOMCO ASSEMBLER ... 6895 
METACOMCO SHELL .. . . . . . 39 95 
METACOMCO TOOLKIT ... .. 34 95 
METASCOPE OEBUGGER . . . 5995 

4MORERWOlS 
WHY YOU SHOUlD 
SHOP AT

(RUTIVE (OMPUIIRS 
I.OUI NIW MINI·(OMPUTII 

AllUm TOU, 
0IMMIOllTl (UIIOMII 

lUYICI AND 01011 
lIlTUl 

° ADYANCID INYINIOIT 
(ONltOI AND OIOIiING 
MINIMIZING JACK 01· 
Dill AND OIIlYI. 

2.NOW WITH IYIN lllGl1 
IA(IUIIIIANO IWICI IHI 
lIllI. 

l .IHI 1IlIlMIGAlIIYICI 
ClNIIIANTWHIIII 

C.CAlIIOINIA AND U.l. 
101l·1II101DIIINGI 

MUlTHORTH. 5995 
II4 ULTI ·PREFS .. . . . ..... . . 1945 
MURAL PRINTER. 2995 
NAG PlUS30 . .. ... .. .... 4995 

e OltllE 'LAHIUI . • . . 1495 
OTG OSM ·DlSASSEMBLER 4) 95 
PCLO . • . ... 199 95 
PCLO· PRNTO CURCUIT . •. 399 95 
POWER WINDOWS 2 5 . . .... sa 47 

_ ;:~N~~~i~ER . . ... . ' 3i~ ~~ 
PRO NEl • 38995 
PROJECT O . . ........ . ... 31 95 

- OUAitTEAUCl 4595 
OUICK MERGE .. . .37 95 
RAw copy 1 3. 3895 
SC HEME . . 19995 
SOURCE LEVEl OEBUGG[R 4996 
SUPERBACK HO UTILITY .... 5195 
SYS tEMS MONITOR . .. 28 % 
T SHELL ................ 28 95 

- TOOL CADDY . 3t.4& 
TRU E BASIC Of V TOOLS . . . 4995 
TURBO PRINT ... 32 9~ 
TXEOPLUS. 51~ 
ULTRA ODS ..... 3195 
VIP VIRUS. . ... J2 46 
W SI1ELl.. . . . .. 3195 
WBEXlRAS. 2195 
WINOOW PRINT II ... • .... . 22 95 

_x·con . Z5.95 
21 NG KEYS . .. .. . ......... 3195 

GAMES 
414 OFF ROAD RACING. . . . J' 46 
4TH & INCHES CONSTRUC ... 995 
4TH AND INCHES 29.24 
MARGH! . 2395 
Acn ON FIGH TER . . ....... . 2595 

- ACJlOI SEitYlCE 25'5 

11IOTT: 0 ' _ ITla.I WE CAM BUT AllY ADVERTISED PRICE I IIVT WE SElDOM HAVE TO-OUR PRICES ARE ntE LOWEST! (IF YOU SEE A LOWER PRICE OM AM ITEM,. GIVE US A CALl.) 



• AnElIlUIIUII 
AIRBAll . ... 
"'LIEN SYNOROME . . 
ALTERNATE REALITY. 
AMIGA I(ARATE . 
ANOROME OA MISSION . . 
ANNALS Of ROME . 
I\RAl OItS TOIol8 .. 
ARCADE I\CTION PI\C K. 
ARCHON . 
ARKANOIO .. 
ART OF CHESS . THE .. 

324' 
. .. 25115 
.. 32 4.6 

. .. 27 95 

... 2495 
. 25 9~ 
. 24.95 
. 31 25 
. 34.95 
. 1397 

.. 1995 
. 2295 

• AIITtlOI l14' 
AUNT·ARlIC .. 1595 
AUTOOUEL . "1100 
BAAl. 2"195 
BAD CAT . .... ... ... . 3025 
BALI\NeE OF POWER .. 1990 
BALLIHO . . 274.7 
8AlllSTYX . . . n~ 
SARSI\RI"N . . 2595 
BARD'S TALE . 3595 
BARO'S TALE 2 HINT BI( .. .. 10 ~O 
BARO'S TALE HINT 0151( .. .. 1395 
BARO'S T"'LE II. .... .... .. 4195 

• UlIlAW ttg!! 
BATTlE CHESS . l"l 46 
BAT llE HAWKS . 3895 
BA TTLE SHIP. . 1945 
BI\TllETECH . 324.6 
BElTER DEAD TIALI EN . . 2195 
BEYONOZORI( . 3376 
BIONIC COMMANDO 2597 
SLJ.CK(AUl ORON ..... "IS95 
BLACK JACK ACADEMY. 2995 
BLACK LAMP. . 2200 
8LACKSHAOOW . 2295 
BliTZKRIEG!1 MEGVR). . 3e95 
8l1TZI(RIEG 512 I( )4.4.1 
BlOCI(BUSllR . . 32 45 
BLOOD MONEY. "1595 
BOBO ... .. 2336 
BOMB Bu SHR . . . 2195 
BREACH . .. . 2595 
BREACH SCENARIO DISI(. . 1695 
BRIDGE 50 . .. . . .. ...... 24 10 
BUBBLE BOBBLE . . 2295 
i!UBBLE GHOST . . n 71 

• • UTtIEIIMlll 2US 
CALIFORNIA CHALLENGE ... 14 95 
CAPONE .... . 2595 
CAPTAIN BLOO D.. 324.6 
CAPTAIN Fill . . . 1995 

ClUrM CDMPWIlS 
RECOMMENDS 
~"r.n~reok lUI 
My P.inl Data Disk 19.95 
lcinix SoondTrax .. 14.95 
Emma.u,II, ... .... 25,95 
~~~(ng~.d . lHI 
Grand Prix (inuil 29,95 
!Lud.rus ..... 19.95 
Pr.,pecl.r , ' 29,95 
MoI.r Mo,sacre , , .. 24.95 
~:N!~ ,:,?~un 29,95 

BYTE BY BYTE 
DISTRIBUTED BY CENTAUR SOFTWARE 

S(ULPT 3DXL , .. . . , .... ," , . . . .. .. . , ' 99.95 
(r.at. and lind .. ray·lra" objl<h with Ih •• potd and 
pow.r al 4D. 
S(ULPT AIIIMATE 4D JR ., . . .. . .. . ... . ' 89.95 
Create, render and animate solid obitcts with the same 
oa'y·lo·uso inl.rlCKe a. 4D (no ",y·lracing). 

S(ULPT $350 
AlllMAR4D 
Th. mosl'ophistlcaltcf ond 
pow.rlul3D onillalion ond 
ray·tracing softwore avail· 
able on ANY PERSONAL 
(OMPUTERI AND-IT'S 
AlSO THE EASIEST TO USEI 
(REATM (OMPURRS' 
EX(LUSIVE UPGUDE 
POLICY: You ,an upgrad. 
your 3DXl or 4D Jr. 10 4D 
dir.clly Irom (rlOli" (ompulers by sending u. your 
3DXl ma,'er disk' '290 or 4D Jr. masl.r disk' '300. 

DESTROYER. . .. 2595 
OETANATOR. . .. 2597 
DISTANT ARMIES t"395 
DOMINOES 1695 
DouBLE OIlAGON ... 11 95 
DRAGON'S LAIR . . . lS 95 
DREAM lONE. 3245 
DUNGEON MASTER ... .. 3246 
OUNGEON MSTR HIHTOI SI( 1295 
DUNGEON oUeST. ...... 3246 
EARL WEAVER BASE8ALL . . J4 95 

• £All W(AVU C6IIM 0111 14 H 
E"RL WEAVER STUS ... . 1295 
EBON STAR.. . 259fi 
ElIMINATOR .. . .. 2~95 

• £un . .... 31.4. 
EMETIC SI(IMMER. . . . 2596 
EM PiRE ................. 301 
EMPIRE STRIKES BAC': .. 30 1~ 
ENIGMA DEVICE. . ..... . 25 95 
ENUGHTENMENT. . .. 1595 
EVIL GAROEN . .. 25 9~ 
EXTENSOR . . .. ..... 2595 

. F.,ruftSun . 21.95 
FAERYTAL E ADVENTURE . . .. 31 95 
FAERYULE GUIDEBOOK ..... 195 
FALCON . . . . 32 .6 

. ' AlTIIUU . . .. . lUS 
FERRARI FORMULA ON E . .. 3395 
FINAL ASSAULT. . .. 3246 
FINAL MISS'ON . . .. 19 95 
FIRE 'N FORGET . .. 1595 
FIRE ·BRIGADE . . .. 324.6 
FIREPOWER. . .. 1695 
FIREZON E. . .. 2395 
Fi SH .. ............ .. . .. 2995 
FLIGHT SI MULATOR II . 374.6 
FOOTMAN. ....... .... 21 95 
FOUNOATIONS WAS TE .. .. 2362 
FRIG HT NIGHT . . .. 25% 
FROSTBfTE 1946 
FUED .... ....... ...... 1295 

HIGHWAY HAWKS ... ...... 2295 
HKM. .... ... . . .. 2295 
HOLE IN ONE ........... 25 99 
HOlE IN ONE COUIISE 13 ... 1195 
HOtLY'HOOO POKE R.. 1595 
HOSlI\GE. . .. 1995 
HUNT FOR REO OCTOBER ... 3495 
HYBRIS..... .. ..2599 
HYPEROOME . ..2295 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II .. 3246 
INOIANNA JONES ... 1595 
INOOOR SPORTS .. .. 312"l 
INSANITY fiGHT . . ...... 2596 
INTERCEPTOR .. 3795 
INTERNATION AL SOCC ER ... 2596 
IN TO TH E EAGLE'S NEST ... 2856 

• .IAU.'ULAUIIOU .. l2.4' 
JU . . . ... . . 3746 

• .IIWIII 
JINXTER ... . 
JOE BLAOE. 
JOI(ER POKER . 

IU5 
...... 25 95 

.... .. ..... 19Ii1S 
... 3246 

MORE CREATIVE PROMOTIONS! 
. 2 MI RAM CARD . . ... $499.00 

(For A2000-Expontlob/. to 8 MB) 
• AMIGA LM! 2000 $349.00 
• FlI(KER FIXER . $479. 00 

(Eliminot. oil flicker ontl sconlin. gops 100% 
-optionol mu/tisync monitor-A2000 only) 

PAWN. THE. 1621 
PHANTASIE . . ... 27 ~7 
PHANTASIE 3 .... 2495 
PHANTASM ... 2295 
PINK PA NTHER .. . 1855 
PIONEER PLAGUE .25 96 
PLATOON . . 2921 
PLUTOS . . 1948 
POKER SOLITA IRE , .... 22 95 
POLICE OUEST. . ... 32 46 

• 'rl'J~'I'nrrx.. .. ' ,ws 
PRESIDENT IS MISSING .... 2595 
PRIME TIME. . ... 2595 
PRISON .... ..... .... .. 25 95 

• PlIO IOttEI 2tl5 

• '8~:\M,m~' ."T.. , ',Ws 
OUEST RON II . 32 46 
OUINT(TTES . . ... 2995 

• ',':J'WE ' , ,Il,' , 
REA L GHOSTBUSHRS TH . 32 45 
REAL M Of THE TROU S .... 1146 
REALM Of THE WARLOCK .. 22 " 
REBEL CHARGf AT CHI( 3995 
REELFISHIN·. . .. JO ea 
RENEGADf . . .. 22 96 
rlETURN TO ATLAtms . . ~4. 95 
RET URN TO GENESIS .. .. 2295 
ROAD RAIDERS. . . .. 2596 
ROAOWAR "1000 . 2141 
ROAD WAR EUROPA 2995 
ROBBEARY . . . .. 1521 
RDCKETRANGER. . .. 32'6 
ROCKFORO .... ....... .. 2395 
ROMANTIC ENCOUNTE R .... 2595-

• 1~:~~!N~rr .. ll 5·15 

• Stm~' ;'''UiANtj(IENS . :' Is'/s 
SCENERY OISK, 9. . .. 1995 

• T/m],I!"ooo . .. ... .... ¥l'ls 
• 'tlMr·".. ". 'Is'ls 

TECHNOCOP 

. Tmm,~"" . 
THECAMES. 
TELEwARS II . 
H RII OR PODS . 
TEST DRIVE 
HSTORIVEII . 
TURA OUEST .. 
TETRIS. 

.... . ... 32 46 

... .. 95\ 
2395 
" 96 

..... 2595 

"" " " .. ... .... 2595 
. ..... 21 60 

. T,!&% . . Wls 
THRH STOOGES . 3595 
THUNDER BLADE ... 3246 
THUNOERBOY.. ..2295 
TJGER ROA D. . ... . 2595 
1IME& MAGIC. . ... . 2695 
TIME BANOITS. . 2195 
TITAN . . .. 1995 
TOTAL ECLIPSE ...... 2595 
TOWER TOPPUR .. 3246 
TRACERS. 2295 
TRANSPUTOR. 2295 
TRIANGO .... .. 29% 
TRINITY .. . ... 25 9~ 
TRI PLEX . . ..... 2~ 95 
TRUMP CASTL E .. .. .. 2595 
ULTIMA III ..... 2895 
ULTIMA 1\1 . ..3896 
UMS CIVIL WAR DA1AOSK ... 1295 
UMS VIETNAM DATAOSK ... 1295 
UNINVlTEO. . .... l<I95 
UNIVE RSAL MILITARy SM ... 32 4.6 
vAMPIRrs EMPIRE . . .... 29 95 
VIDEO VEGAS. 24 10 

· '!IIRlffT'%?MEi . ' '?9'1. 
. VOfITU . IUS 

NEW· PROFESSIONAL PAGE 1e3 
A speciollimited time oHer 

exclusillely 'rom ClfATM CDIIPfIffIlS 
for 0 lim lIed time only, Pageslream owners 
can upgrade ta the best in DfP saftwore 
from Gold Disk al the very speclol price of 
$150111 
Version 1.3 now offers outline fonltech· 
nology giving you results dose to Po.t· 
script qua lily from olmost ony ~rinter (in DP.i.,1II rv"s lap'i 24.95 

SI'r..by.",p guide 'A Drain' 
II .. fu", incilHiing col ani· 
lIIIIfiotr, 3D ,.,.,.." .... ,/t. 

GALACTlCCDNOUERER .... 2995 
GALACTIC INVISION . . 000 h"l addilion 10 slandard Poslscripl)I The new 

..JJ, AGfA/ (ornpugraphic font technology gives 

CARRIER COIolM ANO ....... 3095 
CASINO FEVER .... .... ... 2595 
CENTERFOLO SOUARES. . 1995 
CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL 214.6 
CHARON L ....... 2596 
CHESSMASHR 1000 ....... 32 46 
CHRONO OU EST ........... 3395 
CLEVER & SMART.. . .... . 2272 
COMBAT COURSE. .25 95 
COMPUTER HITS VOL 2 .. .. 2595 
COSMIC BOUNCER ........ . 1995 

• caSMIC"'",,! . tsts 
COSMIC RElIEf . . 24 50 
CRAPS ACADEMy ... .... ... 2595 
CRASH GARRET. ..2596 
CRAlYCARS .. . 2595 

. OAUSIDE . 1SH 
DUASTORM .. .. 2595 
OEATH 8RINGER .......... 2S gg 
DEATH SWORO. ..1 995 
DHCON5 ....... . ..2595 
OEFENOER OF THE CROWN 34 95 
DEJA VU ... . ... 34. 95 
~ EJA vu II · lOST VEG .... 3246 
OEMON'S WINTER . . . . 2195 

• OflARIS ~t95 

GALAXY fiGHT . . ... 995 

• It1~~{IWIIN'~~AJ~ ITION . )~29456 
GANYME O. 2195 
GAUNTlETII ....... .... 3395 
GEE BEE AIR RALLY . . .. 2595 
GEmSBuRG TUF\N POINT .. 4.0 9~ 
GIGANOIO . . .. . . . . . . 000 
GLOBAL COMMAN DER ...... 274.8 
GOLD RUSH. . .. ....... 2595 
GDLOEN PATH. .. 2995 
GOlDRUNNER II. .25 95 

• ·~rt:~~~~ll1ITf~~~s . . . ~~''i5 
GRETlKY HOCKEY. . . .. 32 46 
GR!D START. . ... .. H 95 
GRIDIRON WI TEAM DISI( . .. 1995 
GUILD OF THIEvES. . .. 3095 
GU NSHIP. ..3595 
GUNSHOOT. . .. 12 72 
HACKER II .. 21.46 
HAROBAlL ........... . 2895 
HARRIEII COMBAT SIMUL .. . 3295 
HARRIER MISSION. . 19.95 
HEAD COACH...... .. . 324.6 
HEROS OF THE LANCE. . . . 2795 
HEROS OF THE LANCE BK .. 13 95 
HEX ... . ... 2595 

-GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS 
' ....... 2aoo, 
Syqu •• , removobl •• 2 MI HD . 995.00 
IMPACT HC/.5-418 MI 21m. Hard Cord . . .. 799.00 
IMPACT HC/<tQQ-t2 Mill m. Hard Cord . .. 799.00 
IMPACT HC/BOO-a. MI 11m. Hard Cord ...... 1199.00 

~~ ~.~'g/~~20~1l1 HO 599.00 
'MPACT A500·SCSIIHD.S~5 MI HD 899.00 
'MPACT ASOO·SCSIIHO<IOQ-.2 MI 

11 m. High·Sp •• d Hard Driv • . .. .... 949.00 
IMPACT ASOO·SCSIIHOIOQ-'" MI 

11m. High-Sp •• d Hard Driv. . . .... . . . .... 1399.00 
"'-'_lOS, .... lI.l.S" . .. ....... . . . ... 995.00 

Shock mount.d, 64K. coch. (for' 1m. spe.d~ SCSI inl.r· 
fou. Compotibl • ..."i,h IMPACT or A2090 boards. 

0.-, .. 405- .2 ......... ., .. "..... . .. 599.00 

you auess 10 the world's largest supplier of fonts, 
(all loll· free now to take advanlage of this greot offer for only S I SO. Do It 
now before stock runs out-this offer is loa good 10 miss and(RlATM 
(OMPUTERS IS THE OIL' DEAlER OmRJIIG IT! 

JOURNEY. . ... .... 3246 
JUG.. . .. ..... 2595 
ItAMPFGRUPPE. ....... ... 4195 
IC.ARAHKIDII . . ..... 2595 
KARATE KING . . . ... 15 95 
KARlING GRAND PRIX ...... 179 5 
KENNEOYAPPROACM ... ... 2995 
KIKSTART 2. . .. ..... ,. 95 
I(IKUGI. 1895 
I(ING OF CHiCAGO ......... l<I95 
I(lNG'S OUEST I ..... .. 3195 
I(ING'S OUEST II ........ .. 3295 
I(INGSOUEST3HNTOSI( ... 1295 
KI NGS OUEST III. . . ... .. 32 9~ 
KNIGHT ORC . ...... ...... 3095 

• ?rllc'rLoi , .. , . ~WS 
LAST OUEL. ............. 22 95 
LAST INCA . . ..... ... 2~ 95 
LEADERBOARO COURSES I 14.95 
LEADERBOARO DUAL PACK 22 12 
lEADERBOARD GOLF GAME 27 00 
LEAOERBOARD TORN OSK 1395 
lEATHE RNECK ........... 1595 
LEISURE 5 LRY "NT OSJ( ". 12 95 
tEI SU RESUITlARRY .... .. 2595 

• '1~'iWRE£RI' L Y . . . ~Wl 
MAJO R MOTION ......... . 2596 
MAN HUNTER · NEw YORI( 32.6 
MANIAX . .. ........ 16 9~ 
MARBLE MAONESS .... ... 1300 
MASTER NINJA. .. . .... . 3095 
MEAN 18COURSE 0lSI(2 .. 14.95 
"'EAN l&GOLF . . ..... 2895 
MENACE ................. 19 M 

• 'IIfm-l'21l'o.......... 'IW. 
MIKE TH E MAGIC DRAGON .. HI 95 
MINDROLL. . ... 1995 
MJSS IONCON'BAT ..... ... 3116 
MISSION ELEVATOR ... .... 3495 
MOEBIUS .... ... . .... . 25.95 
NOUSE OUEST . . .. U.9~ 
NINJA MISSION. . ..... 3095 
OBLIT ERATOR .... .. 2595 
OFFSHORE WARRIOR ..... .. 2596 
OGRE. ... ... ..... 3246 
ONE ON ONE . . ..... 14095 
OPER CLEAH ST REETS ..... 25 515 

• 'Glm~I'o=£W~I . . .... . '11'1, 
OU TRUN. . .... . 3246 
PO.W. .. . .... .. 2595 
PACMANIA . . .... . 1595 
PALAOIN.. . .. 2595 
PALAOIN . OUEST OSI( I . 16 86 

SCENERY OISK '11. .. 1872 
SCENERY 01SI( '7 ..... .... 1871 
SCENERY 015 1( W EUROPE .. 1995 
SC ENERY OISI(. EU ROPE ... 11.95 
SCENERY OISI(. JAPAN .. . .. 19 ~ 
SCORPION .. .. 25.95 
SCRABBLE .. .. 27.6 
SOL· CINIMAWARE GAME . . 3495 
SECRETS OUNGEON MASTR 995 
SEX VIX ENS FROM SPACE .. 2595 
SHADOW GAlE ........... 31 95 
SHANGHI\I .. ..21 46 
SH ERLOCK. . ... ....... . 27.00 
SHOGUN. 38 95 
SILENT SERVICE .... .. .... 2595 

• sSm~D" ltif s'wOktl ..... lA\ 
SKY 8LASTER ............ 1995 
SKYCHASE .. . ..... 26.95 
SKYFOX 11 . .... .... .... ... 2746 
SLIPSTREAM . .... .... ... 1695 
SNAKE PiT ..... 2' 95 
SOllTAJRE ROyAL ........ . 2211 
SORCERER LORO ......... 2395 
SPACECUnER ........... 1995 
SPAC E HARRIER ... ........ 3245 
SPACE OUEST . ... ...... .. 3300 
SPACE OUEST 11 ... ...... .. 32.6 
SPACERACEII ............ 19.4.6 
SPAC E SCHOOL SIM . . 2295 
SPACESTATION OBLIVION ... 3246 
SPEEDBALL . . ........ 2S .~ 
SPIN WORL O •. . ... . . 2595 
SPlnlNGIMAGE ... ..... .. 2595 
STAR WARS . . ... 25 .95 
STARFLEU I . ... 3985 
STARGlIOER ............. 30 9S 
STARGUOER 11 . . .. 29.95 
STAR GOOSE ....... ...... . 2595 
STARRAY. . .... ....... 1995 
STELLAR CONFLiCT ... , .... 2895 
STELLARx ....... 2595 
STOCK MARKET · THE GAME 169!. 
STREET CAT . .. ........ 16~ 
STREETSPORTSBASKET BL 1395 
STRIP POI(ER OATA It ... . . 1295 
STRIP POKER OAT A 15 .... . 1295 
STRIP POKER II . . . 2~ 95 
SU BBAnLE . . ........ 2.95 
SUMME R CHALL{NGE ...... 1995 
SUPER 6 •........ ....... "11195 
SUPER CARS . 14~ 
SU PER HANG'ON . .324. 

• J,,' fRIOII ICIlf li lT '15 

• '~GWm'A~E HOCkEY ... '{I'I, 
SWORDS OF SOOAN. . l"l .6 

VYPER .. . .. .... 2195 

• ".CUWtiDOLE EAATH ... '?'l. 
WARLOCK .............. 1171 
WESTERN GAMES. . . ... 31 95 
WHO F'tAMEO ROGER RABB 29.97 
WiLLOW.... . .. 25~ 
WINTER CHALLENGE ... . .. 1995 
WI NTER GAM E . . .... 2T.46 
WORLO CLASS GOLf ...... 15 97 
WORLO GAMES . . . ... 2746 

• '!JmtW~I~WHE.! ..... '],Ils 
• n ... ull . . .... . 

lAK MCK IIACI(EN . 
ZANY GOLF. 
lEROGRAVlTY . 
lOOM . 
Z OR~ TIIILOGY . 
ZORI( ZERO. 
ZYNAPS .. 

11.95 
.2'9 95 

.. 1795 

.. 151.46 
.2195 
. 4795 
. 38.95 

.. 2395 

AlL'Cj,~'l~It.IE~ ".95 
AMIGA ATHLETIC BAG ...... 2495 
AMIGA BIC LIGHTER . . .. \ .95 

• ·.I\II~I!:'~lo\llo~'& p ...... Ws 
AMIGA GARMET BAG ...... :w 95 
AMIGA GOLF SHIRT ........ 19.51.5 

• ·.I\IItlf~6b HOT! PAD! , , :, "o'&. 
• '.I\IIU'~!" &PENCIL """ ,WS 

AMIGA PLASTIC VISOR .. ... 1.95 

• ·.I\IIU"!/'IK~'. . 
AMIGA TERRY VISOR .. 
AMIGA TIE PINS. 

··~HW~LCAP 
• tAl l U IMMfy aU 1)'PIt 

aVIIliilDltlflC.,.,..tuS1tJm 

... .'w, 
.. ISO 
.4.95 

.'WS 

A SAGrO"'-ooo ,,,,, ~'fs 
CARRY BAG FOR A500 . . 5295 
CARRY BAGFORMONITOR ... '5S15 
CLEANING ~IT LARGE. . U 9~ 
CHANING KIT SMAll ...... 1 ~ 
CLEANING KIT SUNCON ..... 695 
CONTROL CENTRE MOO. . . 71 95 
COPrICAMERA STANO . . 64.95 
CPS 500 POWER SUPLY .... 74 SI.5 
CURTISOISI(FILE30 .... 195 
CURTISDISK FIL E4. 0.. . 895 
CURTIS OISI( fiLE SO ... . u 9~ 
OESIWET BlK CARTRIDGE ... 1~ 9S 

OESI(JET COU'lIER FONTS ... 6295 
OESKJET OUST COVER.. ..2995 
OfSKJET EPSON FX EMUL ... 6295 
OESlUETHELV&&10PT .... 1995-
OESKJ£T HELV ASCII . ... . 104 95 
DESIUETPRfSTIGEELT 1995 
DES I(JET STA ND/ORGNZR ' .. &4 9!l 

ASDG 
DUAL 
SERIAL 
BOARD 

$199 
FEATURIS: ,2 high"potd 
Rl232 so"al porls lor 
Ihe Amigo 2000. IBM P( 
AT slyl. (9·pin) con· 
nl(lor lor each porI. 
Tran,l.r from 50 10 
76,000 BAUD. (omplel. 
wilh Amiga ,a"wart & 
lull documenlolion. 

OESI(JET TMSJRMN8&10 .. 19 95 
mSIUH TMS /RMN ASCII 104 95 
DI GI·OROI O. . .. . .... ti99S 

• °o\flr~!mm" .... .. 'Uls 
DUAL JOYSTICK AOAPTOR .. 10 ~ 
DUST COVER Alooo &MON 1395 
OUST COVER AlOOO &MON 11 51!. 
OUST COVER A500 CPU . . ... '95 

• £"i\'!~\018Ihck .... ". ',','ls 
Ern 500XJ JOYSTICK . .... 14. 95 
ERGO STICI( . . ....... 1195 
HICKERMASlER . 1395 
fLOPPY WA LL ET ..... ..... . 195 
FOUR PLAYER AOAPTER ... . 11 95 
FUJIOISKffiES .... ...... 1995 
GAME PLAY COMPACT 051( 1295 

JOY STICKY AOAPHR ... 1095 
I(ALIMARTEA I(1350ISI( ... 3595 
I(AUMAR lEAl( 60 0151( .... 2495 
I(EYBOARO SKIN Al()()(l . 1995 
KEYBOARD SI(IN A2000 . . 1995 
KEYBOARD SKIN ASOO ... .. . 199.5 

• WlHl.lnlm~" JSTi .. \?S 
LASERJET DU ST COVER .... 19 95 
l ASERlU '2COURI ER .... 14450 
LASERlEl '2 TONERCRTG 104 95 
liGHT GUN. PHASAR . . . 4895 

• 'tt,~IHRoTJ'Bli, FOLOEA " ""O'll 
MICRO 50 OISI( FILE .. ..... . 89.5 
MONITOR STANO & ORAWR 5995 
MOUSE COVER W/GLASSES .5 95 
MOUSE MASTER .. . . 19 95 
MO USE MATS .... . ....... . 695 

• 'I~IJIW1'a" CA'~T" DG .. , '1l'lo 
PAINTJET COLOR CRTRDG ... 2910 
PA INlJET CUT PAPER .. .. 19 10 
P"INlJET OUST COVER .. 1995 
PAINTJEl PAPER CATCH . 23 9~ 
PAINTJET PRIN TR STANO 6695 
PAINTJ[T TRANS FILM .. . 5-<i05 
P"INlJET Z'FOLO PAPER •.. 149.5 

• WMmM,r~I~STfC' "9\ 
PRINT & WEAR .......... . 14 95 
OUICI(SHOT 2 JOYSliCK . . 1295 
SONY COLOR OISI(EnES .. . 2295 
SONY OISK 10 PACK .. .20 95 

• SOil 0'$115''''1 HIS 

• 'lllrfW.~'!&m~~~ .... 'WS 
STAR RAINBOW RIBBON . .. . 1095 

• 'l'JttllSlslh .. 'to'is 
TEAI( ·TECHI20. .. 3295 
TEAIC ·TECH60 ... .. ...... 2US 
TRACKBALL MOUSE STYLE 19 ~ 
WICO 3,WAY JOYSTICK. 25 9~ 
WINNfRJOYSTtCK .... .... " 95 
XeRO X '020 4 PACK IN~ ... . 199.5 
XERO X 4020 MAINT INI( . 1995 

BOOKS/ 
MAGAZINES/ 

CO"Jr,,,~gcl~r~s 
AMIG" TITLES. .. CALL 

(~n: .f:~~o~ ~~~ t~r~eOi!t:;~e:h~:';::;~ 
with mail order price •. Vi.it on. of our .howroom. 
today. You'll be amoud! 

3 InAIL SHOWROOM LCKATIOIIS TO SERVE YOU 

SA'!'n~ c~~~lb~~"t":;,. :~~ 'ili~'7hi;~:~S:~,S~~~~ 
p.m.lPhone: 213·394·7179 

'f:'~::~e~ ~1~~/1J.: ';:~~S~~~~~~~ :~~~/hp~~vnd~; 
213·542·2292 

~~t~~::'~ \JMT~Pu~: 1211_~2p~~.~::.·t2~ 
5 f=o ,m.lPhon.: 805·652·0325 

!"IT~~'r':! s~O~~' ~~~~~~~UCh In th. World 
• Three .tor. location. means excellent support 
• Amigo·,pecific-unlike the com~.ti tion, we don't 

blr~i~.bu'~~:r ::~~~r'C~'~~~~I~o~'e selling other 

• Ben .ervice center 
• Uniform law pricing and lorg •• , .el.ction, no hid· 

den coat. or cotche. 
• We don't charge yO\lr cord until 'he product .hip. 

(~~'~"r~~ay~(I~.~r ::c~ni;~~~u~~~r~~~"t!!~~~:~i 

·S,~~g':" ~r ~o,,:~~cc:a:gE~~~:~~·~/~~~tr~~~~r~; 1! 
Oi,cover, Shipping within the continental 8nit.d 
Stat .. for .oftware orden over $100 (U.S.) i. FREE. 
Plea 50 call for all ather 5hipping information, Educa· 
tionol, corporate and oero.poce purcha .. orden 
accepted. 

'mr.:r~~t'JrnC:~t~:;i':a";i~n~~ili~:t::n\2~lt~:~; 
authorilot ion number (RMA,,) will be refulld . 
Returned products mU5t be in original condition and 
packaging and mUlt b. lint back within 30 day. of 
our invoic. da.e . No r.fund an d.f.ctive product. or 
products that do not p.rform 50ti.foctorily. W. 
make no guoront.e. for product performance. 

~r:Pt'T~~~~ I.~r=f~~; ~:;;;'i:;~~~~~~~~;::.t;~ ~i~~~~= 
only. Pric •• and availability subject to change without 
no,ice. 

CIEATIVE COMPUTEIS IS ImIIlATIOIW! 

~I1M!rt~,.lrf~~e~R;o~~~ilmu": 
praduct inquiries, or any shipping inquirie., wiT! b. 
taken ov.r the toll. free phone lin ... For any other 
info rmotion, please call (213) 542·2292. We hoy. 
aperatofl vefl.d in th. following longuag •• : 

!~~~I;~J~~~c~~:t:~ :~~n';:i~9 ayn~~~ ~~t.~:npgo:~~~: 
I. made via cr.dit card or .I.ctronic fund 'ran.fer. For 
any ath.r information pl.ase call our regular tolllinli. 
Federal hpr ... and International Shipping avoilobl. , 

'nwIWa~16~'r'''oIX~~'F.~d ~~~;~~~ 'g~go~:: 
1178; Franc. 19·0590·1099: W. Germany 01·30· 
810466; Japlan 0031·11.1351; Au.tralio 0014· 800· 
125·712; N.th.rlond. 06·022· 8613; Norway 050· 
12029; Oenmork 0434·0297; Swituriond 046·05·3420. 

lion:. , lEW 111M, I WI CAli .IAT AllY ADVIRTISID PRICII .UT WI SlLDOM NAVI TO-OUR PRKIS An TNI LOWISTI (I' YOU SII A LOWIR PRlc:I 011 AN tTl", GIVI us A CALL.' . 



Summasketch Pro (colltinuedJrompage27) 

get a screen representalion of a proper 
circle. 
-Serial pOrL adjusunents for other Lhan 
standard Amiga internal (i.e. pon ex
pansion hardware). 
-Mouse bULLon remapping. 
-Intuilion Width and Height adjust-
ments to accommodate PAL (640 by 
512), or Lhe 1.4 A2024 (1280 by 800) 
configuration. 
-Overscan border -- to re-configure 
tablet edge borders so you don't hit Lhe 
grooves if you work in overscan. 
-Rate and Priority -- combinations of 
respective ranges from Rate 1 to 4 and 
Priority 0 to 15 that may be experi
mented wiLh in conjunclion with a par
ticular applicalion. AILerations in Rate 
and Priority may cause or correct lag 
depending on Lhe applications you are 
running. 

If you need Lhis variety you can make 
multiple copies of Lhe APD driver with 
different configuralions and rename 
them (the manual lists the standard de
faults in case you forget). 

While your "Config" seLLings are 
saved, the other utility module, 
APD_Scalc, is volalile and must be 
multi-tasked with the tablet driver run
ning. Scale lets you set up your tablet 
LO reduce or enlarge a traced area to fit 
a defined area of your screen , or to 
match Lhe scale of drawing for accurate 
digitizing. WiLh your tablet driver and 
application program running, revisit 
the Workbench screen (use the front! 
back gadgets or left Amiga- "n") and 
activate the APD_Scale icon. To get a 
full screen image of a smaller tablet 
area you define your tablet area by 
dragging a rectangle, and aclivate Lhe 
"Set X in Proporlion to Y" (to assure 
proper aspect ratio). Scale will aILer 
your dragged rectangle width and 
height to maintain aspect (holding Lhe 
upper left corner posilion). Use "Try" 
LO verify Lhe settings, then eiLher re
select your rectangle, or activate Lhe 
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"Use" gadgello get on with your work. 
In addition to the gadgets, Scale has 

function key equivalents for: Full 
Screen and Tablet, Define Usable Tab
let Area, Define Usable Screen Area, 
Try, Use, Set X in Proportion to Y, Set 
Y in proponion to X, and ExiL. The 
manual gives step-by-step instructions 
to lead you Lhrough Lhe capabililies to 
trace an original LO an arbitrary screen 
size, trace an original that is larger than 
Lhe tablet, and to digitize scaled origi
nals in CAD displays, including scaled 
originals Lhat are larger than the tableL. 
The manual also includes trouble 
shooling, and a technical section on the 
Scale f unclions and even includes tech
nical notes on Lhe driver, along wiLh 
header files and sample source code on 
Lhe disk. 

Okay, all my criteria for serious CAD 
use and compatibility with hardware 
and future screen resolutions are salis
fied. It's practical (and essential) for 
CAD, but does it draw like a pencil in 
Lhe paint and graphics programs? I ran 
it in conjunclion with DPaint III, Digi
Paint 3, Photon Paint 2.0, and Profes
sional Draw to check. In DPaint, the 
test is hi-res continuous draw with a 
big brush. While the point capture 
speed is slower Lhan mouse input, I 
didn't have any trouble maintaining a 
smooth line and was surprised at how 
quickly I became comfortable wiLh the 
pen. Working with Photon Paint and 
Digi-Paint was even easier because 
you are in lo-res and response is quick
er. Photon'S follow-mouse feature and 
Digi-Paint's assembler speed will let 
you do a smooth signature. Now tum 
on shaded transparent free hand fill 
and you can begin to emulate quick 
brush strokes that simply can't be done 
with mouse and wrist movement. 
Granted Lhat evalualing painting with a 
tablet is a highly subjective undenak
ing, I must confess Lhat I could get 
spoiled by Lhis one. Even working in 
Professional Draw and Draw 2000 
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seemed easier. The stylus doesn't re
quire LOO much pressure to activate, Lhe 
right mouse button on the pen is com
fortable, and the pen glides smooLhly 
over the Summa's surface. Even more 
important to me was the ease of hand
to-screen coordination. This may be a 
function of Lhe size of Lhe 18" by 12" 
tablet -- it seems to be an ideal match 
for coordination of hand movements , 
speed of cursor, and the aspect of Lhe 
screen. 

Do you need a tablet? If you are going 
to do serious produclion CAD the an
swer is yes . If you are using Lhe Amiga 
for produclion graphics, the answer is a 
strong maybe. For my part, the combi
nation of Summa and Lhe R&DL soft
ware has found a home. If you are con
sidering a purchase you will want to 
get some hands-on experience with Lhe 
various sizes at your dealer. This 
shouldn't be too difficult as CBM 
seems to have adopted R&DL and 
Summa as Lheir swndard, and with 
Commodore's push for "value added" 
dealers, demo models should be easier 
to find . 

AProf)raw and Summa Sketch Plus 
or Sketch Professional 
Tablet, Cables, Manual, Software 
Disk 

6" by 9" MM961 Sketch Plus (200ppi) 
$449 with stylus 

12" by 12" MM1201 Sketch Plus 
(200ppi) $549 with stylus 

12" by 18" MM1812 Sketch PrOfes
sional (lOOOppi) $999 including stylus 
andfour button cursor 

R&DL Productions 
11-24 46th Avenue 2A 
Long Island City, NY 11101 
(718) 392-4090 



JOIN THE WINNING TEAM ........ . 
GYP, the world's largest AMIGA hardware add-on supplier, is looking for dynamic and enthusiastic Engineering 
personnel. We are a rapidly growing company and offer exciting prospects for those persons who have unlimited 
vision and are willing to tackle anything. The scope and exact job definition for each position is entirely dependent 
on the energy and willingness of the successful candidates. 

We have our own in-house Mentor Graphics IDEA CAD workstation as well as other state-of-the-art R&D 
equipment. We are in the process of developing a number of custom ICs which will further increase the lead we 
already occupy in the Arniga market. We also have diversification plans beyond the Amiga add-on market. 
Currently we have no equal in the design (and the bringing to market!) of high performance 68030 products. 

We offer a good fringe benefit package which include medical aid, long-term disability and life assurance. 

Vice President, Engineering. 
The Yice President of Engineering will be totally reponsible for all product design and development up to and 
including initial production of the products. We are looking for an individual who has an extensive background 
in the design of 680XX peripheral products. A strong know-how, fascination and interest in the Commodore 
Amiga product line would be especially desirable. Experience with Mentor Graphics IDEA CAD systems and 
an in-depth understanding of gate array and other custom crup development is a definite requirement. We are 
looking for a practical person who has a track record of having brought to market multiple products during the 
last few years. 

Some management experience would be useful although not essential. The successful candidate will be required 
to manage and build-up the entire Engineering function. 

For the right person we offer an exciting income package which will include a substantial stock option and 
ownership stake in our company. 

Junior Engineer. 
We are looking for a Junior Engineer who has some experience in 680XX product design and development. A 
knowledge of the Commodore Amiga system will be especially valuable and useful. The successful candidate 
will get exposure to all aspects in Engineering, which include: FCC Testing and measurement, analysis and 
trouble shooting of product returns, design of new peripheral products, debugging and building of prototypes, 
interfacing directly with manufacturing, define and implement engineering changes/upgrades, etc. This is a 
ground-floor opportunity for an existing Associate Engineer who feels ready and able to move up the ladder to 
the next step. For the right person, the sky is the limit! 

If you are interested in any of the above positions, please call us at 215-889-9411 and send 
us a copy of your resume . 

.. ... -.. ;;.':::::.:.: .. :; . .. . .'; -.: .. :.;:.::: .. ;.::,':.:.;. ... 
. ". :::. 

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC. 
PLANK AVENUE, PAOLI, PA 19301 TEL (215) 889-9411 FAX (215) 889-9416 



Up to Eight Serials Ports on a Single Expansion Board 

by Greg lllman 

T he Amigo Business Sys
tems Comports board is a 
multiserial port board . So, 
what makes this one differ

ent than some of the other boards re
cently on the market? The first differ
ence is the number of ports supported 
and the second is the software includ
ed. The Comports board has two exter
nal connectors, one standard DB-25 
and one DB-9 PC-AT type connector. 
The board also has an internal 50 pin 
header connector, commonly used for 
SCSI connectors. Instead of a SCSI 
connector, this is a simplified connec
tion to another six serial ports. Not all 
lines are supported, but there are 
enough for using a modem with any of 
those ports. No connector was sup
plied with our evaluation unit, but the 
documentation refers to a connector 
that mounts on this header and comes 
through one of the two flat blanks on 
the back of the computer. 

The board is unremarkable in appear
ance and is mostly empty space. It 
contains four Motorola 2681 chips, 
each of which drives a pair of the seri
al ports. A series of ten PALs and gate 
arrays provide the Amiga hardware in
terface. My evaluation board lackel 
the familiar capacitors normally used 
to reduce electronic noise. While not 
much of a problem in normal condi-
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tions, excessive noise has been known 
to cause a system to crash, particularly 
when an A2620 board or CMI proces
sor board was added. (The version that 
will be sold to end users is likely to be 
completely free of this problem). 

The installation software is a very 
important part of any multiport serial 
board . The driver software here allows 
for four methods of using the board's 
ports. It allows you to call any port di
rectly , set any port as the system de
fault port, use a system based request
er to select the port, or use a software 
package that allows you to specify the 
default port. You can also modify the 
code of a program to call the Com
ports board driver, but that requires 
writing to the file and is not a method 
Havor. 

Once you have your favorite program 
running, the Comports functions ex
actly like any other serial port. In prac
tice, using several ports at once can 
start taxing your system. At the lower 
baud rates, 1200 and 2400 baud, three 
or even four ports can run without too 
many problems. At higher baud rates, 
say at 9600, two ports running simul
taneously caused erratic response to 
the mouse and keyboard input. Jug
gling the task priorities in the system 
reduced some of these problems, but 1 
locked the system up several times be
fore a good balance was found . Gener
ally, you should try increasing the task 
priority of the input device and drop-
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ping the priority of the communication 
software packages. The system is 
stable and relatively trouble free when 
only one or two ports are in use, but 
using all the ports at once at the higher 
baud rates introduced some errors. 1 
was not able to discern whether it was 
the Comport hardware, software, or 
my application software that was the 
cause. The test consisted of using null 
modems to connect the ports together 
and using reclirection in software to 
link null modem pairs to each other at 
9600 baud . The final result was that 
port 0 sent to port I, task 2 took input 
from port 1 and sent it out port 3 
through a null modem to port 4, and so 
on. While the test was running, the 
Amiga was almost useless due to the 
slow, jerky response. For a BBS sys
tem, this is not a problem at all since 
the chances of having eight users all 
downloading, or rarer still, uploading 
at 9600, are about zero. 

Another important part of the Com
ports software is the networking soft
ware. This software allows you to at
tach three other Am igas to the serial 
port on the motherboard and the two 
external Comports ports. The network
ing software is run with parameters 
specifying the port number and the 
baud rate. The documentation differs 
slightly here saying that the baud rate 
can be omitted to default to the "Fast
Net" mode which runs at 56 kilobaud. 
The program prompts for a baud rate 
instead of starting the fastnet mode. 



The task running the network host soft
ware remains quiescent until a remote 
comes in as active over the serial port. 

The remote network software is sim
ple to implement and takes only a few 
seconds to copy over the files and 
modify the mountlist. The mountlist 
has a new entry called netO: which is 
the network drive. Mounting the drive 
and accessing it is all that is needed to 
bring up a Network-OO drive. You can 
select anyone drive partition, or direc
tory as the network drive. Compatibili
ty with this and standard drives is ex
cellent, supporting any non-hardware 
specific application software. There are 
some limitations in practical use 
though. 

1 networked an Amiga 1000 to an 
Amiga 2000 running the Comports 
board and host software. The network 
drive mounted successfully, but lOok a 
line in the startup sequence, testing for 
a file to exist, to make the icon appear. 
The overhead posed by the networking 
software is severe, slowing the Amiga 
1000 system to about one . quarter the 
normal speed during drive access to 
the network drive. When the network 
drive is idle, overhead is minimal. 
You can use AmigaDOS or a wide 
range of utilities to copy files to and 
from the network drive to any other 
drive, with RAM as the fastest. Copy
ing to RAM or loading programs from 
the network drive is slightly faster than 
a floppy at 19.2 Kilobaud. Perfor
mance can degrade if other hardware 
or software is making use of interrupts 
or has high 68000 use. I had a Supra 
hard drive controller on the Amiga 
1000 and copying from the network 
drive to the Supra drive lOok so long, 
you could plan on enjoying a nice 
sized meal before it would finish. This 
would be a tolerable problem and can 
be overcome with some software and 
planning. The effects on the host Ami
ga 2000 were more pronounced and 

Amigo's Comport board offers combinations of four and eight serial ports 

debilitating. Just the one network drive 
running at 19.2 KiloBaud had some 
disastrous results that left the Amiga 
2000 unusable. The mouse movement 
was jerky, but could still be used. The 
keyboard input is'completely wrecked 
during network disk I/O. Single key
strokes are dragged out into whole 
lines or more. Running a word proces
sor like excellence is impossible on the 
host, while oddly enough, runs fine on 
the remote. 

The Comports system gave me some 
mixed feelings. The board failure dur
ing a test did not influence my opinion 
since I was it working from a pre
production model that does not reflect 
the finished product. The simple de
sign of the board and clean layout 
should make for a very reliable piece 
of hardware. The documentation and 
the software needs some major work. 
The only documentation is on disk and 
does not reflect some of the situations 
found. The software is fully function
al, but needs some polishing. There 
should be utilities for installation in ad-
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dition to the directions provided. Some 
code optimization might help the de
gree of system loading and the host 
keyboard problem has to be fixed be
fore final release. This is not a finished 
product yet and as a rule, would not be 
featured in Amiga Sentry,. Because of 
the number of inquiries about this prod
uct, we thought we'd give you some 
hands-on feed back . 

Amigo Business systems is still work
ing on the system at the time of this 
writing. (Check with Amigo or your 
dealer as to the latest status.) However, 
if they get this system smoothed out, 
the price effectiveness of the Comports 
board will be very high. 

Comports 
Four Port: $299.99 
Eight Port: $379.99 

Amigo Business Computers 
192 Laurel Road 
East Northport, NY 11731 
(516) 757-7234 
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An '~ce" of a Combination for Getting the Most out of your A-max 

by Tom Bucklin 

W
hen the A-Max MacIn
tosh emulator came on 
the scene a couple of 
months ago it caused 

quite a stir. "Who would want to emu
late a MacIntosh when you have an 
Amiga," and "We have the best soft
ware on the Amiga," are the kinds of 
statements that are reserved for the 
computer illiterate. There's a whole 
world of computing possibilities out 
there, each with its own unique 

strengths and weaknesses. But one of 
the factors that tip the scales away 
from the Amiga is the amount of R&D 
money that can be put into developing 
a product for the Amiga. 

A Short course in Amiga Economics 

There are a number of factors that 
determine how much money will be 
spent on R&D, but certainly the major 
ones are retail price and sales volume. 
It is a fact that a company can make 
the same product for two different 
computers and get drastically different 
prices for them. Unfortunately, the 

The Trumpcard's design is based on the same chip as that used in the Macintosh 
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Amiga is on the short end of that spec
trum. The average price of a purchase 
of Amiga software will generally 
range between $40 on the low end, all 
the way up to $150 on the high end. 
As a contrast, markets like the IBM 
compatible and the MacIntosh buyers 
can be found to be spending from 
$100 to $500 for similar products. 

What all this boils down to as it re
lates to this article is the fact that there 
is a need for emulators of the Amiga. 
Commodore understood that when 
they developed the largley unsuccess
ful Transformer, followed by their 
more substantial line of Bridgeboards. 
With ReadySoft's A-Max system, ac
cess to productivity programs that are, 
in many cases, in their 5th and 6th re
vision have become a reality. Still, 
with all of the ingenuity built into A
Max, there still remains an obstacle 
that can make the system unusable, 
namely, those darn Ooppys. Some pro
grams, like the latest version of Aldus' 
Pagemaker, come in two parts and 
have to be "merged" on a hard drive 
before they can run. 

So, the stage is set for the paradox: 
the A-Max system can run many Mac 
programs better than on a native Mac, 
but the lack of mass storage access 
leaves you with a clumsy setup that 
starts filling up those disk boxes again. 

Thanks to some foresight on the part 
of the designers of the IVS Trumpcard 



controller and programmer, Steve 
Yaeger, a fix has been supplied that 
will Max out your A-Max. 

What Yaeger has done is to write a 
section of code that effectively "patch
es" your mass storage device to A-Max 
via the Trumpcard's 5380 chip. (This 
is the same chip that is used in the 
Mac). Since the Trumpcard is a SCSI 
controller, this new combination opens 
a host of possibilities where mass stor
age is concerned, but does it work? 

A Test Drive 

For testing purposes, IVS provided 
us with their new external Syquest re
movable media drive offering. This 
unit combines the fine performance of 

the Syquest system with the portability 
of an external mass storage device thal 
works equally well when used with the 
Amiga or a native Mac. Also, the 
built-in power supply serves to reduce 
the power drain on your CPU power 
supply. The Syquest is particularly 
relevant for an additional reason as 
well. This initial solution for A-Max 
does not support parlitioning. There
fore, for all practical purposes, you 
need lo use some form of dedicated 
drive for use with the system. With ilS 
removable media, the Syquest provides 
an immediale solution by allowing use 
of separate cartridges for your Amiga
Dos and Mac applications. 

To initiate the syslem, you will need 
to use your Trumpcard in the slot clos-

est to the CPU slot. (This allows the 
patch to rely on a very specific location 
at which to find the 53C80 chip). The 
external Syquest unit comes with ca
bling between the Trumpcard SCSI 
connection and the rear of the unit, so 
installation is a snap. The next step is 
to call up your A-Max Startup screen 
where you will need to make some ad
justments to accommodate TCBoot 
Slot I (the patch program). There wa~ 

some considerable difficulty encoun
tered during development of the con
troller patch that had largely to do with 
the address of the memory location to 
which the patch would be assigned. 
(See Inset for details). You must 
choose the "No COOOOO" memoryop
tion to avoid conflict with TC Boot 

( continued on next page) 

A-MAX{TRUMPCARD HARD DISK TECHNICAL REPORT 

From the moment I discovered that the A-MAX Mac emulator for the Amiga was going to be released without hard disk 
drive support, I began development of a new hard disk manager on the Mac. My intention was to port the new manager to 
A-MAX as a means of providing it with hard disk support. From IVS' initial design of the Trumpcard it was intended that 
hard disk drives connected to the Trumpcard controller be compatible with Macintosh hard disk drives to the greatest extent 
possible. For this reason IVS chose the NCR 53C80 SCSI protocol controller as the device to interface the Amiga to SCSI 
hard drives. This choice has enabled me to implement hard disk drive software functions in conjunction with the Trumpcard 
on the A-MAX Macintosh Emulator for the Amiga. 

Over the course of this project, several unique technical issues were encountered. These issues were complicated by the 
fact that my code executes when the Amiga system software is not active and the A-MAX system software has not yet com
pletely initialized the system, making debugging the code very cumbersome and time consuming. Aside from writing a re
placement for the Mac SCSI Manager (a software module in the Mac operating system that interfaces the Mac system soft
ware to its 5380 SCSI protocol chip) the most difficult technical challenge was developing patches for the A-MAX portion 
of the Mac ROM/RAM image. Development of these patches requires intimate knowledge of the Mac SCSI Manager and 
the Mac Memory Manager. For compatibility with possible future versions of A-MAX, patches to the A-MAX initialization 
ROM/RAM code must be capable of dynamically locating patch points. With the groundwork laid, I began the projcct by 
writing a replacement for the Mac SCSI Manager. 

To ensure maximum compatibility with the Mac system software, I actually wrote and tested the new SCSI manager on a 
Mac. When the code was debugged, and after an A-MAX arrived from ReadySoft, I began the task of porting the new SCSI 
manager to the A-MAX system. Identifying a memory range for my code to occupy that was not offensive to the Mac oper
ating system was only part of the problem. In addition, to run on 5I2K machines, A-MAX initializes and uses all available 
memory, requiring me to patch A-MAX to allow the memory range I chose for my code to survive a restart. 
Restart posed another unique problem. A-MAX allows users to change the memory size upon restart. Depending on the 
memory size chosen, my code needs to relocate itself to a memory range deemed "safe" by the Mac. During restart my code 
executes before the Mac Memory Manager is initialized ensuring that I do not get destroyed by memory pointer initializa
tions. As a result, the system variables that are normally used for determining proper software relocation vectors are not 
available. 

The result of this project is an A-MAX Mac emulator for the Amiga that is now capable of supporting SCSI hard drives 
through the use of my software and an unmodified IVS Trumpcard SCSI disk controller. This system was shown recently at 
the Amiga Festival in San Francisco and should be available by the time of the Ami-Expo in Chicago at the end of July. 

An unanticipated benefit is that my new Mac SCSI Manager runs faster than the original Apple Mac SCSI Manager. I 
now use both my Mac and my A-MAX with my new SCSI Manager. 

Steven A. Yaeger 
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A -Max/Trump (continuedfrom previous page) 

Slot 1, then boot start A
Max with an appropriate 
system disk . Your TC 
Boot patch needs to be in 
either A-Max or Mac for
mat (depending on wheth
er you are using Amiga or 
Mac floppy drives .) 
Clicking on the TC Boot 
Slot 1 icon will cause the 
system to reboot from 
your SCSI device, provid
ed of course, that you 
have previously fonnatted 
your media and a valid 
system/finder combina
tion are in place. The 
beauty of this system is 
that once the patch is in 
place, it stays in place. 

I tested this setup with a 
number of different appli
cations and was continu
ally impressed with the 
speed of the Syquest/A
Max combination. Hav
ing used the A-Max sys-

The Syquest removable media drive is perfectly suited for mass storage with A-Max 

tem with floppys to a fair extent, I was 
able to fully appreciate the benefits of 
mass storage. 

Many purchasers of the A-Max sys
tem use Macs at work and were thrilled 
at the prospect of working on Mac pro
jects at home without having to invest 
in a Mac. Certainly, this solution will 
be of great value to them. Although 
this system will work fine with a SCSI 
hard drive, I suspect that IVS will sell 
a respectable quantity of the external 
Syquest units for this purpose. 

There's no denying that it is fairly pri
cey for an add-on, but the portability 
for the would-be Mac-Amiga straddler 
could prove indispensable. That's be
cause although you need this patch set
up and a controller card to drive the 
Syquest on the Amiga, the same unal
tered unit will plug directly into a 
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Mac's built-in SCSI port and autoboot. 
Before things start to sound too rosey, 
it should be mentioned that this "fix" is 
subject to some limitations of its own. 
The inability to partition was men
tioned earlier, but along with that limi
tation is the more serious inability to 
fonnat Mac hard drive from A-Max. 
Formatting and partitioning are possi
ble if it is done on a native Mac, how
ever. Also, the current version of TC 
Boot Slot 1 does not support the A
Max ram disk. 

Conclusions: 

However, should any of this 
discourage you from using TC Boot 
Slot I? Not at all! First of all, it's a 
shareware program. Just a $15 contri
bution to the author could do wonders 
to keep it coming. Secondly, it's the 
only game in town where the A-Max 
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and mass storage is concerned. Al
though ReadySoft will presumably sup
port a number of hard drives, this solu
tion is here now, and it works. Best of 
all, if you haven't invested in any mass 
storage device for your Amiga yet and 
plan to use A-Max, the Syquest/Trump/ 
TC Boot Slot 1 combination packs 
quite a punch. 

Trumpcard $199.95 
Infinite 40s $1549.95 
Infinite 40D $1749.95 
Infinite 4011 $1249.95 (internal) 
includes cabling, 
two disk packs, and 
software 

Interactive Video Systems 
11612 Knott Ave, Suite 13 
Garden Grove, Ca 92641 
(714) 890-7040 

.............................................. 



CSI 3200 SilentDrive 

u 

Up to 5 times faster than all other drives with 
the included B.A.D. software. * 

Features: 
• Does not click when you take the disk out. 
• Small compact design 
• Metal case 
• Compatible with all Amigas 
• Low power consumption 

Also available, the CSI2200 Internal drive for the Amiga 2000. 

Low Price! This drive is so silent, you almost won't hear it run! 

* Assuming the other drives are used in their standard configuration , i.e. without B.A .D. software. 

$39.95 
A fast-paced action strategy game with an 
entertaining sense of humor. You ' re Oswald, a cold, 
hungry blue bear, challenged by a variety of obstacles 
and adversaries. 

• Fast paced action strategy game. 
• Large detailed graphics . 
• Digitized sound. 
• A variety of interesting and humourous 

encounters. 

The cutest, most fun to play game for the Amiga/ 

World Atlas 
"I e 

A foremost educational utility comes to the Amiga. Allowing 
direct speedy access to details of information on over 150 
countries of the world , World Atlas , allows the sdtudent, 
educator, business executive or traveler access to an incredible 
resource of information and history . 

• High and Low Pass filter operations 
• Offers loop control 

The ultimate stereo 
sampling/sound editing 
system! The QuasarSound 
advanced editing software 
gives you the best way to 
sample sound on the 
Amiga! Save real-world 

sounds in IFF format 
for use in any music 
program that supports 
IFF or 8SYX sounds, 
such as Deluxe 
Music, Son ix , 
Soundscape,Dr. T' s 
KCS 1.6A , Dynamic 
Drums, and many 
more! 

• Can play and record up to 4 tracks in memory 
• Easy-to-use user interface with visual editing 
• Powerful editing feature, including cut and paste operations. 

Centaur Software, Inc. 14040 Tahiti Way, Ste. 528 . Marina Del Rey, CA 90292 (213) 821-5995 



MediaPhile Production 
Automate and Centralize Your Amiga Video Projects 

by Tom Reed 

The MediaPhile desktop vid
eo production system adds 
significantly to the Amiga's 
growing arsenal of desktop 

video tools. This system helps to 
round out the Amiga as a video ma
chine to be reckoned with. 

The Amiga provides easy scnpl1ng 
with the variety of word processing 
programs currently available. A story 
board can be constructed with the aid 
of graphic and digitizing programs, 
and can be incorporated into word pro
cessing programs which allow the in
tegration of graphics and text. Clear
Iy , video titling is a realm where the 
Amiga shines. Many options are 
available here to overlay your titles 
and other graphics onto video Lape 
with help from a genlock unit. But, up 
until the arrival of the MediaPhile sys
tem from Interactive MicroSystems, 
Inc., there was not much that could be 
done, using the Amiga, toward the fur
ther completion of your video project. 
With the arrival of the MediaProces
sor, the Amiga now moves into the 
post production video arena. 

A host of new Products are available 
from Interactive MicroSystems includ
ing: 

MediaProcessor software - post pro
duction editing system featuring over 
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a 1000 edit decision list, preview, pre
roll, icon deck control and image file 
recording 

Developer's Toolkit software - soft
ware libraries provide control over any 
infrared controllable device. Linkage 
routines are provided for the Manx 
and Lallice C compilers, BASIC, and 
AREXX 

MP _1.3M Infrared Control Unit -
necessary cabling and hardware for 
controlling infrared (IR) controlled de
vices, infrared code reader, infrared 
code transmiller, and tape control 
pulse inputs for two video decks. The 
unit comes with infrared code learner/ 
LranSmiller and animation recording 
software 

Deck Modification Kit - Kits for 
modification of video decks to give 
tape counter pulse outputs . Interactive 
MicroSystems will modify your deck 
for you if you wish . 

The MediaPhile infrared system can 
control Super YHS , YHS, 8mm, and 
ED Bela video decks from your Ami
ga computer. The MediaPhile system 
provides interactive control of not 
only video decks but laser and com
pact disc players, and other infrared 
controlled devices from your Amiga. 

In fact, the initial version of the pro
gram (which this review is based on) 
will support up to 11 devices. This in-
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eludes 3 player decks, a compact disc 
player, a laser disc player, a special ef
fects generator, a genlock, an audio 
casselle deck, an edit controller, and a 
digital audio tape deck. The control of 
these devices is through commands is
sued in the edit decision list. 

The necessary ingredients to make 
this system work are: an Amiga com
puter, an infrared controlled video 
tape recorder (any YTR that has a 
infrared remote control unit), and a 
camcorder with a remote control 
switch or a second YTR with an in
frared controller. Your record unit 
should have a flying erase head to in
sure clean edits. 

The energy and intelligence which or
chestrates all of these elements is the 
MediaPhile system. The system con
sists of a control unit and processing 
software along with your Amiga and 
video dcck(s). This hardware and 
software combination goes a long way 
toward extending the range of the 
Amiga as a versatile and extensive 
video machine. 

Many of my video jobs require trav
el to locations beyond easy commut
ing distances. On some of these as
signments I can take a small travel 
trailer along to act as headquarters for 
the projecl Many times I take my 
Amiga along and at times it is used to 
actually do some on-the-site work. 
Now, with the MediaProcessor soft-



ware and the MediaPhile controller, I 
can easily log in the days shoot and 
then do a rough edit of the material. 
This is a significant and exciting devel
opment. 

The first step in using the MediaPhile 
system is to connect the control unit. 
For my system, this involves: 

I. connecting a 9 pin plug into the sec
ond mouse port 

2. plugging an RCA phono plug into 
the computer's left audio port 

scenes with time code or counter num
bers delinealing the starling point of 
the segment and the end point of lhe 
segment or the IN and OUT points (fig 
A, 12 & 13). You can log in the entire 
lisl of scenes on your video tape or 
only enler the scenes into your data
base which you wish lo use for ediling 
purposes. An order file is then crealed 
which contains the order in which lhe 
tape segmenls are played back during 
the edil recording or aUlomatic play
back. Nexl, check your work by selecl
ing Preview. The tape segments are 
played back in the sequence specified 

Mediaphi/e provides an edit decision list junction 

3. connecting a 2.5mm phono plug to 
the modification done to my video 
deck by Interactive MicroSystems, Inc. 
This provides a tape counter pulse out
put directly from the player deck 

4. plugging in a parallel port connec
tion. 

The overall concept of this configura
tion of hardware and software is to 
form an edit decision list of your video 

in the order file column. Any item 
without an order file number next to it 
will be skipped. During the playback 
or at any other time while using the 
program you may advance to the next 
item by hitting the space bar. The es
cape key will terminate any process 
and return the program to the ready po
sition. 

Based on the preview, you will Make 
adjustments in the edit segments either 
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in length or order. Then, you record 
these adjusted segments lo your second 
video deck or camcorder. The record
ing process is as easy as selecting 
Record from the Record menu. The 
Amiga and MediaPhilc take over and 
execule your edit decision list automat
ically in the order which you specified. 

My particular setup includes: an Ami
ga 2000 with one external disk drive, a 
Panasonic 1830 S- VHS video deck, 
and a Panasonic 450 camcorder. This 
configuration is most often used with a 
Sony PVM-2030 color video monitor. 

The first step in the editing process us
ing the MediaProcessor software is to 
log in scenes on an edit decision Jist. 
As an example, I'll use the process in
volved in editing video tapes from a 
photography workshop that I teach in 
the Bahamas. One of the easiest and 
best ways to log the scenes of a particu
lar video tape is with the use of a gen
lock and the MediaProcessor software. 
This allows you to view the MediaPro
cessor screen and your video al the 
same time. Rewind to the beginning of 
your tape and sel the counter of your 
tape deck to zero. Beller yet, set the 
starting point of your tape to a specific 
frame and use this frame as a reference 
point each time you begin to work with 
thal tape. The genlocked video image 
will now be visible behind the MediaP
rocessor screen when you begin lO play 
your tape. 

From the MediaBase menu select the 
"edit fTom mouse" option. This will al
low you to enter the counter numbers 
into your edit decision list with a quick 
click of the mouse. This is a conven
ient and very helpful feature. 

Begin playing your tape. When you 
find the beginning of the first scene 
you wish to enter into your edit deci
sion list, pause the tape at that point. 

( continued on next page) 
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M ediaP hile (continued from previous page) 

Enter a description of this first seg
ment. Enter the time into the "In" col
umn by clicking the In column on the 
same line as the description of that 
scene. The time, either in counts or in 
SMPTE format will appear in that 
space. (SMPTE stands for the Society 
of Motion Picture and Television Engi
neers and is the standard time code for
mat for the industry) The format is 
hours, minutes, seconds, frames 
(HH:MM:SS:FF). The number appear
ing in the tape count window (Fig. A 4 
or 9) will automatically be transferred 
to the IN column on the MediaProces
sor page when the In column space is 
clicked with the left mouse button. 
When the end of that scene is reached, 
pause your tape and click in the OUT 
column of the MediaProcessor page 
that corresponds with the exit point for 
that scene. The program will compute 
the proper number, depending on 
which mode you are working in -
counts or SMPTE - and transfer the 
correct count or SMPTE number to the 
OUT column. 

Play your video tape until you reach 
the beginning of the next scene. De
scribe the next segment, by placing 
text in the Description area. Enter the 
counter number for the beginning of 
that segment in the IN column. Play, 
or do a forward search, to the end of 
that segment and enter the number for 
the exit point. Continue through the 
entire tape in this same manner. 

For me, this is a far more efficient 
method for logging tapes than my usu
al method (when I do it at all) of writ
ing down on a pad of paper all of this 
information. You will understand the 
efficiency of this method when you re
alize that you can edit direcLiy from the 
information that you are entering on 
this MediaProcessor screen. 

One page of your final edit list might 
look like the one I did for my tapes. 
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(fig B) On a SI2K, machine you have 
enough memory for about a 70 page 
database. Each page of the database 
holds up to 13 entries. This gives you 
a total of 910 possible database entries. 

When you have completed your listing 
select the play mode of the MediaPro
cessor software. One click of the left 
mouse button on the description for a 
scene (fig.A # 11) will cause your video 
deck to advance or rewind to the coun
ter number listed in the IN column and 
play that particular segment until the 
program reaches the numbers listed in 

file box (fig. A # 10) next to the scene 
you wish and typing in the number or 
order in which this panicular scene is 
to appear. Once the order file is com
pleted select Record from the Record 
Menu and MediaProcessor will do the 
rest. 

Learning Codes 

The MediaPhile controller reads in
frared commands from the remote con
trol units of your video decks, laser 
disc players, and other infrared devices 
and stores them to disk . Storing these 

Overlays are easily accomplished by use of a genlock 

the OUT column. At that point your 
tape deck will stop and await further 
commands Or instructions from you. 

To do an edit transfer, you need to 
create an order file to go along with 
your edit decision list. (fig. A #10) The 
order file tells the Amiga and subse
quently the tape decks which scene 
should appear first, second, third, etc . 
from your edit decision list. The order 
file is created by clicking in the order 
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commands to disk is a fairly simple 
matter. The main modes of the control
ler are Send, Learn and Rename. To 
teach your Amiga infrared codes, select 
Learn from the modes menu. When the 
Media Controller is in the Learn mode 
it can receive and store infrared codes 
via the MediaPhile 1.3 Control unit. To 
receive and store a code, point your re
mote control unit toward the plastic in
frared sensor on the top of the Media
Phile 1.3 Control unit. While holding 



LOp of the MediaPhile 1.3 Control unit. 
While holding down the bulton on your 
remote control unit, click the left 
mouse bulton on the gadget corre
sponding to the code you want to store. 
Sampling of the infrared code takes 
place during the first two seconds after 
you click the mouse bulton on the gad
get. The software will then process 
and store the code. 

There are a number of controls and ad
justments which you can make to fine 
tune your system. These adjusunents 

burst forth onto the scene, or as you 
purchase new equipment or upgrade 
your old equipment, this system will 
still apply. You are able to do transfers 
from one tape format LO another. It is 
easily possible for you to do an edit 
transfer from Super VHS to VHS, 
8mm to Super VHS, Beta to VHS or 
just about any combination of fonnats 
that you have the equipment for. This 
flexibility and growth potential is out
standing. This product reverses the 
trend of the dreaded planned obsoles
cence. 

The Mediaphile system supports control files that are VTR specific 

are found in the media/devices file and 
are accessed from the MediaEditor. Ar
eas that you might want to adjust after 
testing your setup are the stop and start 
record offset settings. As you see pat
terns emerging it is possible to adjust 
the system. 

One of the real pluses of this type of 
editing system, as opposed to a dedicat
ed system, is the flexibility inherent 
with the design. As new video formats 

Testing 

To find out how well all of this 
worked, I did a series of tests using the 
MediaProcessor software and the Me
dia Controller. The reader should keep 
in mind that the weakest link in this 
setup would be the deck and camcor
der which were used in my configura
tion. This equipment was not made for 
frame accurate editing and it would be 
unfair to judge it too harshly if it did 
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not perform within those tolerances. To 
perform many of these tests I used a 
tape on which I had recorded SMPTE 
time code. Basically, I had a tape with 
every frame numbered. 

With this tape fully rewound I typed 
in the command box directions for the 
program to "find.SMPTE,lO:OO:OO" 
and "pause." These commands asked 
the program to find the point of my 
tape that was 10 minutes from the start
ing point. When the machine came to 
rest in the pause position, I read the 
frame number from my SMPTE tape 
and noted that number. I repeated this 
command from the fully rewound posi
tion a dozen times. The results re
vealed that the extreme differences in 
the frame count was 25 frames or JUSt 

under one second. 

In another test, 1 advanced my SMPTE 
tape to the same frame for the start of 
each of the next series of tests . In the 
command box I directed the program to 
forward the tape to 10:00:00 (ten min
utes) and go into pause. In theory, if I 
started the tape at frame number 
1 :00:00 and proceeded ten minutes, the 
tape should pause at 11 :00:00. The re
sults of this test showed a variance of 
11 frames. 

Edit Tests 

To assess the accuracy of the system 
in performing a series of edit transfers I 
ran a variety of test edits . One test in
volved a series of four edit segments 
varying in length from one minute to a 
frame burst (the In and Out points set 
LO the same value). To find these edit 
points the tape had to travel for seventy 
minutes of tape time looking for the 
edit points that were both forward of 
the preceding Out point and some that 
were in back of the last Out point. The 
test was done with the tape in the fully 
rewound position . (This method, how-

( continued on next page) 
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M ediaPhile (continuedfromprevious page) 

ever, is not recommended for the most 
accurate results). This series of tests re
vealed thaL my equipment yielded an 
accuraey rate of close to +/- 9 or 10 
frames. The plus or minus frame accu
racy means that an edit could be off as 
much as 18 or 20 frames and still be 
within those tolerances. I then reversed 
the order fi Ie and repeated the test. 
The results were similar. 

Another series of edits were done 
with the sum of the tape set La a specif
ic frame. This series of edits yielded 
an accuracy rate of between +/- four or 
five frames. With more work on tailor
ing the software to my specific equip
ment I feel that I can get closer to the 
+/- 2 or 3 frame accuracy suggested by 
MicroSystems. 

Clearly the weak link in this set up is 
record and playback equipment used. 
Also, the longer the edit decision list, 
the wider the edits are to be off due to 
Lape slippage. 

Some Good News and Some Bad News 

First the bad news. To date there is no 
manual for the system. A three ring 
binder with factual information about 
the hook-up, commands and the gener
al working of the system is provided. 
This docs nOt come close to being ade
quate. But now the good news, the 
manual and next release of the program 
should be available by the end of Sep
tember. Further good news is the up
grade policy for this producL. Interac
tive MicroSystems says that as long as 
no new hardware is necessary, there 
will be free upgrades to the program. 
They suggest that as soon as your pro
gram arrives make copies (the program 
is not copy protected) and send the 
original disks La them with your name 
and address on the disks. As soon as a 
new release is issued they will up date 
your disks and return them to you. 
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SMPfE 
One of the exciting developments that 

MicroSystem's working on is a 
SMPTE time code reader and writer. 
That means that each frame of your 
video will be encoded with a specific 
frame number. The SMPTE reader will 
look for and start to record at a specific 
frame and end on the particular frame 
designated in the OUT column of your 
edit decision lisl. This allows for near 
frame accuracy in you edit transfers, if 
not frame accurate editing. When you 
arc controlling up to eleven devices 
you will need this type of precision. 
The SMPTE time code addition to the 
program should be ready around the 
beginning of the year and may require 
additional hardware. However, the 
method currenLly being explored will 
not need additional hardware. 

These are just some of the feaLUres 
and developments for the system. Rap
id improvements and enhancements 
arc Laking place with the MediaProces
sor System. I will try to keep you up 
to date onthe emergence of this prod
uct as I feel that it is a significant de
velopment in the desktop video field . 

Overall 

I am very enthusiastic about thi s 
product. I may not, at thi s time, be 
able to achieve the frame accuracy that 
I would like, but the possibilities and 
performance it does achieve should not 
be diminished by this facl. The main 
drawback to the system at this time is 
the fact thaL there is no real manual for 
the program . The three ring book with 
factual information about the program 
and its use is provided, but it is not suf
ficient to really utilize the potential of 
the MediaPhile system. Fonunately, 
exeellent phone support is available! 
One of the major reasons for the lack 
of a comprehensive manual is the rapid 
expansion of features the program will 
encompass. 
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I have only touched on a few of the 
things possible with the MediaPhile 
desktop video system. And the coming 
developments are even more exeiting. 
For those that have a need for video ed
iting, a general interest in video, or 
even for those who have taken any vid
eos that need some touch ups for the 
family get togethers check out the Me
diaPhile Infrared Control System from 
Interacti ve MicroSystems. 

MediaPhile Controller $195.00 
MediaProcessor $149.00 
Developers Toolkit $149.00 

Interactive MicroSystems, Inc. 
80 Merrimack Street 
P.O. Box 1446 
Haverhill, MA 01831 
508-372-0400 

Subscription 
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A Full-Featured Word Processor Boasting Graphics and Database 

by Bill Barker 

P en Pal is a new program re
leased by Brown-Wagh 
which combines a word pro
cessor and database in one 

package_ The program is supplied on 
two diskeLLes and includes a hand
some, indexed, spiral bound manual. 
Pen Pal will run on all models of Lhe 
Amiga but requires a minimum of 1 
meg of memory. Those of you who 
have used Softwood's earlier programs 
(File IISG or SofLwood's Write and 
File) will recognize Pen Pal as a major 
upgrade of these products. 

What most caught my aLLention 
about this product was that it had Lhe 
capability to combine graphics with 
text and to print Lhem using the default 
printer font or to print out Lhe docu
ment using bit-mapped fonts. Thus I 
looked forward to using this product 
to achieve quick printouts using Lhc 
NLQ mode of my printer with the add
ed advantages of graphics and speed. 
In testing this product I used an Amiga 
2000 with a Commodore 2620 board 
(68020) wiLh 2 megs of 32 bit memo
ry,4 megs of 16 bit ram and the GVP 
80 meg HardCard. 

The manual for the program is one 
of the BEST I have ever seen for an 
Amiga program . It is divided into 10 
areas that cover each of the major ca-

pabilities of Lhe program as well as 
providing a reference section and in
dex. Each chapter begins with an over
view of what is to be covered and each 
area is emphasized by using bold 
headlines, illustrations, and numbered 
steps or the important operations using 
the keyboard or Lhc mouse. Woody 
Williams, the programmer of Lhis 
product, is to be commended for writ
ing Lhi s gem of a document. 

The program itself is a merging of a 
Word Processor and a Database Man
ager into one program. Combining the 
two may not be to everyone's liking 
but the product allows Lhe importation 
of the database information into the 
word processor portion for mail merge 
and the creation of special forms. This 
idea is not entirely new - the Works by 
Micro Systems Software integrates 
more programs togeLher. However, the 
ability to print graphics with Lhe native 
printer font is unique at this time. [ 'II 

bet that this will interest most users. 

I first went through the instal lation 
and setup of the program. The pro
gram comes with an icon to install Pen 
Pal onto the hard disk, which accom
plishes Lhe task very easily. You mere
ly enter the paLh where the program is 
to reside on your hard drive and the 
install program does the rest. Click on 
the Pen Pal icon to start up the pro
gram in Lhe document mode. The 
screen is a nice blue background while 
the document is an off-white with a 
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beige border and two vertical rows of 
icons on Lhe left and right sides of Lhe 
screen. Along the top is a ruler, while 
along the right side ,md boLLom are 
two sliders to allow you to move 
around the document. The manual also 
gives step by step instructions for 
Lhose who run the program from flop
py disks. It also explains Lhe all of Lhe 
parts of the Pen Pal screen from title 
bar to Lhe tool box and Lhe other func
tion boxes. 

The first item was to set Lhe pro
gram preferences for each part of Lhe 
Pen Pal program which is divided into 
five areas: program, document, data
base, text print, and graphic print. 
When each item is selected by a 
mouse click a new requestor appears 
with choices for that area. You can se
lect the startup mode, default print 
mode, normal or interlace display, 
mouse speed as well as Lhe percent of 
chip or fast ram to use for Pen Pal's 
buffers. The other selections for docu
ment and database merely let you set 
Lhe paths as to where Lhe documents, 
databases and spelling dictionaries are 
located wiLh one important addition. 

A setting can be made to allow for 
Lhe adjustment of the graphics and text 
printout by selecting a value from -12 
to 12. This is to fine LUne your print
outs when printing in text mode. The 
text print preferences allows you con
trol of your printer settings as to pitch, 

( continued on next page) 
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Pen Pal (continuedfromprevious page) 

lines per inch and print qUality. The 
Graphics Prim determines how Pen Pal 
is to handle graphics printing with the 
same selections as available from the 
Graphics 2 window in Workbench 
Preferences. The document colors can 
be changed from several sets that are 
provided as well as setting document 
length to several standard sizes or 
make a custom size. Once set, these 
values can be saved as defaults by se
lecting save. Since my multisync mon
itor is equipped with a Flicker Fixer, I 
ran the program in interlace mode. 

The word processor mode of Pen Pal 
has some nice features that I enjoyed 
using, as well as some omissions and 
disappointments. You can open a pre
viously created document or select 
NEW to create a document. The pro
gram keeps up quite well for all but the 
faster typist The standard features you 
would expect in a word processor are 

there (text attributes, paragraph format
ting, tabs, spell checking etc.) but their 
implementation in Pen Pal is for some 
features novel, while in other areas I 
feel they detract from the functionality 
of the program. 

One of the novel items is the font 
selection in which the program offers 
the user two views in selecting fonts 
by size or by name. I found this a very 
nice feature that I have not seen in any 
other program. Editing of text is anoth
er area that has some nice additions. A 
single mouse click locates the cursor 
on that point in the text, while second 
click selects the current word and a 
third click of the mouse selects the en
tire line for editing. 

To change the attributes of a para
graph you can drag select the text or 
merely place the I-bar text cursor in the 
block of text. Then select the type of 

text alignmem, style, size or color from 
the menu. 

Settings for margins and paragraph 
indent are accomplished by placing the 
cursor in the desired paragraph or drag 
selecting several paragraphs then mov
ing up to the ruler at the top of the win
dow. The cursor changes to a margin 
setting bar that you slide along the rul
er to change the margin settings. Para
graph indent is changed in a similar 
manner. Settings for tabs are carried 
out by clicking on the fonnat ruler and 
the tab will entered for the selected par
agraph. Tab types are always Left tabs 
when first created but can be changed 
to right, center or decimal by clicking 
the tab stop on the ruler, which causes 
a requestor to be displayed that allows 
its type to be changed. Likewise to re
move tabs requires that you select the 
desired tab by clicking on it and drag
ging the mouse down from the ruler 

.--------------------------------, .,-------------------------...,. 

??? QUESTION 1?? 
Does High Res Screen Flicker 

Bother You !!! 

Flicker Mastertm 
Works With ALL AMIGA Models 

A-500 , A-1 000 , A-2000 
Only $17.95 sug list price 

Greatly reduces Interlace flicker. 
Flicker Master is a specially designed finer that 

attaches easily to the face of your monitor 

Improves contrast in all resolutions, 
Helps reduce eye-strain 

10 112 in. X 13 1/2 in. (26.7 cm X 34.3 cm) size 
is designed to fit the following monitors. 

Amiga lOBO 2002, and 1084/sony KV 1311 
Magnavox RGB 80 / NEC Multisync and others, 

check size 
Flicker Master is a great companion to your Graphics ... Video, Cad, 

and Desktop Publishing, Software, 
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Digi-Paint, Deluxe Paint II, Express Pain!,.,~hoton Paint,Pixmate, 
Butcher 2.0, Aegis Video litler, Zuma I v Text and TV Show, 
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while holding the mouse button down 
and releasing. As in several other word 
processors on the Amiga each para
graph or block can have its own Mar

The default requestor mode is to dis
play only Pen Pal documents which 
have the extension .wtr. You must 
click on the gadgets for showing all 

gins, and tab stops. 

Top and bottom 
margins are defined 
by creating headers 
and footers using the 
Header and Footer se
lector along the left 
side of the document 
window. Using the 
mouse to drag a selec
tor up or down the 
page length ruler, the 
margin changes and a 
horizontal line ap
pears across the page 
showing you the top 
or bottom margins. 
Text can be entered 

_ •.. _ . ... . , ........ .... _ • __ ,.tI . .. ..... _ .. - ,., ,. .. ...... ,- ,-' ..... ,,._ ... , .. . '="" ... _,-- - ... . __ ... _ ..... _ .... .. 
,", ..... "111 . .... /\~/ ........ .. ~. - ·' .. ··1' ... r:· .. 
~:'t'::'!1 :l l r .. · "lJ ~u..::'t . , ~( ~1"~7 " ... " 
-.r..1""~'. ." .. ,1 .. . 

!;~1:.~7::·L~+.t't-r:;~ 
E::e-:n:: J:.~'=fi~.rf,';!6~ 

not found it may be added to the user 
dictionary by selecting insert from the 
requestor. Pen Pal checks first in the 
common dictionary, then the user dic

into the margin area 
by placing the cursor 
into the margin and 
typing your text. Page 
breaks can be forced 

One of Pen Pal's strong points is its ability to import graphics 

tionary, and finall y 
in the main diction
ary which causes a 
slight delay. The 
feature I really 
liked was that the 
ability to choose 
spell checking from 
the point of the cur
sor location or from 
the beginning of 
the document when 
you select spell 
check of the docu
ment from the 
menu. This feature 
allows you to check 
several new blocks 
of text without hav
ing to start the be
ginning of the doc
ument. Both of 
these features are 

by placing the cursor at the desired lo
cation and selecting NEW page from 
the menus. 

I found that the requestors for file 
management were well thought out 
and easy to use. When a document is 
opened or when a document is being 
saved for the first time a file requestor 
appears that displays a list of the flies 
in the current directory, and a selection 
of gadgets for the different devices that 
are present in your system along the 
right. The top of the requestor contains 
the current path for the file and its 
name or "untitled" if a newly created 
document. To change to a different de
vice merely click on the gadget name, 
to move back up a current path click 
on that part of the path name to move 
back up to the particular level. The 
only delay comes when opening up a 
document for importing into Pen Pal. 

files then select the ASCII gadget in 
order to import the document. The doc
ument will not be loaded unless ASCII 
has been selected, and I found this to 
be annoying since I think the program 
should be able to detennine whether a 
document is in Pen Pal fonnat or not. 

Correcting spelling errors allows you 
to check the paragraph containing the 
cursor or the entire document using 
three dictionaries. The program con
tains three dictionaries: a main diction
ary containing some l()(),OOO words, a 
common dictionary, and a user diction
ary for adding new words. In spell 
checking several test documents I 
found that the program was able to 
catch most errors or you can choose se
lect to have Pen Pal give you a list of 
words which may be scrolled up or 
down-a very handy feature which usu
ally finds the correct word. If a word is 
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time savers for us
ers who like to check spelling periodi
cally. 

Text can also be highlighted for cop
ying or cutting to be placed in other 
documents or moved to another posi
tion within the document. I found that 
this feature would not allow me to 
move large blocks of text from one 
document to another document. When
ever I tried to paste a copy of one docu
ment into another document that was 
set up with my favorite paragraph and 
margin settings or a special page 
length, I would always get a requestor 
saying the paragraph is too long. The 
reason I wanted to do this is that Pen 
pal does not have any way of loading a 
different set of global fonnat settings to 
a new document. You can set a default 
style that can be used for new docu
ments but that is all. What this means 

( continued on next page) 
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Pen Pal (continued from previous page) 

is that I must create the settings for 
each imported text document that I 
wish to use in the program. 

My biggest complaint is with the 
search and replace functions which 
only allows the choice of searching 
ahead to the next item with replace
ment or to search the entire document 
with replacemenl. I would like to see 
the ability to search and replace with 
request, since I often do not know what 
the next occurrence will contain before 
deciding on replacing the texl. Also the 
program does not show any of the car
riage returns or other special codes 
which you may wish to change. 

The big addition to this program is 
its ability to import clip art or IFF pic
tures and HAM pictures for inclusion 
into YOllI document. Pen Pal also pro
vides you with a set of tools along the 
left side of the document window for 
drawing filled or hollow boxes, filled 
or solid lines as well as modifying 
tools to change line weight and fill col
ors. While these tools do not allow 
freehand drawing, they do allow you to 
put colored borders and backgrounds 
around various sections of your text or 
graphics which is handy for those who 
have a Xerox or HP _PaintJet printer. 
You can also create special forms using 
the vertical and horizontal line tools 
with the box tools . Unfortunately with
out a snap-to-grid or user definable 
grid, this feature is really too time con
suming to be practical. 

When a graphic image is imported 
the Pen Pal requestor comes up allow
ing you to select different devices or 
paths. After a selection is made, an ex
cellent requestor appears showing the 
amount of available ram as well as that 
needed by the graphic image! You can 
also select text flow around the graphic 
from among vertical (left or right), con
tour (left or right) or none (this causes 
text flow above and below the object). 
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Finally there is a selection for enlarg
ing or shrinking the image size. This 
feature also provides for maintaining 
proportions or to change the propor
tions of the image as it is scaled . You 
can also set the maximum size of the 
enlargement and use the other size gad
gets to change the objects size within 
this maximum selling. You can also se
lect to have the pictures background 
color 0 as transparent which is a nice 
feature when using contour text flow. 
The requestor also gives further infor
mation about the number of colors con
tained in the image as well as its reso
lution. 

The importing and scaling of the im
age goes quickly and the image is 
placed in the upper left comer of the 
window where it can be picked up by 
the pointer tool and placed in its proper 
location in the document. You can still 
alter the text flow but cannot change 
the size of the image anymore. The im
age can be copied and placed again 
throughout the document or deleted by 
cutting it off the page. There is a gad
get for cropping the image but no mat
ter how many times I LIied I could not 
crop the image. Also there is a limit to 
the number of images you can place in 
the document and memory seems to 
disappear rather quickly even when 
working with a sample file of 20k. 

To aide in working with graphics 
placement are a set of gadgets along 
the right side of the document window, 
which allow thc selection of full page 
view or to hide the rulers and the bot
tom slider for beller view of the page. 
The full page mode is unique and fun 
to work with, presenting you with a 
split view of YOllI current page. On the 
left half of the screen, separated by a 
vertical bar, is the full page view, 
while the right side shows a small sec
tion of the actual size text and graph
ics. You can point to an area on the full 
page view and the right hand view im-
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mediately shows the text in the vicinity 
of the pointer. This aides tremendously 
in fine tuning your document for place
ment of boxes, lines and other images 
on the page. With the images in their 
final place they can be locked into 
place and/or grouped together to be 
moved as a unit (such as a picture with 
a border). 

I tested the program for both text 
and graphics printout modes. In the 
text printout modes I used both the Su
per_DJ driver for the HP _DeskJct 
PLus as well as the HP _DeskJet driver 
from Commodore and both gave me 
disappointing results. With the 
HP _DeskJet driver I would always get 
a second sheet of blank paper after the 
first sheet printed out, while the re
maining pages looked fine. The Su
per_DJ driver caused my printouts to 
have two lines printed on top of each 
other about two-thirds of the way down 
on first page, after a graphic image. In 
graphics mode the printouts were simi
lar to the text mode printout in graphic 
quality, but the fonts still had the samc 
jaggies, even though I was using 24 pin 
fonts. On the othcr hand the printout on 
my Epson Lq-850 in text mode was 
satisfactory but lacked the quality in 
the graphic images. The graphics print
out wa~ of the same low quality as thaL 
of the DeskJel. I certainly hope the pro
grammers can tind a solution to the 
graphics printouts to achieve higher 
quality and greater throughpul. Other
wise I would find the graphics mode 
for printouts useless for my own nceds, 
since there are other progranls thaL 
yield significantly beller text output in 
graphics mode. 

I have been in touch with Woody 
Williams who is currcntly working on 
correcting this problem for the DeskJet 
and should have it solved in the near 
future since he now owns one of these 
printers. One of my biggest concerns 
with Pen Pal program is the amount of 
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ram it uses. When I boot my computer 
I have some 6.2 megs of ram available 
but once I run Pen Pal and load in a 
45k file I find that I have around 1.65 
meg of free memory available. You 
have LO wonder what will happen with 
a really big file of lOOk to 2ook. 

The graphics printout modes in this 
program were rather slow, taking al
most 35 minutes LO print out 1 and 2/3 
pages in graphic mode with the text 
looking worse than the in text mode. 
Perhaps this will also be addressed in 
future updates. 

The database which is included as 
pan of Pen Pal is a simple spreadsheet 
or flat file style. I explored the sample 
database provided which allows you to 
define 10 different data types used in 
the columnar display. They are: 

Text- up to 64 characters 

K ickstart 1.2 or I.J 
required. $189 

,~ L.I.C. NY 11101 
~ .,." (718)392-4090 

Amount- used in calculations, either in 
decimal or integer formal. 

Date- allows a variety of formats for 
display but must be entered in "mm/dd/ 
yy" formal. 

Time- entered in "HH:MM x" format, 
where the X is Am or PM. 

YesJNo- can be entered as "y", "yes" 
etc. 

Phone- for phone numbers. 

Alpha- for lellers of the alphabel. 

A/N- for alpha- numeric characters. 

Picture- enter the path name for picture 
data. 

Sound- enter the path name for sound 
files- both this data type and the pic-
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ture type were added to allow compati
bility 
to File IISG. 

Calc- used for setling up calculation 
columns with formulas with a maxi
mum entry of 256 characters in a for
mula. 

When you set up your database and 
have decide on the column headings 
and their data types, you can select the 
column's position and alignment of 
data as well as subtotal breaks in the 
database requestor. This makes it rela
tively easy to develop fairly sophisti
cated or simple databases for the aver
age user. You may change or redefine a 
columns heading or alignment but may 
not change its data type once data has 
been entered. 

The screen view shows your data
( continued on next page) 
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Pen Pal (continued from previous page) 

base as presently defined and data may 
be entered in the first available row by 
selecting and clicking on the desired 
cell with the mouse . Data may be en
tered by from then on from the key-

is used by the program to copy a range 
of contiguous rows from the first se
lected row to the next selected row . I 
think that somehow this should be rem
edied or considered by the program-

A full database is integral and may be set up according to the user's specifications 

board with the Pen Pal advancing you 
to the next cell to the right. At the end 
of a row the program will automatical
ly advance to the next row. The order 
in which the entry proceeds may be al 
tered by using the shift, ctrl, or alt keys 
when entering return; each of these 
combinations yielding a different mode 
of direction. 

Data in a particular cell or row may 
be deleted or copied to another cell or 
to a new database by selecting the indi
vidual cell, row or contiguous range of 
rows with the pointer. However I 
noticed that you are rtot able to select 
non-contiguous rows, which I feel is 
somewhat of a nuisance since it means 
that copying data rows from all over 
the databa<;e should be allowed through 
extended selection. Extended selection 
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mer's. I also found that when I tried to 
enlarge the database by selecting a 
range of rows and copying the range to 
the end of the database, that the com
puter would lock up somewhere 
around 300 rows of data. Perhaps I ran 
out of memory but I was not able to 
see the Workbench window behind the 
Pen Pal screen. 

Pen Pal allows you to sort the data
base using a series of progressi ve sorts 
and provides a nice requestor that dis
plays a vertical chart showing all the 
column headings in order from the 
display (left to right) . By clicking on 
each column heading you determine its 
place in the sorting process and can 
choose to have each column sorted in 
ascending or descending order. You 
can also sort the database very quickly 
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using another requester which allows 
you to make comparisons between ele
ments in the same row or different 
rows. You may also choose to have 
your sort include or ignore those data 
that match the search criteria. 
Lastly the program allows for the print
ing of columnar reports which can in
clude sort breaks and sub-totals as well 
as the creation of templates in the word 
processor section that allows for mail 
merging of data for special reports or 
to create mailing labels. These "tem
plates" are created in the word proces
sor with the insertion of the particular 
column headings using <column head
ing> and the special characters sur
rounding the heading as shown. 

Overall I liked Pen Pal, but I think 
its memory usage will be quite severe 
for the average user. The program 
tends to lock up or to guru quite a bit 
which is frustrating and the printout 
problems must be corrected for sheet 
fed printers in text mode. The graphic 
mode printouts must be sped up and 
the quality of the text vastly improved. 
I am sure that suggestions from those 
who own the program will be consid
ered by the programmers and will be 
seen in later upgrades. Mr. Williams 
actively responded to the problems I 
experienced using my HP _DeskJet by 
sending an updated version. One final 
observation is that Softwood should 
consider releasing separate versions of 
the word processor and database in a 
manner similar to what MicroSystems 
has done with the Platinum works and 
its separate parts . I know I would be 
happy with just the word processor por
tion as a separate product. 

Pen Pal $149.00 
1 Meg Required 

Brown-Wagh Publishing 
16795 Lark Ave., Suite 210 
Los Gatos, Ca 95030 
(800) 451-0900 



A Powerful New WordProcessor from Michtron 

by SIeve Dock 

P rotext comes to the Amiga 
from Miehtron but is wriLLen 
by a British firm - Arnor. 
Protext was originally devel

oped for the Amstrad PC's, then ported 
to MS-DOS and Atari GEM. Its heri
tage is relevant since Protext is not a 
WYSIWYG multiple-font and graph
ics word processor. It is a fast, robust 
and feature-rich text oriented word 
processor. With its own print drivers, 
macros, and footnotes it's comparable 

to Word Perfect rather than Excel
lence! 

The package consists of a spiral 
bound manual with index and table of 
contents and two disks. The documen
tation is clear and thorough and in
cludes a summary of keyboard com
mands. The disks contain two 
versions of Protext, one which in
cludes the spell checking program and 
one which will work in SI2K ma
chines. If you use the SI2K version, 
you will still have a full function spell 
checker, but must use it in a separate 
operation from ~our document crea-

Protext makes strong use oj us variety oj dictionary Jiles 
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tion. Protext includes a script for hard 
disk installation and a configuration 
program. 

The Config program should be your 
first step in using Protexl. Click on ilS 
Icon and you 'll be greeted with a 
screen full of options and on-sc reen 
instructions. You cannot use the 
mouse to make your selections, but 
must use the arrow and space keys. 
(The PC-DOS heritage shows here). 
The range of customizmion options 
begins to become clear as you high
light and enter each choice. Cursor 
down to Main Configuration and press 
return. You are now presented with a 
new menu listing Editing, Layout, 
Spelling, File & Di sk, Memory , Print
er, Keyboard, Display and Other op
tions! You can ignore most of these 
choices and just define your printer, or 
tailor Protext to your personal prefer
ences. 

Protext's PC heritage also shows in 
the snappy feel and responsiveness of 
the configuration process. You are al
ways sure of where you are, with on
screen definitions always visible and 
relevant to the current option. Press 
ESC to back-up and instantly you're 
there. The Editing menu lets you se
lect insert or overstrike mode, right 
justification on or off, word wrap on 
or off, set tabs and more. The Layou t 
menu defines page length, top and side 
margins, line spacing, presence of 

( continued on next page) 
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Protext (continuedfrom previous page) 

headers and footers and the default rul
er. The Spelling menu lets you select 
dictionaries, ignore mixed case, and 
tum on continuous spell-checking. The 
File & Disk Menu lets you set default 
paths for your documents, use particu
lar file endings (extensions in MS
DOS speak), and give a name for a 
command file which will be automati
cally executed at startup. The Memory 
options define how much memory will 
be used for documents, dictionaries, 
and common-word indices. The Printer 
menu displays a list of over 60 differ
ent printers for which there are custom 
drivers and a few generic choices for 
any which are not specifically listed. 

In addition, the Display menu lets 
you use any of the four Workbench 
colors for text, pen, command, and var
ious highlighting combinations. The 
Keyboard menu lets you choose stan
dard or a2000 type keyboard layout 
and even offers an option to redefine 
every key and its results. You could 
change to a Dvorak typing layout using 
this option. (Again this is a common 
feature in the PC market). 

Finally the Other option lets you set 
line drawing mode on or off, control 
the creation of backup documents, turn 
a menu clock on or off, turn back
ground printing on or off, set the for
mat for date and select the size of the 
undelete buffer!! Believe it or not, I 
haven't discussed every Config option. 
Obviously Protext has been around a 
while and makes provision for many 
different types of users. It takes much 
longer to list the con fig options than to 
choose them. 

In a few minutes you will be saving 
your choices and ready to run Protext. 
If you decide to make some config 
changes at a later date, just run Config 
again and go to the specific options 
needed. As with every step of Protext, 
you will be guided with onscreen infor-
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There is a number of font styles supported, including Super and Sub scripts 

mation and asked "Are you sure" be
fore your selections go into effect. 

Protext's initial screen shows a menu 
bar with the version, document name 
and size at the top. The next two lines 
show page, line and column. Other 
status information including your print
er selection, justification and time of 
day are also handy at the top of the 
screen. Next is an orange ruler line 
with ! marking the tab locations and 
the letters Land R indicating margins. 
The remaining twenty lines are your 
text entry or Edit area. Though I've 
mentioned its MS-DOS background 
several times, Protext is very Amiga
tized. You will find menus when you 
press the right button, your pointer can 
move the cursor anywhere on screen, 
and the usual screen resize and front! 
back gadgets are visible. Protext multi
tasks well and can edit two documents 
at the same time. Its printing process is 
a separate task, so you do not have to 
wait for a document to finish printing 
before continuing with other work. The 
only Amiga function I missed was the 
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vertical scroll bar for fast moves 
around a document. 

Protext has not certainly ignored Cur
sor movement. You are provided with 
simple and logical ways to move by 
word, line, page and from top to bot
tom of the document. Press one of the 
cursor keys to move in the indicated di
rection. Now press shift-cursor La move 
by word. Press cnLl-cursor to move by 
line. There are also keystrokes La delete 
to end or start of line, insert or delete a 
line and many more. Similarly, you can 
use the del or backspace keys in combi
nation with shift and cnt! to delete by 
word or line. The nine menus also 
show their keyboard equivalents so its 
easy to get the hang of PrOlext. 

Protext supports many print modes 
not usual for Amiga word processors. 
These are found in the style menu and 
include condensed, elite, double-strike, 
enlarged, proportional and letter
quality in addition to the usual Italic, 
bold, Underline, Superscript and Sub-

( continued on page 52 ) 



MASTERPIECE PROFESSIONAL 
FONT COLLECTION© 

20 DISK SET 
The Largest Collection Of Fonts And Clip Art Available 

In A Single Package For The AMIGA. 

110 DIFFERENT FONT STYLES 
This Doesn't Mean 10 Sizes Of 11 Fonts. 

It Means 110 DIFFERENT Fonts. 

Large Sizes Pattern Clip Art 
Specially designed for video work. 141 Hi-Res DPaint II pages. There are 

95% of the fonts are overl00 pt. tall. thousands of objects and borders. 

VISA 

MasterCard 

ColorFonts Brushes 
4 Full Disks 2 Disks Full Of Color Brushes 

100 Page Manual 
Full Size Font Printouts 20 Disk Set - Only $199.00 

Contact Your Local AMIGA Dealer Or Order Direct From 
AROCK Computer Software, 1306 E. Sunshine, 

Springfield, MO 65804 or call toll-free 1-800-288-2765 

COD/ 

Company Check 

For those who don't need our Professional Package, 
Masterpiece Fonts are now available in smaller sets! 

SET 1 
25 

Fonts 

SET 4 
20 

Fonts 

SET2 
22 

Fonts 

SETS 
20 

Fonts 

SET 3 
22 

Fonts 

Borders 
Collection 

141 Hi-Res Pages 

Now Available At Better AMIGA Dealers 
Or Order Direct From: 

AROCK Computer Software 
1306 E. Sunshine • Springfield, MO 65804 

1-800-288-2765 



Protext (continued/rom previous page) 

script. You'll be pleased with the 
speed of your printing. Protext's built
in dri vers are fast and worked well 
with the HPDeskjet and Epson I tested. 

Well iL has 10LS of movemenL control 
and prinLs well, what more can we ex
pect of a word processor? Cut and 
paste and search and replace operations 
of course. Protext uses the block mark
er approach for cut and pasLe. You usc 
the ctrl-z keystroke LO indicate the start 
and end of a block then c[[l-m to move 
it, FlO LO copy it, or c[[I-DEL LO delete 
it. You can work with two different 
blocks at a time if needed. While the 
crrl key combinations are not as intui
tive as Am iga-C for copy, the cut and 
paste operation works quickly on large 
or small areas of text. The search and 
replace operations arc superb. To find 
a word press Amiga-F. The menu line 
will clear and prompt for the word. 

Next, you will be given a set of 
semch options including: case sensi
tive, global, backwards, ignore spaces, 
etc. Type the first lcllee of the options 
and bang, your word will be found . 
Press Amiga-R to begin a search and 
replace operation and the same process 
occurs. You can change every occur
rence, just those that arc complete 
words, or confirm each individual case. 

The spell checking function is also 
full of interesting options. You can 
limit its operation to a block of text, 
from the current cursor location or 
check a different document stored on 
disk. The default mode is to check the 
current document. Protext will scan the 
document and display all suspect 
words on the spell-checking screen. 
Then each word will be highlighted 
and the top menu will offer options. 
You can lookup, ignore, change or 
store the word by pressing the first let
ter of the option. If you choose to 
change you will be shown the para-
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graph with the suspect word highlight
ed. Just make the correction and press 
return. Protext will ask if you want to 
change all occurrences of that parLicu
lar mis-spelling. If you select Lookup a 
numbered list of words will be present
ed. Just type the number of the desired 
word and the replacement will take 
place. You can continue or press ESC 
to quit spell checking at any time. I 
was happy to find that the selections 
prescntcd wcre beller than simply lists 
of words with the same first three let
ters. Protext spell checking is reasona
bly fast and very effective. 

The check as you type mode is also 
well implemenlCd. This mode must be 
set from the Con fig mcnus. Oncc sct, 
Protext will load its dictionaries and 
check each word as you type. The 
screen will flash orange to indicate a 
suspect word. If you spot your error 
simply fix it, or press ctrl-Q to usc the 
lookup feature. 

I'll mention a fcw of the more unique 
Protext features that might be impor
tant to you. First there is typewriter 
mode. When addressing envelopes, or 
typing 3 by 5 cards, you'd like to have 
each line print as you press return. 
That's exactly what typewriter mode 
provides. Then therc is the anagram 
function in dictionary utilities. An 
Anagram is a word made by transpos
ing lellers in another word. Bat and tab 
arc examples. PrOtexL also has a line 
drawing mode. Once aCLivated, you 
can creaLC horizontal or venical lines 
and boxes in thc middle of your docu
mcnts and around your Lext . Thesc are 
not graphics but usc thc linc characters 
of your printer which are not accessi
ble from most Amiga software. Anoth
er major feature of Protcxt is program 
modc. 

Protcxt can be uscd as programmer's 
editor. In this mode you can sct-up for 
the tabs and indents needed to write 
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readable C or assembler. Finally there 
is command mode. Press ESC to leave 
the edit mode and enter command 
mode. Here you can type dozens of 
commands to perform file functions 
like directories, copies, formaL disk, 
etc. Every menu selection can also be 
activated by typing a command. Com
mand mode has its own help funcLion 
in case you forgeL what's available. The 
command mode can in fact be pro
grammed Lo find and change every 
tenth occurrence of a word which is 
preceded by a period . The uses of the 
command mode are almost unlimited 
in the hands of a power-user. 

In conclusion, I must say that Protext 
is impressive enough to be considercd 
along with Platinum Scribble I and 
Word Perfect. I t is robust and specdy 
with an excellent combination of fea
tures. While some mighL complain 
about the lack of Amiga style file re
questors, the Catalog files function 
docs the same job in half the Lime. If 
you arc looking for a text orientcd 
word processor and aren't afraid to usc 
your cursor keys, be sure to give Pro
text serious consideration. 

Protext $199.95 
Michtron 
576 S. Tclegraph 
Pontiac, MI 48053 
(313) 334-5700 



aster 
An Editor for Creating Fonts for the HP LaserJet 

by Walter Steuber 

J 
etMaster is a new Font Editor 
with special appeal for those of 
us who have a Hewlett Packard 
LaserJet Plus printer. If you 

also have the City Desk desktop
publishing software, Jetmaster opens 
up wonderful ways to get new Laser
Jet fonts and special effects in glorious 
abundance. On the flip side of that , if 
you don't own a LaserJet, Jetmaster 
will probably seem like just another 
program to edit fonts with. The CUd 

and TranStar people who created Jet
Master sincerely think the ONLY pro
fessional-quality Desktop Typesetting 
System available for the Amiga is a 
combination of City Desk and Laser
Jet. You mayor may not go along 
with their premise, but it is clear that 
their program makes the City Desk
LaserJet combo substantially more 
powerful than it used to be. 

Two problems that have bothered 
every CD-LJ user are the limited 
availability of fonts and the difference 
between a font that appears on the 
screen and the one that get printed on 

With letf7Ulster, you can create both screen and printer 
versions of high resolution fonts for use with the HP Laserlet series 

SELECT 

~. J< 
.........,. ' 
Jj 
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the page. JetMaster's entire mission is 
to take care of these two issues. 

Most Amigans have played with 
FontED at some time or other and 
know that modifying a screen font 
dot-by-dot is engrossing, but it is nei
ther quick nor simple. JetMaster is 
pretty much like FontED, but it comes 
with a kit of tools that speed up and 
simplify many of the routine manipu
lations. The really exciting thing that 
JetMaster brings to font editing is the 
ability to convert a screen font to La
serJet format and vice versa. That is, 
you can load in a font (it can be either 
a screen font or a LaserJet font), edit it 
to taste and then save it in either or 
both formats. Now, for the first time, 
we can run City Desk with matching 
screen and printer fonts! 

JetMaster converts a font from one 
format to the other on a dot-for-dot ba
sis, so conversion makes a big change 
in apparent size. For instance, take the 
leller ' A'. In the LaserJet font Optima
lOpt, an 'A' is made up of 29 rows of 
dots, so convening it to screen format 
makes a big character. On the other 
hand, in the familiar Topaz-II an 'A' 
is made up of only 9 rows of dots . 
Converting the Topaz makes a tiny , 
tiny LaserJet font. 

City Desk adjusts on-screen sizes to 
make them look the way they are go
ing to print, but other programs, like 

( continued on next page) 
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J etM aster (continuedfrom previous page) 

DPaint or ShowFont, will display Opti
ma full -size in big, handsome, crisp 
characters. 

JetMaster can conceivably be used 
to design an entirely new font from 
scratch, but the expected way to use it 
is to start with existing characters and 
change them around. Letters can be 
modified individually or the whole 
font can be treated globally, and just 
about all the operations are carried out 
with mouse clicks. The editing tools 
are powerful enough that only a few 
mouse clicks are needed to generate an 
entirely different font from the existing 
one. Dozens of new fonts can be 
quickly generated and in one evening 
you can go from the situation of hav
ing too few LaserJet fonts to having 
more than you can manage. 

The JetMaster manual goes over 
each of the many editing tools in clear 
detail, taking over a hundred pages to 
do il. Its tone is that of cookbook pro
cedures rather than tutorial explanation 
of the complexities of moving between 
LaserJet format and screen formal. 
This may well be exactly the right note 
to strike, but I suspect most of the peo
ple who get this deep into fonts will 
want more technical details . 

The JetMaster package includes 
Optima, a very nice LaserJet typeface. 
The disk contains 16 Optima fonts that 
have been generated in various sizes 
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I ndivwual font attributes such as pilch can be auered by use of the pull do KIn menus 

and styles by JetMaster and the manual 
illustrates 24 more. Any font junkie 
will quickly add another 24, because it 
is so easy and so much fun . Making a 
new LaserJet font with a matching 
screen font and installing them in the 
City Desk system requires a fair num
ber of steps. Fortunately, nearly all the 
steps are carried out simply by clicking 
on pull-down menus or on requestors. 
Take as an example the steps in gener
ating an Optima 24-pt Outline font: 

1. Load in the 24-pt Optima Bold 
font. 

2. Select the global effect 
OUTLINE'. 

3. Save it (with new name) on a 
fonts disk. 

4. Also save the result as an Amiga 
screen font. 

5. Use their MAKEDESC utility to 

set up a .font 
file in the FONTS : directory. 
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6. Run the MAKE.HP utility . This 
records the charachter widths 
and links the screen and printer 
fonts . 

7. Start up City Desk and try it out. 

There are lots of ways to do things 
wrong in this series of operations. Jet
Master does not check against injudi
cious key-presses or even against 
downright stupid ones . It's easy to 
clobber a font or to get inexplicable ef
fects . Soon, though, things settle down 
and it is possible to go quickly through 
the drill and have a gleaming new font. 
In the example above, the whole font 
was changed by clicking on OUT
LINE. It could have been SHADOW, 
BOLD, REVERSE (white letters on 
black background), SCALE (enlarge or 
reduce) , ITALICS, or any of several 
more . 

Individual characters can be edited 
dot-by-dot with tools that are very 
much like those of DPaint (draw, erase, 



A sekctable +/- scale simplifys adjustment of the printer's stroke weight 

fill, straight line, box, ellipse.) They do 
nOt work as easily or as fast as DPaint, 
but they help. An individualleuer can 
also be treated as a whole object and 
rotated, mirrored, flipped, enlarged, re
duced, shifted, spaced, etc, in addition 
to SHADOW, BOLD, REVERSE, 
SCALE, OUTLINE, ITALICS. 

To make the ant-like character shown 
in the box, 'B' was copied into the 
space normally used by '1\'. II was then 
rotated, shifted upwards and the feet 
were drawn in. The font with the fun 
ny ' 1\' was then printed in City Desk in 
the normal way. '/\' printed as an ant 
and ' 1\1\1\1\ ' as a centipede. 

Another way JetMaster lets you 
make new fonts from old is through a 

script, a list of simple commands that 
will modify every character in the fonl. 
It can be a long list that changes the 

original font completely beyond recog
nition, or it can be some little modifi
cation that is not covered by the stan
dard effects. Writing a script is a big 
departure from doing everything with 
the mouse, of course, but it gives the 
user enormously enlarged scope. 

II would be nice to be able to im
port characters from a scanner, a 
graphics tablet or from DPaint. Espe
cially the lauer, because designing a 
bitmap pauern in DPaint is considera
bly easier than in JetMaster. II would 
also be nice to generate scalable Post
Script-like fonts for the LaserJet that 
can be filled with arbitrary pauems and 
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colors. JetMaster 
cannot currently do 
any of these things, 
but TranStar Technol
ogies promises them 
all in a forthcoming 
program. 

The other owner of 
JetMaster, CUd, op
erates a public do
main font exchange 
program via their 
BBS: (316) 267-
1222, 8N1 - 300, 
1200 and 2400 baud , 
24 hrs a day, 300 
Megs online. Nothing 
but font-related files! 
Upload one for every 
ten you download is 
not a bad deal at all. 
All are welcome! 
These two companies 
will soon have us 
CD-U people happily 
swimming in an 
ocean of newly creat
ed fonts! 

I enjoy using Laser-
Jet and City Desk. 

Now they have been made even more 
enjoyable by JetMaster, so naturally I 
recommend it to everyone in the U
CD group. Having the screen match the 
printer is a delight and being able so 
easily to make special characters and 
fonts is even more a delight. It's a frag
ile program, easy to crash , but all-in-all 
does things just about the way it 
should. 

letMaster $79.95 

CUd. 
723 East Skinner 
Wichita, KS 67211 
(312) 267-3807 
(316)267-6321 
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Map Pies-World and Aircraft Pies 

by Paul R. Miller 

Compared to the clip art of
ferings available for MS/ 
DOS and MAC users, the 
Amiga has had a paltry se

lection to date. Perhaps this is the re
sult of the common perception of its 
being a "home" computer. Thus, the 
lack of professional quality arL. Then 
too, the Amiga is such a wonderful 
platform for producing graphics that 
those with drawing skills may tend to 
devote their time to their own work, 

rather than producing stock images for 
consumption. Whatever the reason, I 
am always eager to examine any new 
offering, usually with high hopes that 
are quickly dashed. 

Map Pics and Aircraft Pics are two 
offerings from a collection that also 
includes Birds, Heraldic, Christmas, 
and China (both pictogram characters 
and other assorted Chinoiserie). Map 
Pics comprises four disks, and is orga
nized to include world views and 
world time zones; continent views 
(eg. South America in two sections); 
and individual country views (over 

One of the Map Piesfrom the Tangent collection of the same name 
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two hundred individual screens -
from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe). The 
files are logically sorted by disks, ac
cording to their global locations, and 
the folder accompanying the disks pro
vides an alphabetical index. Each 
screen is a full 640 by 400 hi-res 16 
color IFF file, and all save the time 
zone series share a common color pal
eLLe. Boundaries and text are in black; 
lakes, rivers, oceans and seas are in 
white. Major cities and bodies of wa
ter are labeled (the laLLer in italics), 
and capital cities are denoted with an 
asterisk. The accuracy of these maps 
is limited by the fact that they are bit
mapped scanned images, but they are 
certainly accurate enough for illustra
tive purposes. Tangent has clearly 
identified their primary audience as 
the youthful home and school user, as 
they include specific instructions for 
loading and manipulating these imag
es with a bare SI2K machine -- into a 
lo-res 320 by 200 screen, then scroll
ing and saving portions as brushes. 

For my money, these pics are strictly 
limited to that audience. I found many 
of the files to be sloppy in their execu
tion. Meridians and Parallels are often 
jagged, much of the text is near illegi
ble, and many borders are overly 
jagged and pixelized. Countries are 
presented in isolation (you will resort 
to loading adjacent files and cleaning 
up borders if you wanL to show con
text), and not all have graphic scales. 
Before I would present any of these 



Examples of TangenJ's Aircraft Pics 

maps I would spend the time to clean 
up the graphics and re-do the text with 
some thought to kerning and composi
tion . Sloppy graphics aside, the most 
annoying thing about the whole collec-

tion was the lack of state borders on 
the US map! The most important map 
of all is totally useless. Fonunately, 
the an disk that accompanies DPaim 
has very nice US maps -- would that 

Tangent also produces other series of picture disks, like the Bird !'ics shown below 

" / 

Bird Pies 
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the authors of these disks had followed 
those examples. 

Compared to the Aircraft Pics, howev
er, the maps are a paragon of profes
sionalism. The planes fill up two 
disks, and range from Sopwith Camel 
to Concorde. They also range in graph
ic quality from the almost okay to the 
ridiculous. The Tangent pamphlet says 
the images were re-touched to bring 
out details and shading that were lost in 
the digiti zing process. Whatever 
LOuch-up was done, it is woefully inad
equate. Despite the fact that most of 
the files are in grey scale from black 
and white originals, the results are ei
ther too contrasty or LOO dull. The col
or shots are worse -- filled with lots of 
random stray pixels. Add to this the 
fact that many of the images are cut-off 
by the screen boundaries, and I come to 
the conclusion that this is a product of 
less-than-fastidious digitizing. One 
more look at the examples of the line
art digitized si lhouette profiles con
firms my opinion. I can only speak for 
myself, but I would have at least taken 
a few moments in DPaim's magnify 
mode to clean up the ragged lines be
fore I dared present an image, let alone 
offer it for sale. 

Alas, yet another dashed hope. Beller 
to allocate the funds that these disks 
would consume towards a Digi-Yiew 
(you'd almost be there), and then do the 
job yourself properly. 

Map Pies 
4 disks $ 59.95 

Aef! Pies 
2 disks $ 49.95 

Tangem 270 
2509 Dahlia 
P.O. Box 38587 
Denver, CO 80238 
(303) 322-1262 
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TRIP 
by Walter Steuber 

People keep coming up with 
odd and fascinating things to 
do with the Amiga's fast 
graphics. People like Allan 

Napier and David Kalwishky, who 
display the highways of United States 
and let the computer calculate the best 
route between whatever two cities you 
ask for. 

When two cities are named, a high
way map of the area pops up and 
shows the major roads as white lines. 
The computer then proceeds to exam
ine many ways to go from one city to 
the other. As each possible route is 
evaluated, it turns red on the screen, so 
the user can watch as the computer is 
thinking about one route after another. 
It all goes very fast, and almost imme

diately, the computer has selected 
what it considers the best route and 
displays it as a heavy blue line on the 
map. The program now is ready to 
prepare an itinerary for you. That is, it 
will make a list of the highways you 
will take, the cities you will pass 
through, directions and distances, the 
expected travel times and perhaps a 
few other things. You have earlier 
told it whether you want the listing to 
be verbose and whether you want the 
listing is to be put on the screen, on 
the printer or on a disk. The program 
works with a database of 2500 cities in 
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. A Travel Route Planner 

A. "Trip" is started by first entering the departure and destination cities 
The system also alfowsJor specifying cities to pass through while on route 

United States and southeastern Cana
da. (What is called a city in this usage 
is really any place where two or more 
major highways meet. It may have a 
big population or a very small one.) 
Instead of calling these places cities , 
from now on I'm going to call them 
'nodes', because that is the way they 
are displayed on the screen. The high
way system is displayed as a network 
of connected nodes, without place
names or other amenities that are pos
sible with a real roadmap. (It looks a 
lot like a neural network.) The data
base also includes 7656 road segments 
connecting the nodes, totalling 
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272,321 miles of highway. (I don't 
claim to have added them all up. I just 
took their word for it.) The whole 
highway system or just some local 
part of it gets displayed quickly and at
tractively whenever it is needed. The 
database necessarily is big, of course, 
but easy for a 512K Amiga. It uses 
175K of memory, in addition to 60K 
for the program itself. TRIP is set up 
so the user can ask where a city is or 
how far it is from some other city. 
The user can drive around the screen 
with cursor keypresses. In requesting 
an itinerary from one city to another, 
the user can specify intermediate cities 



With the first leg completed, you arrive in Mill II eapo lis 
1926 miles Inter, you arrive in LA ... 

that the route is to go through. It re
sponds quickly, so it is fun to play 
with, taking imaginary trips in circui
tous ways and with preposterous stopo- _ 
vers, just to test TRIP's s.elections. 

TRIP works only with major high
ways, so it can't handle trips that would 
normally be taken on minor roads. Cit
ies andJowns that are not on any major 
highway, by the same token, are un-
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known to it. It simply is not set up for 
short, local trips, but it's surprising how 
IitLle this limits the information it can 
deliver. 

The authors come from a PC back
ground and have ported the program 
from that environment. Their "Amigat
ization" is adequate, but a lillIe rough 
and unnatural to someone not familiar 
with the PC. However, they indicate 
that they are open to suggestions. Any
one playing with the program will im
mediately think up a lot of howabouts 
and whatifs. In fact, the most appeal
ing thing about TRIP might be partici
pating in its growth and maturing. This 
Version 1.0 looks like it may well blos
som into something much more elabo
rate by including things like NationaJ 
Parks, Special Events, Scenic roUles, 
Demographics and who knows what 
else. My personal conclusion about 
TRIP is that it may well be a help in ac
tually planning a trip, but that its real 
Nfunction is entertainment. I certainly 
found it fun to play with. It worked 
fine and was easy to get going, except 
for a few PC-type mechanisms that had 
to be learned. I wish I could add items 
to its database. Seems like I'm often 
gelling into a debate about what's the 
best route to somewhere. I'd like to add 
local towns and local roads to the data
base so the computer could apply 
TRIP's optimization routines to them. 

If you are thinking of competing 
with your local autombile association 
you might have a real use for TRIP. 
Otherwise if you are looking for some
thing new and novel TRIP is at least as 
worthy of consideration as a new 
shoot-ern-up. 

TRIP$ 39.95 
with Road & Travel Guide $49.95 
Sky Shepard Software 
P.O. 40x 49 
St. Mary's, IA 50241 
(515) 280-7208 
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Accolade's New Golf Simulator has some 'Mean" Competition 

by Sieve KenlVorlh 

T
he sunshine, the faint scent 
of fresh Iy cut grass, the 
smooth, level fields, and the 
echoing crack of a driver 

epitomize the refined pleasures of 
golf. Unfortunately, in comes the real 
world with rain, crowds, work sched
ules, family responsibilities , and the 
other necessaties of life and out goes 
our game of golf. Accolade firs t cap
tured some of these pleasures for the 
computer owner with Mean 18 Golf. 

Golf games for the computer are ex
tremely popular since it is a real-world 
popular game and is probably the easi
est to model on a computer because of 
the small number of objects that have 
to move at once. 

Notable additions in the Golf simula
tor market are EA's World Champion
ship Golf, and Accesses' World Class 
Leader Board, both of which were re
viewed in past issues of the Sentry. 
This newest enLIy comes with high 
credentials and expecullions. Mean 18 
came from the same company and still 
holds some of my allention for its rea-

A 3-D popup course map provides orienrotionjor the player 
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listic feci in play and excellent suppOrt 
in courses to play. 

Jack Nicklaus Golf borrows its user 
interface directly from Mean 18 and 
the programs function similarly, but 
IN Golf has some additions. The aim 
and views of both Mean 18 and IN 
golf are identical, with a panoramic 
view controlled by arrows on the 
screen which also affect the aim of the 
shot. You control the swing through 
clicks of the mouse or spacebar. The 
first click begins the backswing, the 
second stops the backswing and be
gins descent. You can "overswing" 
and hit the ball further at the sacrifice 
of control. The third click indicates the 
snap of the wrist at the bOllom of the 
swing. Clicking too early corresponds 
to striking the ball with a closed club 
face resulting in a hook, and too late 
means an open club face or a slice. 
With practice, it is possible to pur
posely introduce a slight fade in your 
shots which is extremely helpful in ne
gotiating terrain or winds. Unlike 
Mean 18 and the other golf simulators, 
IN golf has a random bounce and roll, 
along with wind direction and 
strength. 

One major difference from IN Golf 
and the other golf games is the use of 
player profiles . You can select a 
player whose profile matches yours 
and use their strengths and weaknesses 
to adjust your real game to favor the 
strengths. It is possible to edit the 



player profiles, but I can not think of 
many people who would need to. You 
can play against other players, or, if 
you are up to it, Jack Nicklaus himself. 

These things make JN Golf probably 
the best for honing your real life golf 
game. There is still more that the pro
grammers have done that adds to this 
game. They have captured much of the 
experience of Jack Nicklaus and let 
you call upon that experience in any 
given situation. Much of the advice is 
obvious to experienced players, but 
there are some real gems on shot place
ment and club selection that will prob
ably help me take two strokes off my 
rounds. 

While I liked much of the features of 
JN golf, I was left with frustration as 
my major impression. The program 
and course disk are devoid of icons and 
they must be booted. Scanty instruc
tions are given for installing the pro
gram on a hard disk, but it requires us
ing the shell and some assign 
commands to get the program running. 
Copy protection in the program con
sists of a map of several holes from 
courses around the world and a prompt 
on screen to enter a number corre
sponding to one of the courses on the 
map. The map is black ink on a dark 
red paper (supposedly to have too low 
contrast for photoduplication). In prac
tice, it makes reading the map tedious 
and starting the game more like play
ing Concentration. 

The part that I disliked the most, 
though, is the lack of Arniga specific 
features in the program. Mean 18 had 
Charlie Heath, who is an experienced 
Amiga programmer and a principal in 
the ARP project, adapting the program 
to the Amiga. His name is conspicu
ously absent and it shows in the final 
product. Every time you go to playa 
hole, there is a long delay as the screen 
is drawn in as a series of blocks, col-

lack Nicklaus up ar 1 under par 

umn by column. It is all low resolution 
graphics, and I very much doubt that 
they use even 16 colors. Using an Ami
ga 2500 or an 030 board did little to 
help as some things sped up unaturally 
like the ball bounce, while the screen 
drawing changed little compared with 
other programs of this type. 

Course disks are planned for release 
which will feature many of the best 
courses in the world, like Oak Hill and 
Royal Troon. There is no built in 
course architect, so the only courses 
you can get are the ones that you have 
to buy from Access. When you consid
er the competition from World Class 
Leader Board, JN Golf starts paling. 
The game play is beller in JN Golf, but 
the wait for each screen gets monoto
nous and the lack of icons and Amiga 
features slows play and will lose the 
interest of kids. 

This games only true redeeming fea
tures are the availability of Jack Nick
laus for consultation and the random
ness factor that keeps you from 
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repeating or "Ieaming" the course. 
Even Mean 18 from the same company 
is some real competition for JN Golf, 
moslly due to Mean U5's course archi
tect, which greaLly expands its versatili
ty . 

When you get down to the final analy
sis, you are probably beller off gelling 
one of the instructional videos from 
Jack Nicklaus and a copy of Mean 18 
or World Class Leader Board. I might 
recommend JN Golf for anyone with a 
IBM PC AT or clone with a EGA or 
CGA card, but not an Amiga. 

Jack Nicklaus Golf $49.96 

Accolade 
550 S. Winchester Blvd. , Suite 200 
San Jose, Ca 95128 
(408) 985-1700 
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From 
The Makers 

of Don Bluth's Dragon's Lalr™ 
Come TWO Exciting new Games: 

Vortex from the author of e64 ZOOMTM 
and 

Datastonn from the author of Sword of Sodan TM. 
Now available through your 

Local Amiga ™ Dealer 



DICiI 
~-------------------~ _________ G D L D_~ ________ _ 

1. 2. 

3. Simply the Best. 
The all new Digi-View Gold is the best video digitizer for 

the Amiga. Period . Nothing else even comes close. Why?, 
The secret is that Digi-View Gold captures 2.1 million color~ 
in memory, giving you an incredible 100,000 apparent 
colors on screen simultaneously. 

And it's easy to use. Just focus your video camera 
on any object or picture, and in seconds Digi-View Gold 
turns it into Amiga graphics that glow with vibrant color 
and clarity. Whether you are creating graphics for desktop 
publishing, presentations, video, or just for fun, Digi-View 
Gold gives you daZzling images with amazing simplicity. 

Digi-View Gold is designed specifically for the Amiga 
500 and 2000, and plugs directly into the parallel port. 
Digi-View Gold 's powerful image capture and manipulation 
software (version 3.0) now has complete control of color 
and sharpness, full overscan, extra halfbrite, and a special 
line art mode for desktop publishing. 

'Requires slandard gender changer for use wilh Amiga 1000. Video camera required ; nol 
included. NewTek sells a video camera. copy sland . and Ihe Digi·Droid aulomated filler wheel 
lor Digi·View Gold. If your local relailer doesn'l carry Ihese producls. call us aI913·354· 1146. 
Digi-View Gold IS a trademark of NewTek, Inc. Amiga is a trademark 01 Commodore-Amiga, Inc. 
Be seeing you!! 

Only Digi-View Gold: 
• Can digitize in all Amiga resolution modes from 320x200 

up to 768x480 (full hi-res overscan) 
• Uses 2 to 4096 colors (including extra halfbrite) 
• Uses exclusive Enhanced HAM for super fine detail 
• Is 100% IFF compatible and works with any graphics 

software 
• Can digitize 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colors) for the 

highest quality images possible 
• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent 

100:QOP colors on screen simultaneously 
• Has P9werfullmage processing controls for complete IFF 

picture\manipulation 

If you want the highest quality graphics for your Amiga, 
as easy as 1, 2,3; then you need the new version of the 
best selling video digitizer of all time: Digi-View Gold. 

Only $199.95 
Digi-View Gold is available now 
at your local Amiga dealer. 
Or call 1-800-843-8934 INCORPORATED 


